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Kevin Bachman
News Editor

Student leaders, in a recent
uproar, have voiced their concerns
over on-campus accounts, however, their complaints have not
been heard by those who have the
power to make changes in university policy.
Lisa Heckman, director of student activities, said that the sorority of Pi Sigma Phi did have an
illegal off -campus account.
When she found out that it existed, she froze their on-campus
funds until they deposited their
off-campus funds back into the
on-campus account.
Student Union organizations
who have off -campus accounts
will have their organizational
funds frozen until the money is
deposited back into an on-cam pus account, said Heckman.
"The accounts were brought on
campus to protect the organizations," Heckman said, of a 1992
change in account policy.
The actions against the Pi Phis
caused an uproar among organization leaders. The discussion of
on-campus accounts arose as a
result of this, and five student
leaders submitted letters to the
editor in The Carroll News, but
never approached Fr. Richard P.
see Budgets page 3

SpGtt InformatiOn Drpanment

Senior Stacey Mullally's 42 kills helped put Carroll over the top
against Bluffton and Ohio Northern in regional NCAA tournament
action last weekend. Mullally was named to the All-Great Lakes
Region First Team for her efforts.

Atrium sign policy approved
Kevin Bachman
News Editor

The University Committee on
Signs in the Atrium, which has
been formulating a permanent
policy, hassubmitted an approved
set of rulesafterfive weeks of discussion.
The new policy, which was
approved by both Fr. Richar~ P.
Salmi, vice president of Student
Affairs, and the Student Union
Senate Tuesday, is a direct result
of Salmi's earlier decision to ban
the signs which was reversed under the stipulation that a formal
set of rules is to be drafted.
"What you have is a concrete
example of students and administrators working together toresolve issues of concern," Salmi
said.
Lisa Heckman, the director of
Student Activities and member
of the Umversity Committee on
Signs, said the new policy represents a solution which takes
everyone's best interests into account.
"I think it's a great compromise,"shesaid. "Wesatdownand

V-Ball sets up

discussed and looked at everyone's
best interests: the students' and the
university's."
The permanent policy is similar to the temporary policy, which
was issued by Salmi right afterthe
ban was reversed. The signs may
continue to be hung in the manner
which they are now. The signs may
not exceed 6 feet by 10 feet in size
and they may only be hung on the
wall of the atrium across the windows, the policy said.
The fraternity of Pi Alpha Chi
will still be responsible for removing the outdated signs on a daily
basis. Signs may be hung for a
maximum of one week.
Student Union President John
Cranley was pleased to see the final policy approved.
"It's a good commitment to the
pursuit of truth. I have to give fuil
credit to the committee," said
Cranley.
Salmi said that he hopes the
policy will show others that he is
willing to work with students, that
the student input was taken into
account just as much as those of
the administrators. himself,

Heckman and joseph Farrell,dean
of students.
"It was really a joint process,"
Salmi said. "We met for several
weeks and hammered out a policy.
It's a policy that resulted from a
process in which everyone was
heard.
One of the concerns that the
students on the committee (Bill
Glunz, Genesis Brown, Monroe
France, Megan Mooney, and Toddy
Spisak) had regarding the temporary policy was the clause that
stipulated all signs must first be
approved by the director of Student Affairs, said Salmi.
That clause is not included in
the permanent policy.
"The first article that I was concerned with asked for all prior
approval with the Director of Student Activities," said Glunz, chief
justice of the Student Union and
committee member. "I thought it
was a huge problem. I thought it
was censorship.! am very excited
w1th the pohcy we have and wah
the compromise."
Glunz also said he was pleased
see Signs, page 3

Rand Loeser
Staff Reporter
ADA,OHIO-ThejohnCarroll
women's volleyball team became
the first team in school history to
adva nce to a quarter-finalround
of a team-format NCAA Division
Ill playoff. defeating both Bluff ton
College, and host school, Ohio
Northern, th1s past weekend m the
Great Lakes Regional Finals.
The Lady Streaks (31-7) took
the floor Friday night agamst
Bluff ton College <34-13), a team
w hoearller m the ~l "''un b~atjuh n

captam Kathy Frickman "lt is
definitely notonlya milestone for
her, but for the program as well,
since we were able to win 100
games in three seasons."
The inspired Blue Streaks took
the floor Saturday against Ohio
Nonhern (28-10), the OAC regular season and conference tourna mcnt champtons. The Lady
Streaks played a see-saw firstgame,
trailing 6-l early, against the Polar
Bears, whom they were play1 ngfor
the third time thtsc,eason.and so.>c·

Carrol lnrhel

')

Mariema

River City Class1c, 9-I5, 15-9, 5-15.
Despite losing the first game, ll15, theStr.eaksdugdeepand pulled
out threestra1ght wins, 15-8,19-17,
15-8, behind 20 kills from senior
Stacey Mullally and 27 set assists
from semor Leslie Mahl. The vtctory earned them a chance to play
Ohio Athletic Conference rival
Ohio Northern m the regional finals the following day.
The win also gave Head Coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht her 300th
career volleyball coaching victory.
"I secretly hoped to get the win
at the OAC finals (against ONU),
and I had forgotten about it until
after the game on Friday," said
Weitbrecht, who was presented
with the game ball after the match.
Her players, particularly the
seniors, were aware of how special
the record was.
"It meant a lot to me personally
because we were with Coach
(Weitbrecht)for her200th victory
as sophomores," said senior co-

ond timl' m the p.\st w~ck .
n

.

Alt~r .t

~~~~~~-=~

"treaks rallied to scor . · unan swered points to go up, 7 6. Both
teams traded pomts lor the rest of
the game, but the Streaks held on
to win game one,l6-14.
Game two will arguably go
down as one of the greatest ever
played inJCUhistory Weitbrecht
put the wm into her own historical context after the game.
"I've never been involved with
a win that had so much significance," she said.
Trailing all game, Carroll was
down 14-9, with ONU serving for
game pomt. A JCU kill allowed
the Streaks to rally for six consecutive points, pulling ahead 1514. Bothteamstradedserves,with
ONU gaining a point to knot the
score,15-15. With the shift in momentum back in Carroll's favor,
the Lady Streak's scored the final
two points for a l7 -I5, comefrom
behind victory, putting Carroll
ahead, two games to none.
see Volleyball, page 3

Flu shot cancellation induces anger
Heather Sullivan
Staff Reporter

At the beginning of the school
year, the administration canceled
the availability of flu shots for the
student body, and both students
and faculty are upset with the decision.
Rose McHale, RN,of the health
services department also opposes
the policy. "Flu shots would result
in fewer cases of the flu and save
students the trauma of missing
classes," McHale said. "Also,
people with chronic diseases
should get flu shots, because for
them , the flu is twice as hard to
get over."
McHale IS not alone in her
thmking. Other health professionals say that people with d1s-

eases such asdiabetes,asthma,and
heart and respiratory probiemsare
at risk without flu shots.
Dr.GarciaofMetro health Medical Center, Cleveland, states, •If you
are at high risk, or exposed to someone at high risk, it is important to
have a flu shot."
If you do not fit intoanyof these
categories, it IS not really important, Garcia said.
However, McHale says that
there are students with these
chronic d1seases.
If your roommate, classmate, or
someone in your dorm is at high
risk, they should have a flu shot to
help prevent spreadinggerms,said
Garcia.
Accordmg to McHale, the flu
see Flu, page 3
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Booth applies ethics to Carroll
Christina Hynes
ASSIStant News Edt tOr
Wayne C. Booth, one of the
country's lead ingrhetorical scholars and specialist in ethical criticism, spoke at the first annual Fall
Lecture m Apphed Eth1cs last
Wednesday night in the Jardine
room .
Applied Ethics 1s a careful examination of reall1fe,looking particularly for the moral dimension
wh~eh is pan and parcel and mtrinsically located within every
aspect of life, sa1d Brenda Wirkus,
associate professor of philosophy
and director of the Program m
Applied Ethics.
"The adea of ethics as the articulation of values m the communal acuvny of respondmg to
and bemg responstble for one another - this idea is my poor restatement of a central facet of the
thought of Wayne Booth," said
Wirkus
Booth, the George M. Pullman
dtstinguished service professor
emeritus at the University of Ch1cago,1soneof thef1ve most Important cnucal theonsts of the 20th
Century, sa1d W1rkus.
"He [Booth! IS a warm, winy,
and wonderful man," said Wirkus.
Booth focuses on eth1ca l issues

in literature and the role of the
communay. W1rkus said
Booth stated that m order to
1mprove educauon, professors
need to appreciate disc1plmes
other than their own Students
and professors need to dialogue.
Violence has become so overwhelming that virtue and vice are
confused, he said.
"How can we talk about virtue
when it seems that lltakes v1ce lO
make1t in the world?" Booth asked
Booth questioned how politicalcandidatescan act unethically
with the education that many of
them have. Where were they
taught to behave in this manner?
he asked.·
This question brought him to
d1scuss1on of umversniesand the
creation of an ethical curriculum.
Booth described a fantasy in
which he and two other fellow faculty members were visited by
"Solomona,"thegodof thecurriculum, who would challenge the
three to create an in v1goranng, allencompassingcurnculum Booth
renamesSolomona,callingthegod
"Herm," a politically correct term
demonstrating thesensitivityacademics need to approach the revision of the curriculum. "Herm,"
gave Booth the LOcommandments

of the curriculum.
"Herm" spoke on devoung u me
totheculuvationof character The
curriculum must explain how
courses wilL build character m
both teachers and students, and
teach humility. There must be
emphasis placedoneducatingfaculty members, Booth satd
"Embark them [faculty]on their
own education, then students will
learn themselves," Booth said.
Healsoencourageda perpetual
wonderment about what genu me
educatiOn should be.
"Inquire m ways to lead students to inquire," he said.
He felt cultJvaung umversal
sympa thy is the path to the correct use of curiosity.
Among the other key "commandments" were promoting
cntica l think1ng, recognizing
quality, and teaching courage.
"The main pomt is to look. We
have met theenemyand they is us
with our lack of critical thought,"
Booth said.
Regarding Car roll 's Program in
Applied Ethics, Wirkus said It is a
recourse and place where the university can talk about issues of
ethical importance in thecommunity and give opportunities to do
that.

Budget
continued from page 1.

Wayne C. Booth, discusses his theories of applied ethics 1n
university curriculums.

Christmas Formal promises to be a sold out performance
Kevin Bachman
News Edttor

Cheaper bids, better decorations, and a more elegant theme
are what party-goers can expect
at thlswmter'sChristmasformal,
which will take place December
3, according to junior Michelle
Cull and senior Monica Duflock,
the event's co-chairpersons
l he b1ds, $20cheaper than Jast
year's, are the result of Cull and
Duflock's attempts to keep the
costs of the dance down. They
made many of the posters, s1gns,
and decorations themselves,
which will be beuerthan those m
the past few years, said Duflock.

In the past, these were done by
an outstdecompany,addingtothe
cost of the bids, Cull said.
"There's more creativity because of it," Duflock said.
Duflock said the best part
about the low price is that students who wanted to go in the
past, but were frightened away by
the $75 bid, are now able to attend.
"People who wanted to go in
the past, but could not afford it,
can go." Duflock said
The formal's success m selling
all350 btds is due partly because
Cull and Du[]ock are part of the
120 members of the Pi Sigma Phi
sorority, which Cull thinks has

created more interest in the dance. and formal than in the past, Cull
"l think because a sorority is said.
"We've been optimistic from
doing it, it's been talked about
the start," Cull said.
more on campus," Cull said.
As for working with the StuThe formal will be held at the
Cleveland Convention Center. dent Union, bothCulland Duflock
Cull said the problems people had have nothing but pra ise for the
with the Center last year will not help the Executive Officers have
be a factorthis year because of the given them.
"The Student Union has been
decorationsandadvanceplanning
nothing but helpfu l," Duflock satd.
the chairpersons did.
"One of the problems last year
Cull agreed that the officers
is that people said it looked like a . were always willing to lend a hand.
"They've gone the extra mile to
gymnasium," Cull said.
The theme ,"It's a Starry, Starry help us, even saying, 'What can we
Night," features lou Santini, a Dj do to help7,'" Cull said.
Student Union Vice President
from WMMS,I00.7 FM. This winter formal will be more elegant Dennis Percy agreed, while giving

Cull and Duflock most of the
credit for the event.
"Michelle and Monica have
done a fantastic job getting the formal together. They still need help
with the decorations though." said
Percy.
Student Union President john
Cranley thinks that all the work
done ythe Pi Phi's, Percy, and tudent Union Treasurer Michael
Colyer will result in a fantastic
evening.
"I think it's a direct result of our
[Student Union] efforts to incor'
porate more people il;l the planning and implementation of the
dance," he said.
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Salmi,Sj.,the v1ce pres1dem of student affatrs, who has the power to
alleviate the1r concerns.
Salmi feels it ironic that neitherStudt!nt Union Presidentjohn
Cranley, nor anyone else from the
Student Union , has approached
him with their concerns.
"Why don't they just come talk
to us?" he asked. "It might save
them some time and effort. I
haven't seen a thmg, which to me,
is a crazy way to run a Student
Union. lf you have a concern, go
talk to the people you have a concern with."
Cranley disagrees not on! y
with on campus accounts, but
with the way organizations are
allocated student funds as well.
He favors a system wheresLUdents
have input m deciding how much
money an organization receives
from the um versity.
"I think the system right now is
detrimental tostudent lifeandstudent activities," Cranley said.
"T here is a disincentive to get involved. It doesn't promote student
leadership"
AccordlngtoHeckman,obtaming funds from the umversity for
an organization is a simple procedure. A Student Union chartered
organization applies for funding
in the spring for the following
school year. The organization gives
Heckman an estimate of how
much they\vtll need . Looking at
~heir charter, Heckman allocates
the money to that organization.
"They receive money based on
their chartered functions,"
Heckman said.
Heckman, who has been in her
current posit JOn asdirectorof Student Activities for seven years, said
before there was a Student Activities Budget Board (SABB) consisting of faculty, staff. and administrators, who allocated organizations' funds.
"lt is now my responsibility as
director of Student Activities to
work withorganizationsdirectly,"
Heckman said. "I'm not sure that
the students like that. My sense is
that they would like more control."
Genesis Brown, junior class
president, proposes a compromise
which he hopes will be acceptable
to everyone.
"I think the money that the organizations raised by themselves
should be the organization's,"
Brown said. "Money that is given
to the organizations ]by the University] could be kept on campus."
Salmi said the money exists in

Signs
continued from page 1
with the way that the students
worked with the administrators
on the committee in formul?-ting
a permanent policy.
"I think it says a lot," he said.
"It's a model that we'll have to use
in the future."
Brown, junior class president,
also said he is happy with the new
policy.
"I want to congratulate everyone that worked for it," he said. "I

on-campus accounts for accounting purposes.
"We have to justify the money
with the accounting firm," Salmi
said. "Everydepanment in the university has to have their booksbalanced.StudentActivaies is no different. lt's hard to do that when
everyone has an off campus accou nt."
According to Salmi, there is no
longer a need for a SABB.
"The Student Activities Budget
Board went out of bus mess about
nine years ago," Salmi said. "We
had it because we never had a director of Student Acri vi ties.When
the University created the position, the job of allocating funds
went to the director of Student
Activities."
Salmi however, said he is not
opposed to the idea of working
with students, but wonders why
no one has come to talk to him
about their on-campus account
concerns.
"I think it's a legitimate concern.lt'sannoying to feel that they
think they can't talk to me," Salmi
said. "l think I have given every
indica tion that lam willing to talk
to students about their concerns.!
don't know why they feel they
can't talk to me directly. It sure
would be nice if they come talk to
me.~

-

-

--

}<an~thon Bofky

Mary Kate Lyons, left. and Steve Dvorak experience a roller coaster ride under hypnotism.
Hypnotist Fred Winters controlled the crowd in the Atrium last Friday night.

Flu
continued from page 1.
shot is administered to prevent
getting the flu, but once the shot
is administered, it takes LO weeks
to build up antibodies that help
the immune system fight off the
flu v1rus. Some people may sull
get the flu but it will be a mild
case.

"Prevennon is where we want
to be today," said McHale. "It is
much cheaper to prevent somethmg than It IS to cure 1t."
Fr. R1chard P Salmi, Sj., vice
president of Student Affairs, suggested that students with chronic
diseases go somewhere off cam
pus for a flu shot. However, Dr
Garc1a said that doctors' offices
charge $20 to $25 for a llu shot

A ordmgto McHale, urgent care
centers charge $15 a shot.
Flu shots were admmistcred at
the school last year to over 250
students and each person was
charged only $5 dollars.
Obviously. not everyone chose
ro get a flu shot, however, McH~ le
said "People have the right to
choosc,"shcsa1d "Hushotsshoulu
lw an opt1on"

Heckman, however,said she has
been approached regarding the Volleyball
Agam, Mahl and Mullally ame we could wm"
way funds are allocated.
up b1g, as Mahlcontnbuted 50 as·
John arroll advances to the
"The Student Un ion Investiga- continued from page 1
sists and Mullally teamed with quarter- finals this Saturday
tive Committee and I have talked
Weirbrecht's confidence m her sophomore Katy Perrone for 36 again t host school and last y~ar's
about how the process works, how team'scome-from-behindcharac- kills.
CAA runner-upJuniata College,
the organizations get their money, ter was present all along
The Streaks also received con- PA The Streaks haveplayed)uniata
and how I help them," Heckman
"When we were down 14-6, 1 sistent play from junior co-cap- twtce this season, with J U fallsaid. "I want to try to do every- just wanted them to try hard and tain Dawn Ebinger and freshman ing both time
It is a team that
thing 1can to help them [organiza- build some momentum," she said. Pamjimison, who combined for the treaks are happy they w1ll
tions ]That's what we're all about." "But I never felt that match was 25digsin the final
face
"\ hink th,\t thl~ b lun lor us
"We knew what v.e had todom
Student nion Chief Justice out of control. When we cut the
Bill Glunz, who appoints the In- lead and got hHo<iouO!e diS
I
Jimison, who had 10 kill and 8
vestigative Committee, said he fa- felt that we could win Jt."
Game two seemed to take the digs in the two matches. "When
vors off -cam pus accounts for the
fire out of Oh10 Northern, as the we came back in the second game
organizations and their funds.
"I find them ]on-campus ac- Streaks took game three and the and cut the lead to l0-14, all the
counts] restrictive," Glunz said. Great lakes Regional Final,lS-12. fears that 1had went away. I knew
"They don't make sense. If people
were to have an off-campus acTRAINING
OFfiCERS'
RESERVE
count,l think that would be great"
Regardless, Salmi wonders
why he has been kept in the dark.
None of thefivestudents that submitted letters to the editor, detailing their concern over the ongoing situation, have approached
Salmi regarding the issue.
"I'd be happy to look at the pros
and cons of off-campusaccounts,"
Salmisaid."ltsure would be nice if
they came and talked to me. lt
seems that if you take it to the
student newspaper, you want to
play politics, you don't want to
change the policy."
think everyone did a wonderful
job. Without everyone's cooperation, none of this would have succeeded."
Salmi said he recognized the
fact that student organizations
want to have the freedom to hang
signs without needing approval
from the Director of Student Activities.
"What this says to students and
organizations is that you have to
be responsible," Salmi said. "The
students on the committee really
argued for that"

We need your stories.
Be a reporter for the
News Section of

The Carroll News.
You must have a ticket for entry
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See Kevin or Christina in the Carroll News office.

GET MOm FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
Rare awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students. If you quahfy,
these ment-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supphes. You can also receive
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship IS m
effect. Fmd out today tf you qualtfy.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Booth applies ethics to Carroll
in literature and the role of the
commumty, Wirkus said
Booth stated that in order to
Improve education. professors
need to appreciate disciplines
other than their own Students
and professors need to dialogue.
Violence has become so overwhelming that virtue and vice are
confused, he said.
"How can we talk about virtue
when it seems that 11 takes vice to
make um the world?" Booth asked.
Booth questioned how politicalcandidatescan act uneth1call y
with the education that many of
them have . Where were they
taught to behave in th is manner?
he asked:
This question brought him to
discussion of universities and the
creation of an ethical curriculum.
Booth described a fantasy in
which he and twoother fellow faculty members were visited by
"Solomona,"thegod of thecurriculum, who would challenge the
three to create an invigorating,allencompassingcurnculum. Booth
rena mesSolomona, calling the god
"Herm," a politically correct term
demonstrating thesensitivi tyacademics need to approach the revision of the curriculum. "Herm,"
gave Booth thelOcommandments

Christina Hynes
ASSIStant News EditOr
Wayne C. Booth, one of the
country's leading rherorica 1scholars and specialtst m ethical criticism, spoke at the first annual Fall
Lecture in Applied Ethics last
Wednesday mght 10 the Jardine
room.
Applied Ethics is a careful examination of real hfe, looking particularly for the moral dimension
which IS part and parcel and inmnsically located withm every
aspect of hfe,sa1d Brenda Wirkus,
associate professor of philosophy
and director of the Program m
Applied Ethics.
"The idea of ethics as the articulation of values in the communal activity of responding to
and bemg respons1 ble for one another - this idea IS my poor restatement of a central facet of the
thought of Wayne Booth," said
Wirkus
Booth, the George M. Pullman
distinguished service professor
emeritus at the University of Chi cago, 1soneof the five most important critical theonsts of the 20th
Century, said Wirkus.
"He IBoothl is a warm, witty,
and wonderful man," said Wirkus.
Booth focuses on ethical issues

of the curncul urn
"Herm" spoke on devoung ume
to the cultivation of character The
curnculum must explain how
courses wil build character in
both teachers and students, and
teach humility There must be
emphas1s placed on educating faculty members, Booth sa1d.
"Embark them[facultylon their
own educa non, then students will
learn themselves," Booth said.
Healsoencouraged a perpetual
wonderment about what genume
education should be.
"Inquire in ways to lead students to 1nqUire," he said.
He felt cultivating universal
sympathy is the path to the correct use of curiosity.
Among the other key "commandments" were promoting
critical thinking, recognizing
quality, and teaching courage.
"The main point is to look. We
have mettheenemyand theyts us
with our lack of critical thought,"
Booth said.
Regarding Carroll's Program in
Applied Ethics, Wirkus said it is a
recourse and place where the university can talk about issues of
ettJical importance in the comm unity and give opportunities to do
that.

Budget
continued from page 1

Wayne C. Booth, discusses his theories of applied ethics
university curriculums.

Christmas Formal promises to be a sold out performance
Kevin Bachman
News Editor

Cheaper bids, better decorations, and a more elegant theme
are what pany-goers can expect
atth IS winter's Christmas Formal,
which will take place December
3, according to junior Michel1e
Cull and senior Monica Du[\ock,
the cvenr's co-chairrcrsons
The bids,$20cheaper than last
year's, are the result of Cull and
Duflock's attempts to keep the
costs of the dance down. They
made many of the posters, signs,
and decorations themselves,
wh1ch will be better than those in
the past few years, said Duflock.

ln the past, these were done by
an outside com pan y,adding to the
cost of th e bids, Cull said.
"There's more creativity because of it," Duflocksaid.
Duflock said the best part
about the low price is that students who wanted to go in the
past, but were£ rightened away by
the $75 bid, arc now able to attend .
"People who wanted to go in
the past, but could not afford it,
can go," Duflock said.
The formal's success in selling
all 350 bids is due part! y because
Cull and Duflock are part of the
120 members of the Pi Sigma Phi
sorority, which Cull thinks has

created more interest in the dance. and formal than in the past, Cull
"I think because a sorority is said.
"We've been optimistic from
doing it, it's been talked about
the start," Cull said.
more on cam pus," Cull said.
As for working with the StuThe forma l will be held at the
Cleveland Convention Center. dent Union, both Cull and Duflock
Cull said the problems people had have nothing but praise for the
with the Center last year will not help the Executive Officers have
be a factorthis year because of the given them.
"The Student Union has been
decorations and advance plan ning
nothing but helpful," Duflock said.
the chairpersons did .
Cull agreed that the officers
"One of the problems last year
is that people said it looked like a . were always willing to lend a hand.
"They've gone the extra mile to
gymnasium," Cull said.
The theme, "It's a Starry, Starry helpus,evensaying,'Whatcan we
Night," features Lou Santini, a DJ do to help7,"' Cull said.
Student Union Vice President
from WMMS, 100.7 FM. This wt nter formal will be more elegant Dennis Percy agreed, while giv ing

Cull and Du[lock most of the
credit for the event.
"Michelle and Monica have
done a fantastic job getting the formal together. They still need help
with the decorations though." said
Percy.
Student Union President john
Cranley thinks that all the work
done by the Pi Phi's, Percy, and Student Union Treasurer Michael
Colyer will result in a fantastic
evening.
"I think it'sa direct result of our
!Student Union] efforts to incor"
porate more people ii;I the planning and implementation of the
dance," he said.
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Salmi,SJ.,the vice president of student affairs, who has the power to
alleviate their concerns.
Salmi feels it ironic that neitherStudtht Union Pres1dentjohn
Cranley, nor anyone else from the
Student Umon, has approached
him with their concerns.
"Why don't they just come talk
to us?" he asked. "It might save
them some time and effort. 1
haven't seen a thing, which to me,
1s a crazy way to run a Student
Union. if you have a concern, go
talk to the pea ple you have a concern with."
Cranley disagrees not only
with on campus accounts, but
with the way organizations are
allocated student funds as well.
He favorsasystem where students
have input in deciding how much
money an organization receives
from the university.
"I think the system right now is
detrimental to student lifeandstudent activities," Cranley said.
"There is a disincentive to get involved. It doesn't promote student
leadership."
Accardi ng to Heckman, obtaining funds from the university for
an organization is a simple procedure. A Student Union chartered
organization applies for funding
in the spring for the following
school year.Theorganizationgives
Heckman an esumate of how
much they 'will need. Looking at
lheir charter, Heckman allocates
the money to that organization.
"They receive money based on
their chartered functions,"
Heckman said.
Heckman , who has been in her
current position asdirectorof Stude'n! Activitiesforsevenyears,said
before there was a Student Activities Budget Board (SABB) consisting of facul ty, staff, and administrators, who allocated organizations' funds.
"It is now my responsibility as
director of Student Activities to
work withorganizationsdirectly,"
Heckman said. "I'm not sure that
the students like that. My sense is
that they would like more control."
Genesis Brown, junior class
pr.esident,proposesacompromise
which he hopes will be acceptable
to everyone.
"l think the money that the organizations raised by themselves
should be the organization's,"
Brown said. "Mo ney that is given
to the organizationslby the University] could bekeptoncampus."
Salmi said the money exists in

Signs
continued from page 1
with the way that the students
worked with the administrators
on the committee in formul11ting
a permanent policy.
"I think it says a lot," he said.
"lt'sa model that we'll have to use
in the future."
Brown, junior class president,
also said he is happy with the new
policy.
"I want to congratulate everyone that worked for it," he said. "I

on-campus accounts for accounting purposes.
"We have to justify the money
with the accounting firm," Salmi
said. "Everydepa rtment in the university has to have their books balanced. Student Acti v111es is nod1fferent. It's hard to do that when
everyone has an off campus account."
According to Salmi, there is no
longer a need for a SABB.
"The Student Activities Budget
Board went out of business about
nine years ago," Salmi said. "We
had it because we never had a directorof Student Activities. When
the University created the position, the job of allocating funds
went to the director of Student
Activities."
Salmi however, said he is not
opposed to the idea of working
with students, but wonders why
no one has come to talk to him
about their on-campus account
concerns.
"l think it's a legitimate concern.lt'sannoying to feel that they
think they can't talk to me," Salmi
said. "I think 1 have given every
mdiCation that lam willing to talk
to students about their concerns. I
don't know why they feel they
can't talk to me directly. It sure
would be nice if they come talk to
me."
Heck rna n, however, said she has
been approached regarding the
way funds are allocated
"The Student Union Investigative Committee and 1 have talked
about how the process works, how
the organizations get their money,
and how I help them," Heckman
sa id. "I want to try to do everything lean to helpthem[organizations.]That's what we're all about"
Stud ent Union Chief Justice
Bill Glunz, who appoints the lnvestigativeCommittee,said he favors off -cam pus accounts for the
organizations and their funds.
"I find them ion-campus accounts] restrictive," Glunz said.
"T hey don't make sense. If people
were to have an off -campus account, l think that would be great."
Regardless, Salmi wonders
why he has been kept in the dark
None of the five students that submitted letters to the editor, detailing their concern over the ongoing situation, have approached
Salmi regarding the issue.
"I'd be happy to look at the pros
and cons of off-campusaccounts,"
Salmi said. "ltsure would be nice if
th ey came and talked to me . It
seems that if you take it to the
student newspaper, you want to
play politics, you don't want to
change the policy."
think everyone did a wonderful
job. Without everyone's cooperation, none of this would have succeeded."
Salmi said he recognized the
fact that student organizations
want to have the freedom to hang
signs without needing approval
from the Director of Student Activities.
"What this says to students and
organizations is that you have to
be responsible," Salmi said. "The
students on the committee really
argued for that."
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Mary Kate Lyons, left, and Steve Dvorak experience a roller coaster ride under hypnotism.
Hypnotist Fred Winters controlled the crowd in the Atrium last Friday night.

Flu
continued from page 1
shot is admimstered to prevent
getting the flu, but once the shot
is administered, it takes lO weeks
to build up anti bodies that help
the immune system fight off the
flu virus. Some people may still
get the flu but it will be a mild
case

Volleyball
continued from page 1
Weitbrecht'sconfidence in her
team 'scome-from-behmdcharacter was present all along.
"When we were down 14-6, I
just wanted them to try hard and
build some momentum," she said.
"But l never felt that match was
out of control. When we cut the
Jead and gCK loco double digillio I
felt that we could win it."
Game two seemed to take the
fire out of Ohw Northern, as the
Streaks took game three and the
Great Lakes Regional Final, 15-12.

RESERVE

"Preven11on IS where we want
to be today," said McHale. "lt is
much cheaper to prevent something than it is to cure it."
Fr. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., vice
president of Student Affairs, suggested that students with chronic
diseases go somewhere off cam
pus for a flu shot However, Dr
Garcia said that doctors' offices
ch arge $20 to $25 for a flu shot.

Ace rdingto McHale,urgentcare
centers charge $15 a shot
Flu shots were administered at
the school last year to over 250
students and each person was
charged only $5 dollars.
Obviously, not everyone chose
to get a flu shot however, McHale
said "People have the nght to
choose,"shesaid ·r:tushotsshould
be <.~n option"

Agam Mahl and Mullally came
up big,asMahl contributed 50 assists and Mullally teamed w1th
sophomore Katy Perrone for 36
kills.
The Streaks also received consistent play from junior co-captain Dawn Ebinger and freshman
Pam Jimison, who combined for
25 digs in the fmal
"We knew what we had 1odom

we could wtn"
John arroll advances to the
quarter finals this aturday
agains.t host school and last year's
NCAA runner-upjuniata College,
PA TheStreakshaveplayedJuniata
twice this season. wirh] U falling both times It is a team that
the treaks are happy they will
face .
"\ thmk that tim, 15 hm I r u~

Jimison, who had 10 kill and 38
digs in the two matches. "When
we came back in the second game
and cut the lead 10 10-14, all the
fears that l had wentaway.l knew

not on us, since wear
e team
trying to get them," said Ebinger.
"We are playing at our best nght
now. We can come out and surprise them."

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C:OBPS

GET MOm ·moM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Yow- Uncle Sam. Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students. lf you quahfy,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educatiOnal

fees. They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also recetve
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship IS m
effect. Fmd out today lf you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Speaker Gingrich: From Around the nation...
no holds barred
Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World V1ew Editor
The 1994 election has done
much more than give the United
States Congress a face -lift. It has
given it a new voice.
This year's Republican land·
slide wi II fo rce present Speaker of
the House, Tom Foley, from that
post, replacmg h1m with former
Repubhcan minority whip, Newt
Gingrich. Gingrich's ascension to
the position of House Speaker,
third in the line of presidential
succession, has been meticulously
scrutinized throughout the cam·
paign.
Gmgnch is infamous as one of
the most bombasticspeech·mak·
ers to grace Congress in recent
years. At a Lime when, nation·
w1de, voters have grown increas·
ingly frustrated with their pas·
Sive legislative offiCials, many
have flocked. revival-like, around
Gingnch, whose vicious ami-Establishment attacks provide them
with the cautious hope that he
and the Republican party could
produce the results voters have
long demanded. Others quesdon
Gingrich 's revoluuonary erratics,
and worry tha t the thunderous
speaker does not have the con viction to practice what he so vehemently preaches.
Gingrich pro mises that the
Republican party is not plotting
revengeagamst its Democratic riva ls when it assumes the majority po~ition in Congress nextjanuary. Gingrich is obsessed w ith
imple mentin g vast refo rm s
throughout Congress. and does
not intend to be delayed by the

typical two-party legislative deadlocks. Ever the visionary, he IS fas·
cinated with the potential of the
growing information age and its
influence on the expanding "global economy" His plan intends to
redefine the government's role in
this cosmopolitan future market,
decentraliz ing its influence in order to stimulate individuals' initiative, even if this means cutti ng
the sa lanes of congressmen and the
amount of time they spend m
Washington. Gingnch hasalready
proposed his methodology to the
public.
This past October, he and 300
other GOP lawmakers and candidates signed a "Co ntract with
Amenca,' consolidating themselves as a body dedicated to
change. Immediately upon assum·
ing control of the House. Gmgrich
hopes to pass three primary reform
bills-one that would make Congress applicable to the same laws
as Americans. an audit of House
bi lis for the last decade, and a onethird cut of the House commmee
stafL He then proposes the passage of lO other points within the
first 100 days of Republican control. These include bills of term
limits, permission for voluntary
school prayer, a balanced-budget
amendment, tort reform, a ban on
fore ign lobbyists, and reforms on
cri me, health care, and welfare.
Gingrich 's ambitions are certainly indomitable. But does he
have the political skill to turn his
grand design into law? His Congressional record for initiating the
passage of bills and for outlining
plausible, concrete steps for his

Washington Post
cbLOMBO, Sri Lanka -They
were propelled into politics by ex·
ecutions and assassinations. Many
endured imprisonment, exile and
death t hreats. Together, they have
become the most powerful female
political leaders in the world.
Scuth Asia, where the status of
women is often ranked among the
worst in the world, now has more
fe male heads of state than any
other region of the globe.
In Pakistan, Bangladesh and
now Sri Lanka, an expanding w idows' and daughters' club has taken
charge of national governments
and in so me cases, opposition parties as well.
Chandrika
Bandaranaike
Ku mara tunga, 49, whose h us band
and father were victims of political violence, was elected Sri Lanka's
first woman president last week
and is expected to make international political history by appointing her 78 year-old mother prime
minister.
The daughter-mother leadership team wou ld mark the return
of Sirim avo Bandaranaike to the
position she held 34 years ago
when, after her husband's assassination,shebecamethefirstwoman
to be electep prime mimster of a
country
The Sri Lankan women join Pa·
kistani Prime Minis ter Benazir
Bhutto, 4l,and Bangladeshi Prime
Min ister Khaleda Zia , 49, at the
pinnacle of power during a critical
momen t in Scuth Asian history:
Each of their countries is struggling to bolster ftedgllltg democracies and open stagnant, socialist-based economies to the outside
world.
And in neighboring India ,
meanwhile, the legacy of slain
prime minister Indira Gandhione the best-known female leaders in modern history-continues ,
with the women of the Gandhi
family remaining prominent in national politics.
Sonia Gandhi, the widow of
Indira's son Rajiv-who also served
as prime minister and was later
assass inated-is considered one of
the most influential behind -thescenes politicians in the count ry,
though she holds no elective office.
Although their ascents were
occasioned by violence and but·
tressed by family political d ynasties, these women are all the more
extraordinary be cause they have
succeeded in one of the most chauvinistic, male -dominated regions
of the world by demonstrat ing
enough grit to emerge as potent
© 1994, The

demned Democrats who seek to
legal! y protect sex ua II y explicit art
He has labeled President Clinton
as "soft on defense," but also m anaged to avoid serving in the Vietnam War, telling Newsweek it
wou ld have been "irrational" for the
fat her of two young boys to scop
supportinghisfamilytoenlist. He
is notorious for denouncing the
corruptness of politicalcampaigns,
but in September he he! ped block a
motion toreformcampaign-lobbying, and has also been rebuked for
assembling a funci-raising machine
and a political-action committee
that dodged disclosing its funds to
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the government through the
claim that it mere] y trained local
candidates fo r office.
Gingrich's future actions have
more than his political career at
stake.
What happens if the conduct
of the Republican majority
proves as disillusioning to voters
as the Democrats have been~ Will
they default, despairing, back to
Democraticcandidates,orwould
th e failure of both parties infe r
the potential influence of a yetundetermined third-party, or
perhapsadramat ic return of Ross
Perot?
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Asia leads world in
fema e heads of state
Molly Moore

elaborate schemes are minimal,
at best
Not only has he been repeatedlycritic ized by both Democra ts
and Republicans for his red-faced,
gur·level attacks against his opponents, he hasalsogaineda reputation for assailing them for issues he has once held, or latersu p·
ported.
While attend ing Tulane University graduate school, he led
stude nt protests after the univer sity blocked the school from publishing pictures it considered o bscene. ln House debates, however,
Gingrich has viciously con-
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political forces.
"They are not here by virtue of
their names alone," said
Paikiasothy Saravanamuttu, a
Colombo-based political analyst
"They have earned it by standing
up to insurgencies and coups·
lndeed,Bhuttoand Zia are currently engaged in bitter fights
against opposition partiesand are
being accused of having fa r more
interest in furthering their polit ical power than in solving the law
and order and economic problems
facing their nations.
In Zia's case. her rival is a
woman: Sheik Hasin a, head of
Bangladesh's leftist opposition
party and daughter of the
country's assassinated founder,
Sheik Mujibur Rahman.
Scuth Asia's female leaders are
products of political systems and
societies so dominated by violence that bullets and bombs often decide more elections than do
voters and ballots.
Kumaratunga was 14 when
her father, Sri Lankan Pnme Min ister Sclomon Bandaranaike, was
gunned dow n by a radical Buddhist monk in 1959.Her husband ,
Vijaya Kumaratunga, who was a
popular movie star and political
figure but never held an elected
national office, was shot dead by
a right-wing extremist in the
d riveway of his home only sec·
ondsafter he spotted th e gunman
and managed w shove their two
young children out of the line of
fire. Chandrik a Kumaratunga
raced out of the house to find her
husband crumpled in a pool of
blood.
After a campaign in which her
chief opponent was assassinated
by a presumed suicide bomber
two weeks before election dayand replaced on the ballot by his
wife-Kumaratungasaid in an interview, "lam aware that I can be
killed atanymoment. Every time
I leave the house, I don 't know if I
will come back to it.'
Bhutto's life story is just as
chilling. She was 25 when her father, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto - who
had been overthrown as prime
minister in a military coup- was
hanged w hi leshea nd her mother
huddled in a cell in the same jaiL
Benazir Bh uttospent five years
in jail and under house arrest,
sometimes in solitary confinement in barren cells.
ScuthAsia's three female leaders all proved their political
stamina asopposition-party lead-

rid

ers during msurrections, military
rule or civi l unrest before coming
to power, but all have faced harsh
Steer dear of commuter planes with fewer than 31 sears and
criticism as officeholders.
·don't even considerf lying them at night or in bad weather," warns
And, because theyarewomen,
the 1nterna donal Airlme Passengers Association The group says
they have been particularly
that in the past 15 years there have been 29 fatal accidents killing
condemned by many critics for
249 people on planes with fewer that 31 seats. This comes on the
a ll but ignoring the plight of
heels of an American Eagle crash that killed all 68 people on
women in their countries.
board. The National Transportation Board responded that tliey
Throughout the region, the preshave found no inherent problem with commurer fligh~ despite
ence of women in the highestelec·
the fact that tbeirownstatisdcssbDw morefataliruurtesonflishts
tive offices has not trickled down
with
JOor fewer on board.
to the middle and lower levels of
government , and female pnme
ministers have not had any mea·
surable impact on the low education and literacy rates,poor health
and economic status of women.
" I haven't seen any correlation
between the rise of women to top
Despite a convincing win for Republicans last week, the road to
positions with any change on the
the White House in 1996could be a rocky one: Asplit between the
pan 'of the masses of women in
far right and more mainstream party members could fracture
South Asia ," said Howard Schaffer,
party support A new name entered the arena this week: Arlen
a former U.S. ambassador to
Specrorof Pennsylvania has all but thrownhishar intotheringfor
Bangladesh who also served in the
'96. He joins the list of: Bob Dole.Jack Kemp, Colin Powdl, and Dan
American embassies in Pakistan
Quayle
and India. 'Thirty-four years after
Bandaranaike was the first woman
The GOP's gains went well beyond the houseandsenate.They'll
prime minister in the world , only
have 11 more governors- they will now control30 statehouses,
a hancjful of women are in promiIncluding 8 of the 9largest states. They gained 4">7 more seats in
nent political pos itions in Sri
the state legislatures- in fact these vtctones rnck\e all the way
Lanka'
down to town sheriffs, in some areas that are traditionally demo·
If South Asia's women leaders
cratlc.
did try to implement policies designed to specially benefit women,
The American Civil liberties Umon is looking into the possi·
said Pran Chopra of New Delhi's
bility that mandatoryshowersaf Ler gym cWsare against the civil
Center for Policy Research, they
rightS of a High school student Some students a~ ~lida}'lSbura
would be taking a major political
Area Senior High don't consider getting~ wJilididrpmsan
risk "Women per se are not suffienjoyable experience. 'I'm kind of ~rwe!ght., said Wendy Hardre
ciently politically mobilized in
who graduated last spring from rhe school60 miles wt of Pittsthesecountries, and itdoesnotpay
burgh. 'It was a big deal to me .·
to focus the benefit s for women in
a male-dominatedsociety," hesaid.
Comptled by The Carroll Ntw~ Jrom wl re s.ourcts.
Bhutto,a Harvard-and Oxfordeducated WOlftlll 'Wt:lo1lellll~....-e-·•11ii
most religiously conservative of
all the South Asi an nations, has
received the most vocal cri ticism
Cities with the most illegal
from women's organizations, who
immigrant apprehensions: San
says he has done little to lessen the
Diego 561,670; El Paso, IX
repression of women in Pakistan.
297,043; San Antonio, TX
But she has had to reckon with
25,749; Phoenix, AZ, 120,639;
formidable obstacles as a woman
Harlingen, TX, 107,925.
leading a Muslim nation.
l. Michael Huffington {L)
When the Pakistani parliament
2.
Oli. ver North (L)
Top
five
states
with
the
larg·
voted her prime minister last year,
3. Kay Hutchinson (W)
est populations of persons85and
five conservative Muslim clerics
4. Diane Feinsrein(W)
over: California, 323,000; New
who were members of the cham·
5.
Edward Kennedy (W)
York,
257,000;
Florida,
245,000;
ber refused to participate in the
vote; one later declared it improper
for a woman to head the Islamic
state.
At the same t ime, a female editor of one of the country's top
monthly news magazines sat in
the balcony, giving her Pakistani
journalistic colleagues a catty cri·
tiqueof Bhutto'sclothingand san·
dals.
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Speaker Gingrich:
no holds barred
Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor

The 1994 election has done
much more than give the United
States Congress a face-lift. It has
given it a new voice.
This year's Republican landslidewitl force present Speaker of
the House, Tom Foley, from that
post, replacing him with former
Republican minority whip, Newt
Gingnch. Gingrich'sascension to
the position of House Speaker,
third in the line of presidential
successwn,has been meticulously
scrutinized throughout the campaign.
Gingrich IS mfamous as one of
the most bombastic speech-makers to grace Congress in recent
years. At a time when, nationWide, voters have grown increasingly frustrated With their passive legislative officials. many
have flocked. rev ival-like, around
Gingrich, whose v1cious anti-Establishmentauacks provide them
with the cautious hope that he
and the Republican party could
produce the results voters have
long demanded. Others question
Gmgrich's revolutionary er ratics,
a11d worry that the thunderous
speake r does not have the conviction to practice what he so vehemently preaches.
Gingnch promises that the
Republican party is not plotting
revenge against its Democratic rivals when it assumes the majority po~ition in CongressnextJanuary. Gmgrich is obsessed with
implementing vast reCorms
throughout Congress, and does
not intend to be delayed by the

typical two-party legislative deadlocks. Ever the v1s1onary, he is fascinated w1th the potential of the
growing information age and its
mfluence on the expanding "global economy." His plan intends ro
redefine the governmem's role m
this cosmopolitan future market,
decentralizing its influ~nce in order to stimulate individuals' initiative, even 1f this means cutting
thesalariesof congressmen and the
amount of time they spend m
Washington. Gmgnch has already
proposed his methodology to the
public.
This past October, he and 300
other GOP lawmakers and candidates s1gned a "Contract with
Amenca,' consolidating them selves as a body dedicated to
change. Immediately upon assummg control o{ the House, G1 ngrich
hopes to pass three primary reform
bills-one that would make Congress applicable to the same laws
as Americans, an audit of House
bi lis for the last decade, and a onethird cut of the House committee
staff. lle then proposes the passage of lO other points withm the
first 100 days of Republican control. These include bills of term
limits, perm ission for voluntary
school prayer, a balanced-budget
amendment, tort reform, a ban on
foreign lobbyists, and reforms on
crime, health care, and welfare.
Gingrich 's ambitions are certainly indomitable. But does he
have the political skill to turn his
grand design into law? His Congressional record for initiating the
passage of bills and for outlimng
plausible, concrete steps for his
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Asia leads world in
female heads of state
Molly Moore
CbLOMBO, Sri Lanka -They
were propelled into politics by executions and assassinations. Many
endured imprisonment, exile and
death threats. Together, they have
become the most power ful female
political leaders in the world.
South Asia, whe re the status of
women is often ranked among the
worst in the world, now has more
femal e heads of state than any
other region of the globe.
In Pakis ta n, Bangladesh and
now Sri Lanka, an expanding widows' and daughters' club has taken
charge of national governments
and in some cases, opposition parties as welL
Chandrika
Bandaranaike
Ku mara tu nga, 49, whose husband
and fa ther were victims of political violence, was elected Sri Lanka's
first woman president last week
and is expected to make international politica l history by appointing her 78 year-old mother prime
minister.
The daughter-mother leadership team would mark the return
of Sirimavo Bandaranaike to the
position she held 34 years ago
when, after her husband's assassination,she becamethefirst woman
to be elected prime minister of a
country.
The Sri Lankan women join Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto, 4l,and Bangladeshi Prime
Minister Khaleda Zia, 49, at the
pinnacle of power during a critical
moment in South Asian history:
Each of their countries is strug-

political forces.
"They are not here by v in ue of
their names alone," said
Paikiasmhy Saravanamuttu, a
Colombo-based political analyst.
" They have earned it by standing
up to insurgencies and coups.'
lndeed,Bhuttoand Zia arecurrently engaged in bitter fights
against opposition parties and are
being accused of having far more
interest in furthering their political power than in solving the law
andorderandeconomicproblems
faci ng their nations.
ln Zia's case, her rival is a
woman: Sheik Hasina, head of
Bangladesh's leftist opposition
party and daughter of the
country's assassinated founder,
Sheik Mujibur Rahman.
South Asia's female leaders are
products of political systems and
societies so dominated by violence that bullets and bombs often decide more elections than do
voters and ballots.
Kumaratunga was 14 when
herfather,Sri Lankan Prime Minister Solomon Bandaranaike, was
gunned down by a radical Buddhist monk in 1959.Her husband,
Vijaya Kumaratunga, who was a
popular movie star and political
figure but never held an elected
national office, was shot dead by
a right-wing extremist in the
driveway of his home only seconds after he spotted the gun rna n
a nd managed w shove their two
young children out of the li ne of
fire . Chandrika Kumaratunga
raced out of the house to find her
husband crumpled in a pool of

glin~

blood.

<Cl1994, The Washington Post

elaborate schemes are minimal,
at best.
Not on ly has he been repeated! y criticized by both Democrats
and Republicans for his red-faced ,
gut-level attacks against his opponents, he hasalsogaineda reputation for assa iling them for issues he has once held, or later supported.
While a ttending Tulane Un iversity graduate sc hool, he led
student protests after the univer sity blocked the school from publishing pictures it considered obscene. l n House debates, however,
Gingrich has v icious ly con-

demned Democrats who seek to
!ega ll y protectsexual l y explicit art.
He has labeled President Clinton
as "soft on defense," but also managed to avoid serving in the Vietnam War , telling Newsweek it
would have been "irrational" for the
fa ther of two young boys to stop
supporting his family to enlist. He
is notorious {or denouncing the
corruptness of political cam pa igns,
but in September he helped block a
motion to reformcampaign-lobbying, and has also been rebuked for
assem blinga funci-raising machine
and a political-action committee
that dodged disclosi ng its funds to
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the government through the
claim t hat it merely trained local
candidates for office.
Gingrich's fu ture actions have
more than his political career at
stake.
What happens if the conduct
of th e Republican majority
proves as disillusioning to voters
as the Democrats have been? Will
they default, despairing, back to
Democraticcandidates,orwould
the failure of both parties infer
the potential infl uence of a yetundetermined third-party, or
perhaps a dramatic return of Ross
Perot?
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racies and open stagnant, socialist-based economies to the outside
world.
And in ne ighboring In dia,
meanwhile, the legacy of slain
p rime minister lndira Gandhione the best-known female leaders in modern history- continues,
with the women of the Gandhi
fam ily remaining prominent in national politics.
Sonia Gandhi, the widow of
Indira's son Rajiv-who also served
as prime minister and was la ter
assassinated-is considered one of
the most influential behind-thescenes politicians in the country,
though she holds no elective office .
Although their ascents were
occasioned by violence and buttressed by family political dynasties, these women are all the more
extraordinary because they have
s ucceeded in one of the most cha uvinistic, male-dominated regions
of the world by d emonstrating
e nough grit to emerge as potent

Afteracampaign in which her
chief opponent was assassinated
by a presu med suicide bomber
two weeks before election dayand repl aced on the ballot by his
wi£e -K umaratungasaid in an interview,"] am aware that I can be
killed at any moment. Every time
!leave the house, I don't know if 1
will come back to it."
Bhutto's life story is just as
chilling. She was 25 when her father, Zulfikar Ali Bhuno - who
had been overthrown as prime
minister in a military coup- was
hanged while she and her mother
huddled in a cell in the same jaiL
Be nazi r Bh utto spent five years
in Jail and under house arrest,
sometimes in solitary confinement in barren cells.
South Asia's threefemale leaders all proved their political
stamina as opposition-party lead-

One in four new
HIV cases is found in
people 20 or younger.
How old are you?
More importantly,
how at risk are you?
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DespiteaconvtncingwinforRepubltcansWt'Rek. Wroad~
the White House in 1996couldbearoc:kyoue: A split berlwentbe
far right and more mainstream party member$ ~ r.t~m
party support- A new name entered the aRQa tbls ~Arlen

SpectorofPennsylvaniaha$allbutthtoW'tl-hishatiDtOtheringfor
'96 Hejoinsthelistof·Bob'OoleJpl(emp.~PowellandDan
Quayle.
TheGOP'sgainswent well beyondthehouseandsenate. They'll
have 11 more governors- they will now control30 statehouses,
Including 8 of the 91Mgest states. They gained 457 more seats in
the state legislatures- in fact these v1.:tones trickle all the way
down to town sheriffs, in some areas that are traditionally democratic.

most religiously conservative of
all the South Asian nations, has
received the most vocal criticism
from women's organizations, who
says he has done little to lessen the
repression of women in Pakistan.
But she has had to reckon with
formidable obstacles as a woman
leading a Muslim nation.
When the Pakistani parliament
voted her prime minister last year,
five conservative Muslim clerics
who were members of the chamber refused to participate in the
vote; one later declared it improper
for a woman to head the Islamic
state.
At the same time, a female editor of one of the country's top
monthly news magazines sat in
the balcony, giving her Pakistani
journalistic colleagues a catty cr itique of Bhutto'sclothingand sa ndals.

Cities with the most illegal
immigrant apprehensions: ~
Diego 561,670; El Paso, TX
297,043; San Antonio, TX
25,749; Phoenix. AZ. 120,639;
Harlingen. TX, l07,925.

l. Michael H.uffington (L)

2 Oliver North (L)
l Kay Hutchinson (W)
4. Diane Feinstein (W)
~~ Kennedy(W)
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Steer clear of commuter planes with fewer than 31 seats and
'don't even considerflying them at night or in bad weather,' warns
the International Airline Passengers Association. The group says
that in the past 15 years there have been 29 fatal accidents killing
249 people on planes with fewer that 31 seats. This comes on the
heels of an American Eagle crash that killed aU 68 people on
board. The National Transportation Boord responded that t1iey
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ersduring insurrections, military
rule or civil unrest before coming
to power, but all have faced harsh
criticism as officeholders
And, because they are women ,
they have been particularly
condemned by rna ny critics for
all but ignoring the plight of
women in their countries
Throughout the region, the presence of women in the highest elective offices has not trickled down
to the m1ddle and lower levels of
government, and female prime
ministers have not had any measurable impact on the low education and literacy rates, poor health
and economic status of women .
"I haven't seen any correlation
between the rise of women to top
positions with any change on the
part 'of the masses of women in
South Asia ," said Howard Schaffer,
a former U.S . ambassador to
Bangladesh whoalsoserved in the
American embassies in Pakistan
and Ind ia. " Th iny-four yearsaf ter
Bandaranaikewasthefirst woman
prime minister in the world , only
a hancjful of women are in prominent political positions in Sri
Lanka .'
lf South Asia's women leaders
did try to implement policies designed to specially benefit women,
said Pran Chopra of New Delhi's
Center for Policy Research, they
would be taking a major political
risk "Women per se are not sufficiently politicall y mobilized in
these countries, and it does not pay
to focus the benefits for women in
a male-dominatedsociety,"hesaid.
a Harvard- and Ox ford -
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The Croatian book-lift

Carrie Henning
Since coming to America , Rijeka. He went to the American
Copy EC!Ilor
Born belles has remained devoted Embassy and the United States
Joseph Born belles, a professor to his native land. ln 1992, he was Information Agency (USIA) in
in the department of economics, awarded the Fulbright fellowship Croatia and r.old them how desis a man with an exrraordtnary to teach in Croatia fort he 1991-92 perarely these students need textdevotion to his native country of school year. However, Born belles books from which they could
Croatia. He is dedicated to higher had towaita yearrogosince it was learn and do research. These oreducation there. and at john Car· the first time the State Department gamzations said they would only
roll Unrversityaswell.
considered allowing a scholar to g1vehtm800books,buthepushed
BombellesgraduatedfromThe gotoCroatia lnjanuary l993,his formore.
School of Law in Croatia in 1952. wait was over and he left to reach
"What's800books?" Born belles
From there he entered The Acad- in his homeland.
asked himself when he returned
emy of International
==------~-:-c-r
to the United States. So, he
Law at The Hague in
went to work at jCU and
Holland, grad uaring in
Case,Gollecting prototypes
1954. During his time
of economic textbooks
atTheAcademy, hemet
that professors no longer
a woman named Nma
needed The on ly criteria
whom he fell in love
was they could not be
with, and in May of 1955
dated before 1990. "They're
they were married.
simply nor any good beWhile in Croatta as
fore that. 1990 is my limit,"
an unde rgrad ua te,
Bombelles said.
Bombelles was inSince then, Bombelles
volved in underground
has sent "a ton and a half
anti-communist orgaof books" to Croatia; 150
mzations and activ1·
poundsalonehavegoneto
ties, He had reason to
the University of Rijeka.
suspect that his acrivi"The reason why l keep
ties were about to be
track in weight measureexposed when he asked
mentsisbecauseshipment
for political asylum 1n
JohnR Thorn< costs are determined by
Germany.
It was Bombelles sows the seeds of knowledge.
pound," he explained. "lt's
granted to him
about 72 cents per pound.
In April of 1956, Bombelles' elFor eight months hetaughteco- 1collect money from the Crear ian
dest son, Mark, was born. Then, nomics to seniors at the Univer- communityinClevelandandfrom
fivemonthslater;Bombelles,Nina, sity of R1jeka. "lt was very inter- other professors. People just give."
and Mark emigrated tot he United esting teaching seniors who went Born belles said rhatl5 percent of
States. "Can you imagine? We through a socialist education all the total cost has come out of his
came here with $300dollars, three their lives. The students were very own pocket.
suitcases and a five-mon th old bright and hard working. They
"I'm for a free Croatia and a free
baby," he said.
followed my lectures in English," Eastern Europe," he said. "This is
The Born belles family arnved he explained.
my way of helping with the
m Cleveland where Born belles
During his time there, struggle against communism. If
contin ued his education at West- Bombelles discovered that the we don't educate, the old system
ern Reserve Untversny (Case Croatianeconomicsbooksallcon- willcontinue. lfldon'tdoit,who
Western Reserve)and rece\ved h\s talned \nformartonaboutCommu· will?"
masters deg1 ee in economics
nisr businesses. There was l ittle, if
Rober! Ginn, professor, direcWestern
Reserve
offered anything,f rom the Western world tor of the Ginn Institute and perBombelles a teaching position intermsofbusinessandeconom· sonal friend of Bombelles, has
ics. Bombellessaid these students helped with this book collection.
which he accepted immediately.
"I learned that you can never werebeingdeprivedoftheknowl- "joe is absolutely devoted ro his
say 'no' when someone offers you edge of other forms of business. native country," Ginn said. "One
a .JOb," he said. Born belles taught Frank Navratil, dean of the Busi- of his outstanding characteristics
at Western Reserve until 1963, ness School agreed. "There is a cry- is his devotion to causes he bewhen he was hired as aneconom- mg need to introduce Am erican lieves in."
ics instructor atjCU. He received business education over there,"
ln May of 1994, the University
his doctorate from Carroll in 1965, Navratil said. "The emphasis is on of Rijeka opened an exhibit of the
but left for five years to teach at American business practices and books that Bombelles had sent.
Columbia University in the School education because it is perceived Navratil was asked to speak at the
of International Affairs. In 1971, as the best."
opening of the exhibit. "He
Bombelles returned to Carroll. "I
Bombellesdecided to devote his [Born belles] really made a positive
missed Cleveland very much," he time and energy to changing the impression on Croatia and the
commented.
situation at the University of University of Rijeka. The people
are very appreciative of what he
has done for them ."
JCU recognized Bombelles's
COURTESY OF •••
outstanding achievements and
THE CARROLL NEWS 81 WUJC 88.7
awarded him the Distingu ished
Faculty Award in 1992. This award
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8TH
is given annually to the faculty
FEATURING: CAT FREE AIR & 7TH HOUSE
member who best exemplifies
FREE TIX AT •••
quality classroom performance
THE CARROLL NEWS 8c WUJC STUDIOS
and a balanced contribution to
both scholarly and communtiy
service.
leled Dome•fln lONfi lll.&NDI
Born belles continues that service today. "l-Ie is concerned about
ln'IIIWDAW.It'lll~ N16HI NO D{IP'IIONI
the future of economic development and world wide economic
lis-FREEel views," said Navratil.
"joe is a very good teacher," said
I WINGS I Ginn
8prn to lam
"He has the ability to m~ke
,_,Wfl'llrtCH,u-.: m· IZ OR MORE.
students learn. He definitely reNightly
sponds to those whom he feels like
Comin~ to Peabody's
1/18 JAV'A BEAN & 7th House
and want to learn."
1/19 KOOL RUNNIN' R£<-vA£
Born belles said, "Undergradu1/22 10¢ Wmgs Drink Specials
ate students here can receive just
1/23 FIRST LIGHT
as good of an education as they
1124 ekoostik hookah
can at Harvard ... provided that they
1/25 Jason, Eric & Jack
THE
of The Janglers
do the work"
EASTSIDE 1 1/26 ODD GIRL OUT
"Students are like farmers," he
1/30 ROCK vs REGGAE
MUSIC
expla1ned.
"The nme for plowmg
213 MOOI'iLIGHT DRIVE
and sowing 1s in the spring, sumCLUB
2/8 Carroll '\ews/WUJC 88.7
mer is too late !'.ow is the rime. If
of Cedar & Taylor prf~ent· 7th House & Cat Free Air
JCl APPRECIATION ITE
ne 32 I - 4072
you wJit,the chJnce IS over Fdu·
rix_at (B!I'UII NeilS & \Vl!J('Stud_io
cation i · a. acred process."
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Little toys make Big FIBI
Coventry store has everythingfrom Elvis lamps to Mr. T coloring boohs
Melissa Tllk

john R. ThorrM:

Chuck Beilstein leads the band through a weekly rehearsal.

Features Eo1tor
Steve Presser calls himself an archaeologist and says he
goes on digs, but it's not fossils that he's looking for. He'd
much prefer to find plastic trinkets or unusual bu ttons and
postcards.
"I've always been a collector. 1 wanted to create a store
where you can buy collectibles and inexpensive, fun toys,"
said Presser, owner and creaor of Big Fun in Coventry.
"You'll find something here t1.1t you won't find anyplace
else."
Big Fun is a novelty store that specializes in the unique.
Presser originated the idea and pulled his father out of
retirement to go into business with him.
There's a son of Elvis shrine because"Elvis is kmg,"said
Presser. They even have old government unnals for sale.
Talk about something you won't find anyplace else,
"l search old warehouses and basemems of old stores to
find items that haven't seen daylight in 30-40 years," said
Presser. Eighty percent of the store is new-old mere ha ndise
- toys from the 1940s through the 1970s in their original
packaging.
According to Presser, the newest and hottest items in

And the band marched on
Marla Trivisonno
Staff Reporter
On any given week night, a john Carroll University student walking
through the Recplex can hear any number of songs coming from the
music room. When they do, chances are good that those melodies are
coming from thejCU pep band practicing their deafening rendition of
"Wipe Our" or "Another One Bites the Dust." Leading the band with his
trombone is director Chuck Beilstein, tapping his foot to the beat of the
music.
Beilstein is a 1993 jCU graduate in communications who played in
the band throughout his college years. During his junior and senior
years, he helped lead the pep band and instigated its presence at the
basket ball games. Beilstein was also responsible for arranging practice
rimes so the band would be ready to play.
Upon hearing that the formerdirectorwasresigning, Beilstein jumped
attheopportunityforthejob. He knew that he wouldandcouldchange
the program.
Beilstein hopes to "ce nter more on recruiting and more on affiliating
with the athletic department." His goal is to have 50 members in the pep
band by next year, and he hopes to play a wider variety of nttlsic sud't3s
rock and television tunes to help thefans get into the spirit of the game.
Beilstein directs three bands here atjCU, The pep band, exclusively
for sporting events, has a large brass section consisting of mostly trumpets Their percussion section has many types of drums, including a.
tom drum and a loud field snare. "We've been complemented on the
increasing size of the band and on the songs we chose to play. It creates
a better environment fort he games," said Beilstein. The pep band wears
sporty uniforms consisting of blue and gold warm-up suits.
According to Beilstein, the concert band is "most of the pep band
sitting down." However, additional woodwinds such as oboes and
bassoons are present, and the percussion section can be composed of
everything from cymbals to jingle bells.
Finally, the jazz band has a complete saxophone section, trumpets,
trombones and a rhythm section with some electrical instruments like
guitar and bass. Next semester, the jazz band hopes to play off-campus
on Thursday nights.
Not only is there a wide variety of music and instruments in thejCU
bands, but there is also a variety of band members as well. Eight years
separate the youngest and the oldest band member. In fact, one of the
members is older than Beilstein himself . However, the instrumentalists
seem w have one thing in common: a great respect for their director.
Mike Yonek is a second year graduate student who has played the
trumpet in the band for his entire six years at Carroll. He feels that the
last two years with Beilstein as the director have been the best. "He lets
uspickoutourownsongsand treats us like peers. He doesn't talk down
to us," Yonek said.
Although they are serious during practice itself, playfulness and
friendship are evident among members and Beilstein when the job is
done. Freshman flutist Deborah Chute enjoys playing band yahtzee.
"Chuck groups songs into categories and then we role dice to see what
songs we will play. It keeps the practice moving," said Chute. Fellow
member Marisa DeNoble jokingly adds, "Ba nd yahtzee adds a spark to
my week." Meanwhile,freshman trumpeter Tom Anale teased Beilstein
about the sorry condition of his desk.
Unfortunately, band is not offered for elective credit. However,
Beilstem and the members would like to stress that anyone who plays
a band instrument is welcomed to join, even if worried about ability.
Beilstein states, "If someone is too proud to ask for help, I'll help them."
Director Beilstein is very proud of the current band members. "I'm
really pleased where everyone is now Their dedication is unquestionable. I'm very happy."
TheJCU pep band will be performingat most of the home basketball
games this season. They also hope to play together with the Muskingh urn
pep band at that away game and plan to concentrate on the play·off
season
The pzz and concert bands will perform at the Chnstmas concert
a,ong with a qumtet which includesa trombone, tuba, French horn and
two trumpets. This concert will be held on December lO 111 Kulas
Audnorium and is open ro everyone.

Big Fun is a novelty and collectible store in Coventry.

collectibles are Nlghtmare Before Chnstmas figurines
and other merchandise related to the movie.
As l stood in the middle of the store interviewmg
Presser, adults and children circled around me browsing through the merchandise with the commotion and
delight of young children on Christmas morning. It
was not uncommon to hear shrieks of "Hey mom , look
at this" or "I haven't seen one of these in years!"
"lt'sa hands-on kind of store," said Presser People are
welcome to walk through the store at their leisure and
play with the merchandise.
Often customers return to the store with stories
about what they have bought. Accordmg to Presser,
someone used the coin press to create a trinket that he
later used to propose with.
The store itself is a montage of collectibles from
other Cleveland landmarks. Card catalogs from the
Cleveland Public Library contain all kinds of buttons
and patches as well as miniature plastic pigs, people
and the like. "They bring back yesteryear and the
people love to go through the drawers," said Presser.
There is a refridgerator from an old home in Shaker
Heights which contains play food and rubber chickens,
of course. The floor is constructed from used
bowling alley lanes from the Kinsman-Lee
Lanes.
For added entertainment, customers can
have their pictures taken in an old-style photo
booth. There are even costumes to dress up the Steve Presser, owner of Big Fun. is a kid at heart.
black and white photos.
Presser's house is much the same as his store, in
"I'm not as knowledgeable as other collectors, but I have
fact, people often comment that his house looks a good eye," said Presser. Generally, he works around 60
like th at of the Adam's famil y. Presser and his wife hours per week.
have three children, ages eight, six and two, who
As for being in the Coventry area. Presser satd that
are collectors themselves.
demographically it's the perfect area because of the wide
Though the store has been open for four years, mix of people who come through the Coventry area and
Presser used to be a stockbroker for Paine Webber the other one-of -a-kind s hops. According to Presser, there's
for seven years. Currently, besides running Big a walking traffic flow and a variety of st res, things you
Fun, Presser is part of a design company called won't see anyplace else.
Access Design Group, Inc., which specializes in
With the stress of everyday life, people seem to find a
designing and building homes and businesses for sort of relaxation and release in perusing the collectibles
Mlk<J•"""
peoplewtth disabilities. Now, Presser isdoingwhat and little toys. Where else could you find a poster of the
Fonz? Presser said, "It's Levity, it's fun , it's a li tt le playhouse.·
he loves and doing well a r it.

Binge drinking, a growing trend on campuses
4. Alcohol is a sexual stimulant. FALSE once more.
Sara Strosnider
Increasing intake of alcohol decreases the body's ability to
Staff Reporter
Although most college students do not fit the definition function sexually,
Alcohol is the most commonly used drug among colof an alcoholic, there is a new trend of alcohol abuse, called
legesrudents and the problem this creates on campuses are
binge drinking, increasing on campuses everywhere.
Binge drinking, usually defined as having five or more numerous Alcohol is involved in two-thirds of all violent
alcoholic beverages in one sitting, is not something new, behavior, including campus rapes, fights, and vandalism.
However, never before have so many students, especially It is involved in almost half of all ph ysicalinjuries and just
females, engaged in the habit. The number of women who under 30 percent of all academic problems, according to
deliberately binge went up from 10 percent in l977to 35 the American College Health Association.
According to the Alcohol and Drug Addictions Services
percent last ye<1r, according to a recently released ColumBoard, about half of all traffic deaths are alcohol related,
bia University report.
and each year about 25,000 lives could
When students leave for college it is the first time they
be saved if people did not drink and
are not under supervision and can make their own decidrive.
sions. This often leads to uncontrollable drinking habits.
According to the Ohio Department
Mike Schilling, Assistant to the Dean and organizer of
of Public Safety, if you are found guilty
Alcohol Awareness Week, said going out with friends and
of driving under the influence in
getting drunk seems to be a "rite of passage" for first year
Ohio, your license will be susstudents atjCU .
pended for between 90 days and
According to the Columbia University report, one in
three years; you will face at least
threecollegestuden tscan bedescribed as an alcohol abuser.
three days in jail and/or be reMost of these students do not fit the typical description of
quired to attend a driver inter·
an alcoholic who drinks larger amounts over a long period
vention program and pay a fine
of time, and has an increasing tolerance for the alcohol.
between $200 and $1,000. After
Instead, these students fall into anothercategoryof alcohol
consuming three drinks in one
abuse. They repeatedly use alcohol in dangerous situahour,
a 140-pound person would
tions.
have blood-alcohollevel of 0.1, le·
Students of both sexes in their first year of college as
gaily drunk in Ohio. last year
well as older students involved with fraternities and soOhio adopted even tougher DUI
rorities are the most likely students to spend at least one
laws allowing for suspension of a
night a week drinking with the intention of getting·drunk.
drunken driver's license on the
Alcohol use seems to have a social element attached to it
spot.
and tends todecline afterthe first year of college, according
JCU has provided some steps
to a study published in The New York Times.
toward alcohol education, such as
Misinformation about alcohol often circulates on colAlcohol Awareness Week, but aclege campuses. Some common myths include:
I. Coffee and a cold shower will help sober someone up. cording to Schilling, awareness and education on the issue
This is FALSE. Time is the only thing that will sober should be a year-long process. Father Peter Fennessy, Sj.,
who at one time organized campus meetings of Alcoholics
someone up.
2. Drinking only beer will notlead to serious drinking Anonymous, said that people can talk to him if they feel
problems. This is FALSE as well. A bottle of beer has about that they have a problem. He first gives them facts about
the same amount of alcohol as a shot of hard liquor and a alcohol abuse. Then , sometimes, he administers a computerized test to determine whether or not they are an alcobeer drinker can develop serious drinking problems.
3. Anyone can have two or three drinks and still be holic. Fennessy said most students that come to him for
"fine." FALSE again!!! judgment and behavior is affected by help because of the msistence of a friend, roommate, resident assistant, o r someone else.
the first drink.

llsIt/1\

He believes a distinction may be drawn between alcoholism and problem drinking which can develop from
environmental aspects such as stress, depression, or social
pressure. "I would say 15 percent of (JCU) students are
alcoholics," Fennessy said.
The health problems caused by alcohol include everything from psychological disorders, such as inability to
handle daily problems, severe depression or self-imposed
isolation, to brain damage, heart disease, and destruction
of the liver's ability to function. The longer heavy drinking
persists, the greater the damage it causes.
If you or someone you know shows signs of alcoholism,
such as personality changes, blackouts, concealed drinking, or denial that a drinking problem exists, a resident
assistant, Fennessy, Student Health Services or University
counseling offer services to help in this situation. In the
Cleveland area, agencies such as Alcoholics Anonymous at
241-7387 and Cleveland's First Call For Help at 391-5800,
are available 24 hours per day.

A:
Q:

Where is Question of theW eek?
On vacation.
Why?
Because we're going to reorganize
and improve it.
Why?
Because we want it to be better.
Why?
We want it to address important
issues to JCU students.
Why?
Because.
Why?

A:

BECAUSE!

Q:
A:

Why?
Don't ask so many*#@!#
questions!

Q:

A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:.
Q:
A:
Q:

Question of the Week will be back,
better than ever, next semester.
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The Croatian book-lift

Carrie Henning

JCU APPRECIATION NIT£

KITCHEN OPEN
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Little toys make Big Fam

Since coming to America ,
Born belles has remained devoted
to his native land. In 1992, he was
awarded the Fulbright fellowship
to teach m Croaua for the 199!-92
school year. However, Born belles
had towaita yeartogosince it was
thefirstlime the State Department
considered allowing a scholar to
go to Croatia. lnjanuary 1993, his
wait was over and he left to teach
in his homela nd.

Rijeka. He went to the Amencan
Embassy and the United States
joseph Bombelles, a professor
Information Agency (USIA) in
in the department of economics,
Croatia and r.old them how des·
is a man with an extraordinary
perately these students need text·
devotion to his native country of
books from which they could
Croatia. He is dedicated tO higher
learn and do research. These oreducation there, and at john Carganizations said they would only
roll University as well.
givehim800books,buthepushed
Born belles graduated from The
for more.
Sc hool of Law in Croatia in 1952.
"What's800books?" Bombelles
From there he entered The Acadasked himself when he returned
==---~-----..
to the Untted States. So, he
emy of International
Law at The Hague in
went to work at JCU and
Holland, graduating m
Case,collecti ng prototypes
1954. During his lime
of economiC textbooks
atTheAcademy,he met
that professors no longer
a woman named Nina
needed. The only criteria
was they could not be
whom he fell in love
dated before 1990. "They're
with,and in May of 1955
simply not any good bethey were married.
forethat.l990ismylimit,"
While m Croana as
Bombelles said.
an undergraduate,
Bombelles was inSince then, Bombelles
volved in underground
has sent "a ton and a half
anti-communist orgaof books" to Croatia; 150
nizations and acuvipounds alone have gone to
ties. He had reason to
the University of Rijeka.
suspect that his activi
"The reason why l keep
nes were about to be
track 111 weight measureexposed when he asked
ments is becauseshipment
for political asylum in _,;--- - - -John R Th"'oe costs are determined by
Germany
lt was Bombelles sows the seeds of knowledge.
pound," he explained. "It's
granted to him.
about 72 cents per pound.
In April of 1956, Born belles' elForeigh t months he taught eco- I collect money from the Crcatian
dest son, Mark, was born. Then, nomics to seniors at the Univer- community in Cleveland and from
five months later, Born belles,Ni na, sity of R1jeka. "lt was very inter· other professors. People just give."
and Mark emigrated to the United esting teaching seniors who went Born belles said that 15 percent of
States. "Can you imagine? We through a socialist education all the total cost has come out of his
came here with $300dollars,three their lives. The students were very own pocket.
suitcases and a five-mont h old bright and hard working. They
"I'm for a freeCroatia and a free
baby," he said.
followed my lectures in English," Easte rn Europe," he said. "This is
my way of helping with the
The Born belles family arrived he expla ined.
During his time there, struggle aga inst communism. If
in Cleveland where Bombelles
continued his education at West- Bombelles discovered t hat the we don't educate, the old system
ern Reser ve Unive rsity (Case Croat ian economics books allcon- will continue. lf I don't do it, who
Western Reserve) and received his tained informationaboutCommu- will?"
rnas!ers deg ree in econorn ics
n isr btl'messcs There wa s lin e, if
Robert Ginn, professor, direcWestern
Reserve offered anything,from the Western world tor of the Ginn Institute and perBombell es a teaching position in terms of busmess and econom· sonal frie nd of Born belles, has
which he accepted immediately.
ics. Born belles said these students helped with this book collection.
"I learned that you can never were bei ngdeprivedof the knowl- "j oe is absolutely devote d to his
say 'no' when someone offers you edge of other form s of business. native countr y," Ginn said. "One
a job," he satd. Born belles taught Frank Navratil, dean of the Busi- of h1s outstanding characteristics
at Western Reserve until 1963, ness School agreed. "There is a cry- is his devotion to causes he bewhe n he was hired as an econom- ing need to introduce America n lieves in."
ics instructor atJCU. He received business educa tion over there,"
In May of 1994, the University
his doctoratefrom Ca rrollin 1965, Navratil said. "The em phasis is on of Rijeka opened an exhibit of the
but left for five years to teach at Amer ican business pract ices and books th at Bombelles had sent.
Columbia University in the School education because it is perceived Navratil was asked to speak at the
of International Affairs. In 1971, as the besL"
opening of th e ex hibit. "He
Bombelles returned to Carroll . "I
Bombellesdec ided to devote his [Bombelles]really made a pos it ive
missed Cleveland very much," he ti me and energy to changin g the impression on Croa tia and the
sit uatio n at t he University of University of Rijeka. The people
commented.
are ver y apprec iative of what he
has done for them."
JCU recog nized Bombelles's
COURTESY OF •••
outsta nding achievements and
THE CARROLL NEWS & WUJC 88.7
awarded h1m the Distingu ished
Facul ty Award in 1992. This award
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8TH
is given annually to the faculty
FEATURING: CAT FREE AIR & 7TH HOUSE
member who best exemplifies
FREE TIX AT •••
quali ty classroom perfor mance
THE CARROLL NEWS & WUJC STUDIOS
and a balanced contribution to
both scholarly and comm untiy
service.
leleo Do~ne•fln l01'1116111ANDI
Born belles continues that ser• t.()()
• t.()()
vice today. "He is concerned about
lt'IIII'D.&"t', lt'lll~ NIC.HI NO I.(IPIIONI the future of economic development and world wide economic
lis-FR.EEel views," said Navratil.
"Joe is a very good teacher," said
I "VVINGS I Ginn.
8pm to lam
"He has the ability to m~ke
l!'~~-~-~o~:z.::_R:;_o::=~
students
learn. He definitely reNightly
sponds to those whom he feels like
Coming to Peabody's
and want to learn."
1/18 JAVA BEAN & 7th House
1/19 KOOL RUN IN' R£~uA£
Born belles said, "Undergradul/22 JOt Wuags Drink Specials
ate
students here ca n receive just
1123 FIRST LIGHT
as good of an education as they
1124 ekoostik hookah
can at Harvard ... provided that they
1/25 Jason, Eric & Jack
T HE
o f T h e Ja n gler!i
do the work."
EASTSIDE 1126 ODD GI RL OUT
"Students are like farmers," he
1/30 ROCK vs REGGAE
MUS IC
explained
"The nme for plowmg
2/3 MOONLIGHT DRIVE
and sowing is in the spring, sumCLUB
211! Carroll N~ws/WUJC 88.7
mer IS too late. Now is the nme. If
Corner of Cedar & Taylor prtsenl· 7th House & Cat Free Air
JCl" APPRECIATJO . JTE
you walt, the chance is over. Edu·
24hr. Info line 321- 4072
Now accepting: applications ix at C~rroll ~e"s & WUJC Studi() .
cation Is a sacred process.'
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Coventry sto re has everythingfrom Elvis lamps to Mr T coloring books
Mel issa Tllk
Feat ures Editor

Steve Presser calls himself an archaeologist and says he
goes on digs, but it's not fossils that he's looking for. He'd
much prefer to find plastic trinkets or unusual buttons and
postcards.
"l've always been a collector I wamed to create a store
where you can buy collectibles and inexpensive, fun toys,"
said Presser, owner and ere~ tor of Big Fun in Covemry.
"You'll find something here tl.-u you won't find anyplace

else."

Joh nR Thor~

Chuck Beilst e in leads the band through a weekly rehearsal.

Big Fun is a novelty store that spec ializes in the unique.
Presser originated th e idea and pulled h1s father out of
reti rement to go into business with him.
There's a son of El visshnne because "Elvis is king," sa id
Presser. They even have old government urinals for sale.
Talk about something you won't find anyplace else.
"!search old wareh ouses and basemems of old stores to
find items that haven't seen daylight in 30-40 years," said
Presser. Eight yperce n tof the sto re is new-old merchandise
- toys from the 1940s through the 1970s in their original
packaging.
According to Presser, the newest and honest items in

And the band marched on
Marla Trivisonno
Staff Reporter

On any given week night,ajohnCarroll University student walking
through the Recplex can hear any number of songs coming from the
music room. When they do, chances are good that those melodies are
coming from theJCU pep band practicing their deafening rend ition of
"Wipe Out ' or 'Another One Bites the Dust." Leading the band with his
trombone is director Chuck Beilstein, tappmg his foot to the beat of the
music.
Beilstein is a 1993JCU graduate in communications who played in
the band throughout his college years. Dur ing his junior and senior
years, he helped lead the pep band and instigated its presence at the
basket ball games. Beilstei n was also responsible for arranging practice
times so the ba nd would be ready to play.
Upon heari ng that the formerdirectorwas resigning, Beilstein jumped
at the opportunity forth.e job. He knew that he would and could change
the program.
Beilstein hopes to "center more on recruiting and more on affil ia ti ng
with the athletic department." His goal is to have 50 members in the pep
band by next year, an e hopes to playa wider varietyofnttrsicsuchas
rock and television tunes to help thefans get into the spir it of the game.
Beilstein direc ts three ba nd s here atj CU. The pep ba nd, exclusive ly
for sporting events, has a large brass sectionconsistingof mostly trum. pets. Their pe rcussion section has man y types of drums, including a.
tom dr um and a loud field snare. "We've been complemented on the
increasing size of the band and on the songs we chose to plaf. [t creates
a better environment for the games," said Bei !stein. The pep band wears
sporty uniforms co nsisting of blue and gold warm-up suits.
Accord ing to Beilstein, the concert band is "most of the pep band
sitting down ." However, additional woodwinds such as oboes and
bassoons are present, :;~ nd the percussion sec tion ca n be composed of
everyth ing from cymbals to jingle bells.
Finally, th e jazz band ha s a complete saxophone section, trumpets,
trombones and a rhy thm sec tion with some electrical instrum ents ltke
guitar and bass. Next semester, the jazz band hopes to play off-campus
on Thursday nights.
Not only is there a wide variety of music and instruments in theJCU
bands, bu t there is also a varie ty of band members as well. Eight years
separate the youngest and the oldest band member. In fact, one of the
members is older than Beilstein himself. However, the instrumentalists
seem to have one thing in common· a grea t respect for th eir director.
Mike Yonek is a second year graduate student who has played the
trumpet in the band for his entire six years at Carroll. He feels that the
last two years with Beilstei n as the director have bee n the best. "He lets
us pickout ourown songs and treats us like peers. He does n't talk down
to us," Yonek said.
Although they are ser ious during practice itself, playful ness and
fr iendshi p are evident among members and Beilstein when the job is
done. Freshman flutist De borah Ch ute enjoys playing band ya htzee.
"Chuck groups songs into categories and th en we role dice to see what
songs we will play. It keeps t he practice moving," said Chute. Fellow
member Marisa DeNoble jokingly adds, "Band yahtzee adds a spark to
myweek." Meanwhile,f reshman trumpeter Tom Artale teased Beilstei n
about the sorry condition of his desk
Unfortunately, band is not offered for elective cred it. However,
Beilstein and the members would like to stress that anyone who plays
a band instrument is welcomed to join, even if worried about ability.
Beilstein states, "If someone is too proud to ask for help, ['II help them."
Director Beilstein is very proud of the current band members. "I'm
really pleased where everyone is now. Their dedication is unquestionable. I'm ve ry happy."
ThejCU pep band will be performingat most of the home basketball
games thisseason. They also hope to play together with the Muskinghum
pep band at that away game and plan to concentrate on the play-off
season.
The jazz and concert bands will perform at the Chnstmas concert
along with a qumtct which in ludesa trombone, tuba, French horn and
rwo trumpets This concert will be held on December lO m Kulas
Auditor 1urn and is open to everyone.

Big Fun is a novelty and collectible store in Coventry.

collectibles are Nlghtmare Before Christmas figurines
and other merchandise related to the movie
As l stood in the middle of the store interviewmg
Presser, adults and chi ldren circled around me browsing through the merchandise with the commotion and
delight of young children on Christmas morning. It
was not uncommon to hear shrieks of "Hey mom, look
at this" or "l haven't seen one of these in years!"
"It's a hands-on kind of store," said Presser People are
welcome to walk through the store at their leisure and
play with the merchandise.
Often customers return to the store with stones
about what they have bought. According to Presser,
someone used the coin press to create a trinket that he
later used to propose with.
The store itself is a montage of collectibles from
other Cleveland landmarks. Card catalogs from the
Cleveland Public Library contain all kinds of bu ttons
and patches as well as mimature plastic pigs. people
and the like. "They bring back yesteryear and the
people love to go through the drawers," said Presser.
There is a ref ridgerator from an old home in Shaker
Heights whichcontains play food and rubberc hickens,
of course. The floor is constructed from used
bowling alley lanes from the Kinsma n-Lee
Lanes.
For added entertainment, customers ca n
have the iT pictu res taken in an old-style photo
booth. Thereareeven costumestodress up the Steve Pre sser, owne r of Big Fun, Is a kid at heart.
black and white photos
Presser's house is much the same as his store, in
"''m not as knowledgeable as other collectors, but 1have
fac t, people often comme nt th at his house looks a good eye," said Presser. Generall y, he work around 60
like that of the Adam's family. Presser and h1s wife ho urs per week.
have three children, ages eight, six and two, who
As for being in the Coventr y area, Presser said that
are collectors themselves.
demographica lly it's the perfec t area because of the wide
Though the store has been open for four years, mi x of people who come through the Coventry area and
Presser used to be a stockbroker for Pai neWebber the other one-of -a-kind shops. According to Presser, there's
for seve n years. Currently, besides running Big a wa lking traffic flow and a variety of stores, things you
Fun, Presser is part of a des ign com pan y called won't see anyplace else.
With the stress of everyday life, people seem to find a
Access Design Group, Inc., which specializes in
designing and building homes and businesses for sort of relaxation and release in perusing the collec tibles
"''""l"""" people with disabilities. Now,Presserisdoi ng what and little toys. Where else could yo u find a poster of the
Fonz? Presser said, "It's levity, it's fun, it's a little playhouse.·
he loves and doing well at it.

Binge drinking, a growing trend on campuses
Sara Strosnider
Staff Reporter

Although most college students do notfit the definition
of an alcoholic, there is a new trend of alcohol abuse, called
binge drinking, increasing on campuses everywhere.
Binge drinking, usually defined as having five or more
alcoholi c beverages in one sitting, is not something new.
However, never before have so many students, especially
fema les, engaged in the habit. The number of women who
deliberately binge went up from 10 percent in 1977 to 35
percent last yea r, according to a recently released Columbia University report.
When students leave for college it is the first time they
are not under supervision and can make their own decisions. This often leads to uncontrollable drinking habits.
Mike Schilling, Assistant to the Dean and organizer of
Alcohol Awareness Week, sa id going out with friend s and
getting drunk seems to be a "rite of passage" for first year
students atJCU.
According to the Columbia Unive rsity report , one in
three college students can be described as an alcohol abuse r.
Most of these students do not fit the typi cal description of
an alcoholic who drin ks larger amounts over a long period
of time, and has an increasing tolerance for the alcohol.
Instead, thescstude n tsfall imoanother category of alcohol
abuse. They repea tedly use alcohol in dangerous situations.
Students of bot h. sexes in their first year of college as
well as older students involved with fraternities and sororities are the most likely students to spend at le:;~ s t one
night a week drinking with the intention of getting·drunk.
Alcohol use seem s to have a soc ial element attached to it
and tends to decline aft erthefirst year of college, accord ing
to a study published in Tfte Ne w York Times.
Misinformation about alcohol often ci rc ulates on col·
lege campuses. Some common myths incl ude:
l. .::=offee and a cold shower wil1 help sober someone up.
This is FALSE. Time is the only th ing th at will sobe r
someone up.
2. Drinking o nly beer wi ll not lead to serious dr inking
pro ble ms. Th is is FA LSEas well. A bon leof beer has about
the sa me amount of alcohol as a shot of hard liquor and a
beer dri nker can develop serious drinking probl ems.
3. Anyone can h ave two or three dnnks and still be
"fine." FALSE aga in!!' judgment and behav1or is affected by
the first drink.

4. Alcohol is a sexual st imulant. FALS E once more.
Increasi ng imake of alcohol decreases the body's abili ty to
function sexually.
Alcohol is the most commonly used drug among collegestud ents and the problem this creates on campuses are
numerous. Alcohol is involved in two-thirds of all violent
behavior, including campus rapes, fights, and vandalism.
It is involved in almost half of all physical injuries and just
under 30 percent of all academic problems, according to
the American College Health Association.
According to the Alcohol and Drug Addictions Services
Board about half of all traffic deaths are alcohol related,
'
and each year about 25,000 lives could
be saved if people did not drink and
drive.
According to the Ohio Department
of Public Safety, if you are found guil ty
~
of drivi ng under the influence in
~
Ohio, your license will be sus\
pended for between 90 days and
three years; you will face at least
three days in jail and/ or be required to attend a driver intervention program and pay a fine
between $200 and $1,000. After
consum[ng three drinks in one
hour, a 140-pound person would
have blood-alcohollevel of O.l,legally dr unk in Ohio. Last year
Ohio adopted even tougher DUl
laws allowing for suspension of a
drunken driver's license on th e
spot.
jCU has provided some steps
towa rd alcohol ed ucation, such as
G"P1"'' by Bn:r<~u McXIIIip
Alcohol Awareness \Veek, but according tO Schilling. awareness an d education on the issue
should be a year-lo ng process. Fa ther Peter Fe nnessy, Sj.,
who at one time orga nized ca mpus meetings of Alcoholics
Anonymous, said that people can talk to him if they feel
th at they have a problem. He first gives them facts about
alcohol abuse. Then. sometimes, he administers a computerized test to determ ine whether or not they are an alcoholic. Fennessy sa id most students that come to him for
help because of the ms1stence of a friend, roommate, resident assistant, or someone else.

I~

l

He believes a distinction may be drawn between a leo·
holism and problem drinking which can develop from
environmental aspects such as stress, depression, or social
pressure. "I would say 15 percent of (JCU) students are
alcoholics," Fennessy said.
The health problems ca used by alcohol include everything from psychological disorders, such as inabili ty to
handle daily problems, severe depression or self-imposed
isolation, to brain damage, heart disease, and destruction
of the liver'sability to function. The longer heavy drinking
persists, the greater the damage it causes.
If you or someone you know shows signs of alcoholism,
such as personality changes, blackouts, concealed drinking, or denial that a drinking problem exists, a resident
assistant , Fennessy, Student Health Services or University
counseling offer services to help in th.is situation. In the
Clevela nd area. agencies such as Alcoholics Anonymous at
241-7387 and Cleveland's First Call For Help at 391-5800,
are available 24 hours per day.

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
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A:
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A:

Where is Question of the Week?
On vacation.
Why?
Because we're going to reorganize
and improve it.
Why?
Because we want it to be better.
Why?
We want it to address important
issues to JCU students.
Why?
Because.
Why?
BECAUSE!
Why?
Don't ask so many*#@!#
questions!
Question of the W ee k will be bach,
better than ever, next semester.
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Over the Rhine

Miracle rekindles
Christmas spirit
Kristen Schneidler
Assistant Entertainment Ed1tor
Miracles reall)' can happen
The society m which we live tnes
to persuade us to behevc other
wise. But every once in a while
everyone needs to dtscover a
m!Tacle and truly believe m lt.
As the song says, "it's beg1nmng
tO look a lot ltke Chrtstmas," and
one mov1e sure to help people beheve tn the m1racle of Chnstmas
again IS the brand new version of
"Mtracle on 34th Street"
The film 1s based on the 1947
motion ptcture screenplay by
George Seaton The ortgmal movie
is a true classtc,and loved by many
for the wonderful way in which it
presents the meaning of Christmas. As great as the ongmal fllm
IS, this modern day version of
"Miracle on 34th Street" IS far superi or
A great deal of the ftlm s effectiveness and ability to surpass the
origmal can be attributed to Mara
W ilson 's spectacular performance. She plays Susan, a young
girl who doesn't believe in Santa
Claus. Her mother, Dorey Walker
(Elizabeth Perkins), works for
Cole's Department Store in New
York Cny and must quickly find
someone to play the role of Santa
in the Thanksgiving Day Parade,
when the first one is found drunk.

As tf preCise! y on cue, Kriss
Knngle steps m to play' Santa
Claus. Rtchard Attenborough's
portrayalofKnngle1snearly flawless
From that pomt on, It becomes
Kringle's goal to make believers
out of both Dorey and Susan
Knngle does have some help 10
thtsarea from Bryan Bedford, who
lives next door to Dorey and Susan. Dylan McDermon also turns
Ina wonderful performance 10 th1s
movie, as Bryan
Krmgle, of course, does a superb JOb of playmgSanta Claus for
Cole's,and the store's _jealous compet uor,Shopper's Express, sets out
to do whatever it takes to get rid of
Knngle
In the meanume, a romance
develops between Bryan and
Dorey, which Susan hopes will
eventually fulfill her ultimate
Chnstmas wish-to have a fam1ly.
The aspect which sets this ftlm
apart from today's typical movies
however, is the special old-fashioned approach it takes toward
this modern and complex world.
So many of today's movies take a
cynicaloutlookon lifeandattempt
to suppress the human desire to
express our true emotions and to
find joy m life's simple pleasures.
"Miracle on 34th Street,' on the
other hand, invites its audience to

Susan Walker (Mara Wilson) is delighted to discover that Kriss Kringle's (Richard Attenborough)
beard is real in Miracle on 34th Street.
find the joym life's simplicities. In
the end, Kringle, with the help of
Bryan as his lawyer, must prove to
everyone, but especially to Dorey
and Susan, that "there really is a
Santa Claus, and I'm him."
"I'm a symbol of the human
abilitytoovercometheselfish tendencies encouraged by society,"
Kringle tells Dorey. "If you don't
believe in me .. .if you can't accept
things on faith , you're doomed to
a life of doubt.'
While Kringle tries to prove
that he really is Santa Claus and

that everyone needs to believe in
him, many complex issues of our
societyaredealt wlth,such as how
the media can distort thefactsand
how "dirty" politics affect society.
The main argument used by
Kringle against all of this is rhe
importance of grace, defending
one's honor,and aboveall,decency.
After all, isn't that what Santa
Claus truly symbolizes?
In the last few scenes, it becomes clear that everyone "needs
to decide whether they believe in
Santa Claus" and therefore in the

At first, Malloy doesn't believe Louis could have never imaginedshe absolutely loved it. She said
she even thought Cruise was su- Louis(Brad Pitt) is a vampire. Louis eternal life. However, Louis is unthen turns on a light, and Malloy aware that by agreeing, he 1s sellWith the much-anuctpated, perb.
Wirh al rhi5aside, I ca n be in jumpsourofhissearatt he sigh of ing him elf o e at.
albeir delayed, relcaseoflntcrvil.'w
Wt!h the Vampm::, the problems The film IS unbelievable. It buries thts pale-skinned vampire. Louis
From this point on, Lestat and
surrounding the production of the these probLouis town
venture
film are easi Iy forgotten . Anne lems deep in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - from
to
Rtce, author of the novel from the ground.
town draining
wh1ch thef1lm IS based,ongmally The film beblood from evsaid she dtdn'tlike the casttng of gms in a dark
ery innocent
Tom Cruise as the blond vampire room overvictim they get
Lestat because she said he didn't looktng The
their hands on
fir the blond, stx·foot vampire Golden Gate
(or rather, sink
mold she had created in her novel. Bridge in San one
their teeth into).
Director Nell Jordan (Crying Francisco,
lrontca lly,
Game) reportedly closed rhe set where we find Malloy (Slater), a begins to tell Malloy about his Interview With the Vampire also
and stopped talking to Rice over local discjockeywho ts known for 200-year existence.
contains humor. The humor reInterviewing odd people, about to
The film then ventures back to allycomplementsall of the blood
the matter.
Last month,Ricefinallyviewed begin an in-depth interview with 1791 New Orleans, where Louis is and gore m the film. At times the
a rough cut of the film and said a vampire.
feeling lonely and deserted over film would have been unbearable
the loss of his wife and child be- to watch for some people with
causeof complicationsfromchild- weak stomachs, but that is where
birth Louis becomes quite guilt· the humor offsets the gore perridden over the ordeal and even fectly
I goes as far as to wish death upon
just when Louis begins tore• himself. Then he meets Lestat.
gret his choice of becoming a vam• Great Place For X-mas 1bys ~~ I
I
Lestat offers Louis a deal that pire, Lestat brings in Claudia

Chrlst..::.r:.he=.:r....:M.:.=--G=-:re:..::e::::n:..____
Staff Reporter

(Pitt's) portrayal of the guilt-ridden
Louis is nothing less than outs tanding.
Pitt is forging through Hollywood as
of the top young actors around.

BIG FUN
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• Cool T-Shlrts

• Great Stocking Stuffers
• Wild 60's & 70's Items

~

miracle of Christmas and the human spirit.
This movie is uplifting, funny
and romantic, but it is more than
just the usual holiday movie. It
could make one think about rhe
things that he/s he chooses to believe in . "Miracle on 34th Street" is
even better than the original and
isdefinitelyworthseeingrhisholiday season. Whether you already
have the Christmas spirit, or have
lost it and need to rediscover it,
just remember-Santa Claus is
coming to town!
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Cruise is on his way to his first
Oscar with hissuperbportrayalof
the evil Lestat. Cruise puts to rest
all of the questions surrounding
his ability to take on a role as challenging as this.
Pitt should win Best Supporting Actor at next year's Oscars.
His portrayal of the guilt-ridden
Louis, i~ nothing less than ourstanding. Pitt is forging through
Hollywood as one of the top young
actors a round. His performance in
this film far exceeds his past performances.
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(Kirsten Dunst), a young girl who
becomes their "daughter," to
change Louis' perspective on this
dark world . From that point on,
the three of them wander from
place to place searching for new,
innocent lives to feed on.
Dunst's portrayal of the evil
Claudia is superb. Hidden behind
her curly hatr and t\]nocent face
hides a monster who is "thirsty for
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Interview With the Vampire quenches thirst for horror
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Ed1tona1 Board DireCtor
The Ctnc1nnat1 band Over the
Rhine,describtng itself as ·a wonderfully unpredtctabte potpoum
of hopeless romantics.hipp1e teenagers, English maJors, lesbians,
com purer geeks, renegade poets,
and songwriters," will rock Cleveland this Saturday night, Nov. 19
at Peabody's Down Under.
According to OTR 's bas ist
Linford Detweiler, the band will
feature selections from their recently released alb um titled, Eve,
in addition to numerous songs
from past collections.
Over the Rhine, whose name
comes from the old German neighborhood in Cinctnnati, delivers a
sound somewhere between the
darker side of The 10,000 Maniacs
and the melodic nature of the
era n berries.
Half of Eve was recorded in a
barn at Longview Farm in
Northfield, Mass, Detweiler said
during a phone interview. The actual functioning barn has a historyof hosting recording sessions
from such bands as The Rolling
Stones and Aerosmith. The quiet
serenity of the Longview Farm allowed the band to record without
distractions, Detweiler said.
"The night sky and surroundings of the Massachusetts countryside were very breathtaking,"
Detweiler said. "They almost put a
sort of magical change on the
music. The second part of the album was recorded in New Orleans.
The two contrasting places offer, I
think, a good metaphor for our
music; how there is sometimes a

short on
new CD
Brian Sparks
Staff Reporterr

Over the Rhine will perform at Peabody's DownUnder this Saturday, Nov.19.
darker side to writing music."
Eve, released in August, brings
to light the funky yet subtle blues
-inspired sound that OTR has
mastered since their inception in
the spring of 1989.
The angelic voice of the band's
lead singer, Karin Bergquist, sueceeds brilliantly in melding Eve's
powerful lyrics with the intricate
melodies laid down by the band.
In "Melancholy Room" for instance, a song that takes account
of the pent-up ambitions which
accompany
being
young,

Strategem's potential lost
in commercial success
James Aurlcchio
World View Editor
Big Head Todd and the Monsters' latest album, St rategem (released near] y two months ago),
could have been a wonderful climax to a fantastic voyage.
The band started small, playing barsaroundColorado University in between classes. Later, band
members dropped out of school
because they "liked playing together," according to a Los Angeles
Times article (March, 1994).
The band released Another
Mayberry and Midnight Radio in dependently and slowly climbed
into the college music scene. All
the while, the band never sacrificed its soulfu l blues sound. The
music was never "radio ready," and
for that reason, rejection letters
poured in from record companies
telling the band they "needed
work.'
When the band finally found a
label, the result was a sound
wrapped in so much plastic that
the heartbeat of it was muffled
Sister Sweetly lost the pastoral
blues quality that both independent albums had. While some
musiccanaffordsuchsmothenng
in cellophane, Big Head Todd and
the Monsters could not.
The most popular song from
that album was "Bitterswee t,"
ongtnally released on Midnight
Radio. This song, like no other,
symbolized what had happened
to the band.
The origtna I song sent the listener on a tnp through the emotions of the narrator Todd Park
Mohr's riveting riffs followed the
lyrics, not in form but in meaning,
so well that the ltstener couldn't

help but dose their eyes and imagine.
lt was forth is reason that when
the remake was released, the band
refused to do a video.
"The record company said that
ifwedidavideoof'Bittersweet,' it
would probably mean the difference betweenselling500,000copies or 1.5 million copies," Mohr
reflected later in an interview with
the San Francisco Examiner
(March, 1994). "I just felt the song
was too personal, that the lyrics
were visual enough, that the song
would be lessened by having
someone's singular impression of
ir become everyone's vision."
The remake was tame, and it
lacked the unbridled power of the
original.
Manyfans thought that the latestalbum would be a return home
for Big Head Todd and the Monsters; a rettirn to what made the
band so good in its beginning.
lt isn't.
Strategem is certainly a release
from the tension and frustration
over Sister Sweetly but It is misdirected, choppy and erratic. The
opener, "Kensington Line" lacks
flow and focus, and it sets the tone
for the whole album .
Some would say it is a result of
Mohr living up to his nickname,
sitting through the album Without notice that he has m 1ssed the
mark. Others find fault with the
record company, Giant, for trymg
to make a group fall neatly into
their pac kagt ng
Whatever the reason . the album leaves the listener d1sap
pointed and still holding his/her
breath for a return to the band 's
former glory.

Bergquist chants aerially, piloting
the delicate tune with the precision of a concert v10linist.
Eve's opening tract, "Happy
With Myself?" paints an accurate
picture of rhe multiplicity of diverse sounds which OTR band
members marry together in the1r
songs. Beginningwitha lone voice
andacousticguitar,thesongeven tually bursts into a swell of lap
steelandflowingbass. Whilethe
lyrics ostensibly detail the plight
of a person who has been trying to
please a friend or acquaintance,

"'Pl'"8h'
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they also underlie a broad, general
meaning: I've been trying to hui ld
you a he avert/ crowns oft horns/ ut
Mason jars/ angelsthat dance/ on
pins and needles/ maybe I've tried
a little too hard.
Detweiler, who carefully com
poses his thoughts in his dehberate manner of speech, explained
that OTR has no set pattern for
writing music .
"Myapproachtomusicisbasically intuitive," Detweiler said. "It
just happens. I'm not very formulaic in writing songs."

rJ~ 1fJ]]I.;

Fu;::zy, Grant Lee Buffalo's
debut release. was hailed by
R.E.M 's M1chael Snpe as the best
album of 1993. Mightyjoe Moon,
the band'sfollow-upCD, should
have evoked the ~'11e k~!!d of
praise. And granted, in certain
areas It is a worthy second effort
However. a sense of confusion and overall lack of onglnality ulnmately lead to the
downfall of MigiHy )o( Moon
(Slash/Warner Bros.).
lead singer /gtUtllri:.t Granr
Lee Phillips can't seem to detde on a spectftc vocal sryle.
ThIS would not be a bad thing
necessarily, if it weren't for
Phillips' constant fluctuation.
Many songs jump from one
sound to another, while never
really developing a consistent,
solid rhythm.
Mighty jot Moon does have a
highlight, however. The theme
of American history is successfully established throughout
the songs. and it provides an interesting basis for the lyricism.
Also, Phillips and bassist
Paul Kimble display their fine
mus!c~anship

in such songs as

"Lady Godiva and Me" and
"Drag.• Unfortunately, these
can't make up for the overall
confusion and Inconsistency.
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Over the Rhine

Miracle rekindles
Christmas spirit
Kristen Schneldler
Assistant Entertainment EdiiO'r--

Miracles really can happen
The soCiety m wh1ch we Hve mes
lO persuade us to believe otherwise. But every once m a while
everyone needs to discover a
nmacle and truly believe mIL
Asthesongsays. "it's begmnmg
to look a lot like Christmas." and
one mov1e sure to he! p people believe in the rmracle of Chnstmas
aga1n 1s the brand new versiOn of
"Miracle on 34th Street"
The film 1s based on the t947
mouon p1cture screenplay by
George Seaton Theongmal mov1e
1sa true classic, and loved by many
for the wonderful way m which it
presents the meaning of Christmas. As great as the ongmal film
is, this modern day version of
"Miracle on 34th Street" is far superior.
A great deal of the film'seffectivenessand ability to surpass the
ongmal can be attributed to Mara
Wilson 's spectacular performance She plays Susan, a young
girl who doesn't believe in Santa
Claus. Her mother, Dorey Walker
(Elizabeth Perkins), works for
Cole's Department Store in New
York Cay and must quickly find
someone to play the role of Santa
in the Thanksgiving Day Parade,
when the first one is found drunk.

her M. Green

With the much-anticipated,
albeirdelayed, release of Interview
Wrth the Vamp rre, the problems
surrounding the production of the
film are easd y forgotten Anne
R1ce, author of the novel from
wh1ch the film IS based,onginally
said she didn't like the castmg of
Tom Cruise as the blond vampire
Lestat because she said he didn't
fit the blond, Six-foot vampire
mold she had created m her novel.
Director Neil Jordan (Crying
Game) reportedly closed the set
and stopped talkmg to Rice over
the matter.
Last month, Rice fin all yviewed
a rough cut of the film and said

As if prec1sely on cue Kriss
Knnglc steps in to "play• Santa
Claus. R1chard Arrcnborough's
portrayalofKnngle IS nearly flawless
From that pOLnt on. It becomes
Kringle's goal to make believers
out of both Dorey and Susan.
Knngle does have svme help in
this area from Bryan Bedford, who
lives next door to Dorey and Susan. Dylan McDermon also turns
ma wonderful performancem th is
mov1e, as Bryan
Kringle, of course, does a su
perb JOb of playmg Santa Claus for
Cole's, and the stores _)Calouscompemor,Shopper's Express, sets out
to do whatever it takes to get rid of
Knngle.
In the meanume, a romance
develops be tween Bryan and
Dorey, which Susan hopes will
eventually fulfill her ultimate
Chnstmas wish-to have a family.
The aspect which sets thts film
apart from today's typical mov1es
however, is the special old-fashioned approach it takes toward
this modern and complex world.
So many of today's movies take a
cynical outlook on lifeandattempt
to suppress the human desire to
express our true emotions and to
find joy in life's simple pleasures.
"Miracle on 34th Street,' on the
other hand, invites its audience to

Susan Walker (Mara Wilson) is delighted to discover that Kriss Kringle's (Richard Attenborough)
beard is real in Miracle on 34th Street.
findthejoyinlife'ssimplicities.ln
the end, Kringle, with the help of
Bryan as his lawyer, must prove to
everyone, but especially to Dorey
and Susan, that "there really is a
Santa Claus, and l'm him."
"I'm a symbol of the human
ability toovercometheselrish ten dencies encouraged by society,"
Kringle tells Dorey. "If you don't
believe in me .. .if you can't accept
things on faith, you're doomed to
a life of doubt."
While Kringle tries to prove
that he really is Santa Claus and

that everyone needs to believe m
him, many complex issues of our
societyaredealt wit h ,suchas how
the med1acan distort the facts and
how "dirty" politics affect society.
The main argument used by
Kringle against all of this is the
importance of grace, defending
one'shonor,andaboveall,decency.
After all, isn't that what Santa
Claus truly symbolizes?
In the last few scenes, it becomes clear that everyone "needs
to decide whether they believe in
Santa Claus" and therefore in the

perb.

At first, Malloy doesn't believe
Louis(Brad Pitt) is a vampire. louis
then turns on a light, and Malloy
jumpsourofh is eatatthe ight f
this pale-skinned vampm. lou1s

Louis could have never imaginedeternal life. However, Louis is unaware that by agreeing, he is selling him elf to es at.
From this point on, Lestat and

With all is a<;ide, I can egin
1 he film IS unbelievable It bunes
these probventure
lems deep in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Louis
from town
to
the ground.
town draining
The film beblood from evgins in a dark
ery mnocent
room overvictim they get
looking The
their hands on
Golden Gate
(or rather, sink
Bridge in San
their teeth into).
FranCISCO,
Ir onically,
where we fmd Malloy (Slater), a begins to tell Malloy about his Interview With the Vampire also
local disc jockey who ts known for 200-year existence.
contains humor. The humor reinterviewing odd people, about to
The film then ventures back to ally complements all of the blood
begin an in-depth interview with 1791 New Orleans, where Louis is and gore in the film. At times the
a vamp1re.
feeling lonely and deserted over film would have been unbearable
the loss of his wife and child be- to watch for some people with
cause of complications from child- weak stomachs, bur that is where
birth. louis becomes quite guilt- the humor off sets the gore perridden over the ordeal and even fectly.
I goes as far as to wish death upon
Just when Louis begins to reh1mself. Then he meets lestat.
gret hischoiceof becoming a vamPlace For X-mas Toys ~~
Lestat offers Louis a deal that pire , Lestat brings in Claudia

(Pitt's) portrayal of the guilt-ridden

Louis is nothing less than outstanding.
Pitt Is forging through Hollywood as
one of the top young actors around.
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miracle of Christmas and the hu man spirit.
This movie is upliftmg, funny
and romantic, but it is more than
just the usual holiday movie . It
could make one think about the
things that he /s he chooses to believe in. "Miracle on 34th Street" is
even better than the original and
isdefinitelyworthseeingthisholiday season. Whether you already
have the Christmas spirit, or have
lost it and need to rediscover it,
just remember-Santa Claus is
coming to town!

(Kirsten Dunst), a young girl who
becomes their "daughter," to
change louis' perspecuve on this
dark world . Fr m that point on,
the three of them wander from
place to place searching for new,
innocent lives to feed on .
Dunst's portrayal of the evil
Claudia is superb Hidden behind
her curly ha1r and innocent face
hides a monster whois "thirsty for
more."
Cruise is on his way to his first
Oscar with hissuperbportrayal of
the evil Lestat. Cruise puts to rest
a II of the questions surrounding
his ability to take on a role as chal lenging as this.
Pitt should win Best Supporting Actor at next year's Oscars.
His portrayal of the guilt-ridden
Louis, i~ nothing less than oUIstanding. Pitt is forging through
Hollywood as one of the top young
actors around. His performance in
this film far exceeds his past performances.

• Great Stocking Stuffers
• Wild 60's & 70's Items
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lores darker side GLB falls
short on
new CD

Ed1tona1 Board Director

she absolutely loved it. She said
she even thought Cruise was su-

Staff Reporter
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Interview With the Vampire quenches thirst for horror
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The Cincinnati band Over the
Rhine,descnbmg itself as a wonderfully unpredictabie potpourri
of hopelessromantics,hippieteenagers, English rna jors, lesbians,
com purer geeks, renegade poets.
and songwmcr ," wi I I rock Cleveland this Saturday night, Nov 19
at Peabody's Down nder.
According to OTR's bassist
Linford Detweiler, the band will
feature selections from their recently released album titled, Eve,
in addiuon to numerous songs
from past collections.
Over the Rhine, whose name
comes from the old German netghborhood in Cincmnati, delivers a
sound somewhere between the
darker side of The tO,OOOManiacs
and the melodic nature of the
cranberries.
Ha If of Eve was recorded in a
barn at Longv1ew Farm 1n
Northfield, Mass, Detweiler said
during a phone interview. The actual functioning barn has a history of hosting recording sessions
from such bands as The Rolling
Stones and Aerosmith. The quiet
serenity of the Longview Farm allowed the band to record without
distractions, Detweiler said.
"The night sky and surroundings of the Massachusetts countryside were very breathtaking,"
Detweiler said. "They almost put a
sorr of magical change on the
music. The second part of the album was recorded in New Orleans.
The two contrasting places offer, l
think, a good metaphor for our
music; how there is sometimes a

Brian

Over the Rhine will perform at Peabody's DownUnder this Saturday, Nov. 19.
darker side to writing music."
Eve, released in August, brings
to light the funky yet subtle blues
-inspired sound that OTR has
mastered since their inception in
the spring of 1989.
The angelic voice of the band's
lead singer, Karin Bergquist, sueceeds brilliantly in melding Eve's
powerful lyrics with the intricate
melodies laid down by the band.
In "Melancholy Room " for instance, a song that takes account
of the pent-up ambitions which
accompany
being
young,

Strategem's potential lost
in commercial success
James Aurlcchlo
World V1ew Editor

Big Head Todd and the Monsters' latest album, Strategem (released nearly two months ago),
could have been a wonderful climax to a fantastic voyage .
The band started small, playing bars a round Colorado University in between classes. Later, band
members dropped our of school
because they "liked playing to·
get her," according to a Los Angeles
Times article (March, 1994).
The band released Another
Mayberry and Midnight Radio independently and slowly climbed
into the college music scene. All
the while, the band never sacrificed its soulful blues sound. The
musicwasnever"radioready,"and
for that reason , rejection letters
poured in from record companies
telling the band they "needed
work."
When the band finally found a
label , the result was a sound
wrapped in so much plastic that
the heartbeat of it was muffled.
Sister Sweetly lost the pastoral
blues quality that both independent albums had . While some
music can afford such smothering
in cellophane, Big Head Todd and
the Monsters could not.
The most popular song from
that album was "Bittersweet,"
ongmally released on Midn1ght
Rad1o. Th1s song, like no other,
symbolized what had happened
to the band.
The ongmal song sent the listener on a trip through the emotions of the narrator Todd Park
Mohr's riveung nff s followed the
lyncs,not in form buun mean mg.
so well that the listener couldn't

help but close their eyes and imagine.
It was forrhis reason that when
the remake was released, the band
refused to do a video.
"The record company said that
if we did a video of 'Bittersweet,' it
would probably mean the difference between selling500,000copies or 1.5 million copies," Mohr
reflected later in an interviewwith
the San Francisco Examiner
(March, t994). "I justfelt the song
was too personal, that the lyrics
were visual enough, that the song
would be lessened by having
someone's s ingular impression of
it become everyone's vision"
The remake was tame, and it
lacked the unbridled power of the
original.
Many fans thought that the latest album would be a return home
for Big Head Todd and the Monsters; a return to what made the
band so good in its beginning .
It isn't.
Strategemiscertainlya release
from the tension and frustration
over Sister Sweetly but it1s misdirected, choppy and erratic. The
opener, "Kensington Line" lacks
flow and focus, and it sets the tone
for the whole album .
Some would say it is a result of
Mohr living up to h1s nickname,
sitting through the album without notice that he has missed the
mark. Others find fault With the
record company, Giant, for trying
to make a group fall neatly 1nto
their packagmg
Whatever the reason , the album leaves the listener disap
pomted and still holdmg his/he r
breath for a return to the band's
former glory

Bergquistchantsaerially,piloting
the delicate tune wilh the precision of a concert violinist.
Eve's opening tract, "Happy
With Myself?" paints an accurate
picture of the multiplicity of diverse sounds which OTR band
members marry together in their
songs. Beginning with a lone voice
andacousticguitar,thesongeventually bursts into a swell of lap
steelandflowingbass. While the
lyrics ostensibly detail the plight
of a person who has been trying to
please a friend or acquaintance,

they also underlie a broad, general
meaning: I've been trying to build
you a hwven/ crownsojthorns/ 1"
Mason jars/ angelsthat dance/ on
pins and rteedles/ maybe I've tried

a little too hard.
Detweiler, who carefully composes his thoughts in his dehberate manner of speech, explamed
that OTR has no set pattern for
writing music.
"Myapproachtomusicisbasically intuitive," Detweiler said. "It
just happens. I'm not very formulaicinwritingsong ."

S~rk=s_ _ _ __

Staff Reporterr
Fu;:;zy, Grant Lee Buffalo's
debut release. was hailed by
R.E.M 's M1(;hael Stipe as the best
album of 1993 Mightyjoe Moon,
the ba nd'sfollow-upCD, should
have e\'Oked the s.~'f!e k!!'!d of
praise. And granted, in certain
areas it is a worthy second effort
However, a sense of confusion and overall tack of ong1·
nality ultimately lead to the
downfall of Mtghty ]or. Moon
(Slash/Warner Bros.).
Lead smger/guitarbt Grant
Lee Phillips can't seem to decide on a specific vocal style.
This would not be a bad thing
necessarily, if it weren't for
Phillips' constant fluctuation.
Many songs jump from one
sound to another, wh!le never
really developing a consistent,
solid rhythm.
Mightyjot Moon does have a
highlight, however. The theme
o£ American history is successfully established throughout
the songs. and it provides an interesting basis for the lyricism.

Also, Phillips and bassist
Paul Kimble display their fine
musidanshlp in such songs as
"Lady Godiva and Me" and
"Drag.• Unfortunately, these
can't make up for the OYeTllll
con£ us ion and Inconslstency.
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Streaks smoke B-W, 9-0

Aggarwal honored as 'Fellow·

Defense crushing in first win at George Finnie stadium

Academy recognizes research conducted in international business
Julie Herceg
Staff Reporter

With a list of numerous accomplish ments and awards already under hts belt,
Raj Aggarwal recently received the distingUishing honor of Fellow of the Academy
of International Business.
This award has been gJVen to less than
30 people in the world for thetr contnbutions to international busmess, Aggarwal
said.
Aggarwal1s the holder of the Edward].
and Louise F.. Mellen Chair in Finance at
john Carroll University and said he received
thts honor for hts contributiOns 10 the fteld
of international business, both in theory
and in practice.
"I feel good to have my work recognized ,"
he said.
Aggarwal was honored with other Fellows from well-known schools like Massachuseus lnstnute of Technology and
Harvard.
"lit is] nice to be in that company,"
Aggarwal satd.
Aggarwal received this honor because
of the research in international business
that he has conducted.
"He is recognized as being one of the top
scholars in the field of finance," said Frank
]. Navratil, dean of the School of Business.
"He is deserving of this latest honor that is
bestowed on him."
Aggarwal, who came to john Carroll in
1987, said the main reason he spends so
much ume continuing to do research and
to learn more is because he enjoys what he
does.
"!really love what !do,' Aggarwal said in
an article in the February 1994 Carroll

AlumniJournaL "Sometimes I pursuesomethmg because !just want to know"
According to Aggarwal, thesecretof success is domg what you like.
He tells his students to "pick something
they enjoy, then it's not work"
Th1s attttude has helped Aggarwal m
the classroom. "He is highly regarded by hts
students as a teacher," said Navratil.
Aggarwal was born m the PunJ3barea of
India and explains that because of his
father's job, he lived in differentcmes while
he was growing up. After rece1vmg hts undergraduate degree from the lndtan ln stitute ofTechnology in Mechanical Engineering. Aggarwal worked fora year beforecommg to the United States where he attained a
masters degree and a doctorate from Kent
State University.
ln 1984, Aggarwal received a Fulbright
Fellowship and studied in Singapore. He
performed his research through the Institute of South-East Asian Studtes. While m
Si ngapore, he worked with CEOs of com panies for six months.
According to the Carroll Alumni Journal , he thought the country was "charmmg
and beautiful...but it had no soul, no vitality. I feel the lack of freedom [there]."
In the ·United States, Aggarwal began
his teaching career at Indiana Universityas
a Finance Lecturer in 1972. He most recently was a visiting professor at Harvard
University in 1990.
His list of published books is now well
over 12, covering various dimensions of finance and international business, he said.
Aggarwaljustcompleted a book, titled "Glo-·
bal Portfolio Diversification," and is currently working on another called, "Perspec-

rives in Japanese fmance," he said.
Earlier this year, Aggarwal was selected
astheeditorof"Fmancial Practice and Education," the Financial Management
Association's international journal, which
is distnbuted to 12,000 members around
the world. He holds this posttion until\998.
Aggarwa I has also written over 50 scholarly papers, many of which have been reprinted and cited in various journals and
books. including the journal of Banking
and Finance,· the journal of Financtal Research," and the "jou rnal of International
Business Studies."
Aggarwalts currently working on a paper ritled, Forecasts ofMacroeconom ic Variabies-Rational? which will be published in
the j anuary 1995 issue of the "jo urnal of
Business." The paper IS about "how it's difficult to do economic forecasting," he said.
"Most economists are nor able to improve
on computer models."
A board member of many companies,
Aggarwal consults in "mergers and acquisitions, global expansion and capital budgeting pracuces."
Some companies he has worked with in
the past include: BP America, Marine Midland Bank, Westinghouse, East Ohio Gas
and Asahi Mutual Life in Japan
Aggarwal has been the holder of the
MellenChairsince1987 and performs many
different responsibilities through this. He
teaches two classes each semester, does research on several topics and writes about
his discoveries. He also works with the
Cleveland businesscommunityand brings
a speaker to campus once a semester to
discuss assorted topics.
Aggarwal considers himself a citizen of

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
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Raj Aggarwal
the world. He's traveled all over Asia , Australia and Europe.
"I know Europe and Asia very well," he
said.
He has also lived in vanous countries
including Japan, India and Singapore. He
spent a semester teaching at the International University of Japan as a Visiting Professor of Finance in 199L Since then he has
gone back to japan numerous times IOconduct additional research.
In comparing John Carroll students to
those from other schools where Aggarwal
has been, he said, "johnCarrollstudentsare
fairly smart students. [But] they don't have
confidence in themselves."
The students at john Carroll are more
capable than they think they are, he said.
He would like to see john Carroll students
compare themselves 10 higher schools and
to set their sights higher.
"What you become is what you aspire
to," he said.

Minority Night exposes students to opportunities in business
Sam Sublty
Staff Reporter

In response to the low number
of minority students in the john
Carroll School of Business, the first
Minority Night was held last
Monday.

jdln R Thou~~:

Ruben Halloway, President of
Society Bank of Cleveland
"Basically, our purpose for this
was to expose minorities to the
possibility of working in business," said Robert Castagnero,
president of the Student Bus mess

Advisory Counci l (SBAC). "This
ts a viable optton for them"
Robert Ginn, visitingexecutive
in the john Carroll School of Business, described those gathered as
a small, but quality audience.
The SBAC, Black United StudentsAssociation (BUSA),and the
School of Business jointly sponsored the event.
Beliefs that business is difficult
have discouraged minority srudentsf rom the School of Business,
!j3td James Daley, associate dean
of the School of Business.
"There are perceptions among
minority students that business is
insurmountable or not worth surmounting," Daley said.
According to the 1994-1995
jCU fact book, last year, out of
349 students enrolled in the
School of Business, only l3 were
minorities.
"It's way too low, and we would
like to have a reasonably fair distributton," said Daley. "This generation will have to work in a diverse, multi-cultural world."
Five business people, each with
a story of overcoming obstacles to

JCU posts prof it in Stock Challenge
Mary

ers

Busmess E<lltor

After a month of trading in the
AT&T Stock Challenge, the john
Carroll University portfolio
gamed a total of 2.1 percent
The john Carroll portfohoisthe
average of al\25 participants[ rom
the University. The Carroll News,
whtch has two active accounts m
the Challenge, has posted profits
in both, and ism the top five and
20 percent of the country.
All partictpants began with
accounts of $500,000 whtch they
used to 1nvest tn the stock rna rket
Out of 8.215 parti<;ipants na
11onwide, The Carroll News ac-

counts rank 396 and 1,653, with
gains of 6.2 percent and J percent
respectively.The all-college index,
which is the average of all college
partictpants in the event, lost Ll
percent. The dart board portfolio,
wh1ch consists of randomly selected stocks, lost 2.6 percent. The
account that did not invest in che
market,butgained interest,gamed
2 percent, which is better than 77
percent of the rest of the country.
Accordmg to the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge, the
month of trading has seen large
swings m the market, as well as in
mdtvidual accounts. There is one
month of trading lcf tin the event.

succeed, were present ro talk with
students and answer any questions they might have.
"[The Minority Night] was
partly a networking to let minorities in corporate Cleveland tell
some stories or open some doors,"
said Castagnero.
Ruben Halloway, president of
Society Bank of Cleveland, coerdina ted the discussion. After receiving an associate degree from
CuyahogaCommunityCollege,he
began working at Society where
he now controls a piece of the $64
billion business.
Halloway sees himself as a son
of trail blazer In his job.
"You've got to keeppushingout
and pushing out. I believe that one
day all the glass ceilings we've
heard so much a.bout will not get
in our way," he said, referring to
the restrictions placed on minori-
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ties in the corporate world.
Similar advice was offered by
Constance Atkins, a graduate of
john Carroll who now owns her
own business. She recalled the first
five years trying to get her business off the ground.
This entrepreneur had to pretend that she was a secretary for a
Mr. Atkins, just so people would
talk to her. By the time the truth
was discovered, she had established her credibility.
"Once you prove yourself, the
sky is the limit," she said. "Don't
give them any excuses. Minority
is no excuse. Don't see any limitations for yourself and you won't
have any."
Elizabeth Shaw, another
speaker at the event, graduated
from Massachusetts institute of
Tee h nology with a degree in ph ysics. She is currently the director of

the environment and safety division at Centerior Energy. Shaw
emphasized the major themes of
the night-attitude and confidence.
"You have to define for yourself
what you want to be," she said.
Shaw is the highest ranking
black female in her corporation.
james Hailey, a john Carroll
alumnus, who now works for National City Bank; and Roland
Osborn Ill, who is studying fo r his
MBAatCievehindState,alsospoke
at the event.
At the end of the evening,
Hailey asked the students to remember totakesuccessgracef ully.
"I was always told that when
you got to a certain point, you
stopped talking to the maintenance guy,' said Hailey. "If I can't
talk to the maintenance guy, then
I've lost a part of who I am."

They say that a tie is a lot like
kissing your sister; it leaves one
feeling empty and unfulfilled. At
halftime of last Saturday's john
'Car roll -Baldwin-Wallace game,
Blue Streak quarterback PJ In sana
admitted that it looked as though
the 0-0 deadlock would hold up.
"Coming in at halftime, I really
thought the game was going to
end up in a tie," lnsana said,"What
we said was if we could score 17
points, we're going to win the
game."
As it turned out, three points
would have been plentyasthejohn
Carroll defense overwhelmed the
Yellow Jackets and shut them out
9-0, the first time BaldwinWallace has been shut out in ll
years. The wm gave the Blue
Streaks a share of the OAC championship, tying them with Mount
Unionand Baldwin-Wallace, each
team finishing the year with 9-1
records.
"O ur defense was just spectacular," Head Coach Tony DeCarlo
said, "We told them before the
game 'You gave us nine great ball
games. We're asking you to give us

•
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Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

The tears flowed freely in the
Herb Eisele Blue-Gold room in
john Carroll's Don Shula Sports
Center last Sunday when the announcementcameoverthespeakerphone. john Catron would not

Sports
Commentary
be mvited to the NCAA Division
Ill National Football Playoffs and

the cold reality that they had
played their final games as Blue
Streaks, hit the Bl ueStreakSeniors.
After their emotional upset
victory on Saturday, 9-0, over the
third ranked Yellow jackets of
Baldwin-Wallace in Berea, john
Carroll made the decision of the
selection committee a difficult
one. WithJCUshuttingoutpreviously undefeated BaldwinWallace and Mount Union beatingHiram,a three way tie resulted
at the top of the OAC, each team
with a 9-1 record, and only one to
get the playoff birth.
The committee had a difficult
decision but fortunately for them,
they established criteria beforehand that would make it an easier
decision to make. Now all they
had to do was follow it. However,

!HAPPY IHIOUIIR.

'taste the difference!
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS

as usually is the case when the
NCAA uses committees, nothing
is as clear as it should be, and what
resulted was a dec ision that reeked
of scandal and favor itism. Mount
Union would be off to the playoffs
while the Blue Streaks would not.
The c mfttte of stx, wt\lc:h Is
comprised of representatives from
six different Division Ill schools,
had their own criteria in front of
them when they had to choose
between Mount Union, BaldwinWallace, and john Carroll. The
first "tie-breaker" used is head-tohead competition. Since Mount
beat john Carroll, BaldwinWallace beat Mount, and john
Carroll beat B-W, head-to-head
washed out. The committee admitted as much when questioned
in a conference call directly after
the pairings were announced. "So
we looked at late season performance," one member said.
Ah, late season performance,
the secondary cr iteria. Surely it
would be here whereJCU distinguished itself from the rest. After
losing to Mount,JCU reeled off six
straight wins to end the year, including a dominating performance against the committee's
third ranked team. Mount won
their last fourafterfallingat home
to Baldwin-Wallace 23-10. So,
based on Ia te season performance,

Student T anning
Special

321- 7272

We offer em army of sauces ana toppings for pasta as well as pizza.
'Ihe menu also incluaes great sa/aas. ca/zone. bwgers. appetizers. chicken. veal.
eggplant. ana sanawiches. from the traa1tional to the creative.

and we weren't pick mg it up"
lnsana faced similar pressure
but made no such mistakes. Playing withm a mostly conservative
game plan, lnsana completed 1224 passes for 97 yards. He was
sacked ftve times, but most importantly, threw no interceptions.
After taking the lead to 9-0 on
Goldberg's IS-ya rd field goal, the
offensive strategy was to let the
defense win it.
"We didn't even try to throw
the ball," lnsana said, "They told
me not to audible and I wasn't
about to. We knew our defense
couldstopthetroffense.l wouldn't
trade one guy on this defense for
anyone in our conference."
"We bear john Carroll the last
three years and today they
bounced back," said BaldwinWallace Head Coach Bob Packard.
"If my career come to an end
now, its complete," said lnsana,
after the game, bur pnor to the
NCAA's Playoff selecttons. "Fven
if we don't make the playoffs, it
[beating B-W)just meant the world
tome." lnsana had been0-5in his
career against Mount Unton and
B-W beforeSaturday's victory over
the Yellow jackets

Cross Country
teams end season
on a positive note
Stephanie Fox

grear,"senlor leader Sluga stared
Staff reporter
"Everyone really cares for each
The men's and women's cross other and that helps on the
country teams finished off their course. lr was a great weekend•
seasons with solid team perforThe men alsoended their seamances last weekend with the son on a posltlw note, pulling
women's team placing 12th in together as a team, as well. They
the Great Lakes Regional Meet were Jed by sophomore uaw:
at Anderson College in Alexan- Frattare'in 27:222 and freshman
dria,ladiana.and the men's team Michael Garberra in 27:52.1. SefiniShing 19th.
niors Mike lembach and jason
It was a team effort by the Lehrer rounded out Carroll's top
women's squad where five out of four finishers. !..em bach ran the
six runners achieved personal best time of his career, 28:07
bests. led by seniors. Danielle
Men's Coach Don Stupica reSl ugaand Tishl<anaga, the ream flected on the his team's season,
came together and put forth and also expressed excitement
what Women's Head Coach for next season.
Grovejewettcalled, "the best per"It has been a great year," he
formance of the year."
said. "Wearegoingwhavea very
Jewett believed his squad promising future"
"savedthebcst for last" with three
The men'steam will have two
Carroll runners finishing under sophomores and three f rtshmen
20 minutes, luga m 19:10, returning next year 1 htS posi·
Kanagaac 19:31 mark; and sopho- rive outlook 1s mutual for both
more Ami Fenske tn 19.44. Fresh- teams as Fenske, Roxas, and
man, Penny Roxas CTUshed hef sophomore Jodi Boita. who
personal best byalmosta minute missed the meet due to 1llness,
coming in at 20:26.
will return for the women next
"The team came together year.

Dubious criteria strikes down Blue Streaks' bid for
Division Ill Playoffs as committee selects Mt. Union

20680 N'orth Parle Boulevard
U n i v e r s i t y :1--Ioight:s,. C>hio 4 4 1 1 S

Mon.-Fri. 3 p.rn.-7 p.m. & Sat.l2 p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon.&: Tues. 7 p.m.-close

another one,' and they dtd •
Crossmg mtdfteld just once the
entire game, Baldwin-Wallace's
offense could only total 23 yards
rushing and 122 yards passing.
Yellow jacketstartingquarterback Kevin Keefe, under constant
harassment from john Carroll's
Legion of Doom defense, was ineffective in completing 6-13 passes
for 43 yards and two interceptions. Keefe's second interception,
which came with 10:05 togo in the
third, went to Blue Streak
cornerback Damon Mintz, who
returned it 16 yards to the
Baldwin-Wallace five yard line.
On John Carroll'sfirst play following Mintz's interception, tailback
Chad Rankin ran fora touchdown,
giving JCU a 6-0 lead. Jason
Gold berg's PAT was wide left.
"We knew what they liked to
do," said Mintz,who recorded both
of Carroll's interceptions. "The
quarterback (Keefe) has a tendencytostaredown his receivers a
little bit. I caught his eyes and intercepted it."
"Theydidagreatjobof disguising their coverages," Keefe said,
"T hey had good coverage but they
also had a lotof pressure up front
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6 sessions for $24.00.
Unlimited tanning for
l month only $45.00,
regularly $75.00.
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Monday-Friday 9-8 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p.m. • Sunday 10-2 p.m.
27900 Chagrin at Brainard
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591-1050

the issue is settled, right? Wrong.
In the warped committee's mind,
six is not greater than four. Mount
Union was chosen anyway.
The committee chose Mount
Union for one reason and one reason onl . Mount won the cham tonMilt' st ,etr mdthe-mmmf~
tee wanted togivethePurple Raiders a chance to defend It. 1 don't
fault the comm ittee for that attitude. Any playoff has more intrigue if the previous year's champ
is trying towm two in a row. That's
fine. Next year the committee
should footnote its criteria with,
"The previous year's champion
will be given preference in tiebreaker situations." However, "defending champ" is not currently
in the criteria and should have
been irrelevant.
This was a shameless setup by
the committee and the posturing
began a[ ter Mount lostto BaldwinWallace. In the rankings,and you
have to be in the top four to go to
the playoffs, Mount was ranked
one before they lost. After their
loss, the Purple Raiders inexplicably remained in the top five. The
committee had to know that
chances were slim that Mount

would lose another game, and by
winning out there would be no
reason to knock them fro m the
playoffs. There was no way there
would be four undefeated teams
tn the onh Reg1on Hence, it
would becas to move Mount back
In
feared teams fell, which is exactly
what happened.
Head Coach Tony DeCarlo had
an opportunity to question the
committee on the conference call
and ask how Mount got the nod
based on late season per forma nee.
"It was close so we looked at the
rankingsfrom the previous week,"
one member satd. Huh? The
ran kings from ~he previous week?
Nor only did this committee ignore their own criteria, they also
invented others in order to get
Mount into the playoffs. Think
about it. By saying (lying?) that
they looked at the previous week's
ran kings, they admitted it did not
matter where the one loss occurred in the three team's 9-l
records. Based on last week 's
rankings in which BaldwinWallace was ranked third, then
they should have gone, being
ranked higher than Mount who

was tied for fourth with
Augustana.
However, the commtttee stmpl y kicked B-W from I he top four
and moved Augustana into their
slot Augu~tana's d1sgraceful rise
to the to ts a t H.. lor an her
est games during the season oc·
cur red tn tnt rasquad sc.nmmage~.
ButAugustana was a power m the
SO's and the committee wanted
them in so they invented a way to
get them there.
lt'ssa fe to say previous rankings
had nothing to do with the
committee's decision and they
embarrassed themselves by suggesting as much. What they did
was apply the late season performancecriteriatoexcludeB-W,and
then ignored It in order to mclude
Mount Union.
All of which prompted
DeCarlo to ask the committee in
desperation, "Why havecriceria if
you're not going to follow it?" The
committee quickly bypassed the
question with more double-talk,
hung up on DeCarlo, and then
moved on. Unfortunately, because
of a contemptible NCAA committee, the Blue Streaks w1ll not.

From the Center Court •••
Steff reporter
· If you ask any member of
thejohn Carroll volleyball team
about the NCAA playoffs, they
will tell you it is all about •J's";
Head Coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht recorded her JOOth
career coaching victory on Friday night against Bluffton. Playing Bluffton for rhe second time
this season. the Streaks lost the
first game 11-15. But Carroll rallied to pull off rh ru straight
victones,secunngthechance to
play Ohio Northern, a team the
Lady Streaks lost rolhrce times
earlier in the season mcludinga
9-1'5 17-15.8-15, LHS defeat tn

the OAC finals. The Regional Pi·
nal victory over the Polar Bears
came in th~e straight games.
The Streaks will play juniata
fonhethird timethisseason,having lost to them twice.
· The jCU-Junlata rivalry
started last season. when juniata
(35-8), with then senior Cynthia
Molloy, nO'.v JCU's GA. volleyball
coach, eliminated john Carroll
from the second round of the
NCAA Playoffs, 8-15, 5·15, 13-15
- Sentor Stacey Mullally was
named to the AVCA (American
Volleyball Coaches A. soc1at on)
All-Great Lakes Region Ftr t

Team. The rwo-tlme Ohio Ath:
letic Conference Player or the
Year and a three time aU·c:onfer·
enceselectlonled the conference
in kills per game (5.16) and was
second in hitting percentage
(341) Mullally ts now just 58
kills away from reaching 2000
1n her careet She is the school's
leader with 1942.
• Saturday's match is scheduled to start at 7 p.m The winner of that match wtll go on to
the final four and wtll play the
winner of the .-t. Olaf 04-2)/
Wisconsin-O:.hko h C'o 10)
match on Frid:1v Decc nber 2.
The:.l!c has yet t{; bedttermmed
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Streaks smoke B-W, 9-0

Aggarwal honored as 'Fellow·

Defense crushing in first win at George Finnie stadium

Academy recognizes research conducted in international business
Julie Herceg
Staff Reporter

With a list of numerous accomplishments and awards already under h1s belt,
RaJ Aggarwal recently received the distinguishing honor of Fellow of the Academy
of International Business.
This award has been given to less than
30 people in the world for their contribu·
tions to international bus1 ness, Aggarwal
said.
Aggarwal1s the holder of the EdwardJ
and Louise E. Mellen Chair in Finance at
john Carroll University and said he recetved
th1s honor for his contributions to the f1eld
of international business, both in theory
and in pracnce.
"I feel good to have my work recogmzed,"
he said
Aggarwal was honored with other Fellows from well-known schools hke Massachuseus lnslltute of Tech no logy and
Harvard.
"[It is] nice to be in tha£ company,"
Aggarwal said
Aggarwal re eived this honor because
of the research in international business
that he has conducted.
"He tS recognized as being one of the top
scholars in the field of finance," said Frank
j. Navratil, dean of the School of Business.
"He is deserving of this latest honor that is
bestowed on him n
Aggarwal, who came to john Carroll in
1987, said the main reason he spends so
much time continuing to do research and
to learn more is because he enjoys what he
does.
"I really love what I do,' Aggarwal said in
an article in the February 1994 Carroll

Alum mjournal. "Somenmes I pursuesomething because IJUSt want to know."
According to Aggarwal, the secret of success is domg what you like.
He tells his students to "ptck somethmg
they enJOy, then it's not work."
This attitude has helped Aggarwal in
the classroom."He is highly regarded by his
students as a teacher," satd Navratil.
Aggarwal was born m the PunJabareaof
India and explains that because of his
father's JOb, he lived indtfferent cnies while
he was growing up. After receivmg hts undergraduate degree from the lndtan Institute of fech nology in Mechanical Engineermg. Aggarwal worked for a year before coming to the United States where he attamed a
masters degree and a doctorate from Kent
State University.
In 1984, Aggarwal received a Fulbright
Fellowship and studied in Singapore. He
performed his research through the Institute of South-East As1an Studies. WhHe in
Smgapore,heworked withCEOsof companies for six months.
Accordtng to the Carroll Alumni journal, he thought the country was "charming
and beautiful...but it had no soul, no vitality. I feel the lack off reed om [there]."
In the·United States, Aggarwal began
his teaching career at Indiana University as
a Finance Lecturer in 1972. He most recent! y was a visiting professor at Harvard
University in 1990.
His list of published books is now well
over 12, covering various dimensions of finance and international business, he said.
Aggarwal just completed a book, titled "Gio-·
bal Portfolio Diversification," and is currently working on another called, "Perspec-

uves in japanese Finance," he sa1d.
Earher thts year, Aggarwal was selected
astheeditorof"Financial Practice and Education," the Financial Management
Association's international journal, which
is distributed to 12,000 members around
the world. He holds this posltion untill998.
Aggarwal has also wntten over 50 scholarly papers, many of which have been reprinted and cited in various journals and
books, including the "journal of Banking
and Finance," the "journal of Financ1al Research," and the "journal of lnternauonal
Busmess Studies."
Aggarwa!Jscurrently working on a paper titled, ForecastsofMacroeconomic Variables-Rational? which will be published in
the january 1995 issue of the "journal of
Business" The paper is about "how it's difficult to do economic forecasting," he said.
"Most economists are not able to improve
on computer models."
A board member of many companies,
Aggarwal consults in "mergers and acquisitions, global expansion and capital budgering practices."
Some companies he has worked with in
the past include: BP America, Marine Midland Bank, Westinghouse, East Ohio Gas
and Asahi Mutual Life in japan.
Aggarwal has been the holder of the
MellenChairsince 1987 and performs many
different responsibilities through this. He
teaches two classes each semester, does research on several topics and writes about
his discoveries. He also works with the
Cleveland businesscommunityand brings
a speaker to campus once a semester to
discuss assorted topics.
Aggarwal considers himself a citizen of

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

Raj Aggarwal
the world. He's traveled all over Asia, Australia and Europe.
"I know Europe and Asia very well," he
said.
He has also lived in various countries
mcludingjapan, India and Singapore. He
spent a semester reaching at the International University of] apan as a Visiting Professor of Finance in 1991. Since then he has
gone back to japan numerous times to conduct additional research.
In comparing john Carroll students to
those from other schools where Aggarwal
has been, he said, "johnCarrollstudemsare
fairly smart students. !But] they don't have
confidence in themselves."
The students at john Carroll are more
capable than they think they are, he said.
He would like to see john Carroll students
compare themselves to higher schools and
to set their sights higher.
"What you become is what you aspire
to," he said.

Minority Night exposes students to opportunities in business
Sam Sublty
Staff Reporter

In response to the low number
of minority students in the John
CarrollSchoolofBusmess,the first
Minority Night was held last
Monday.

)01> n R Than-.

Ruben Halloway, President of
Society Bank of Cleveland
"Basically, our purpose for this
was ro expose minorities to the
possibility of working in business," said Robert Castagnero,
president of the Student Business

Advisory Council (SBAC). "This succeed, were present ro talk with ties in the corporate world.
the environment and safety divistudents and answer any quesis a viable option for them."
Sim1lar advice was offered by sion at Centerior Energy. Shaw
Robert Ginn, visitingexecutive tions they m1ght have.
Constance Atkins, a graduate of emphasized the major themes of
"[The Minority Night] was john Carroll who now owns her the night-attitude and confiin the john Carroll School of Business, described those gathered as partly a networking to let minori- own business. She recalled the first dence.
ties in corporate Cleveland tell five years trying to get her busia small, bur quality audience.
"You have to define for yourself
The SBAC, Black United Stu- some stories or open some doors," ness off the ground.
what you want to be," she said.
This entrepreneur had to preShaw is the highest ranking
demsAssociation (BUSA),and the said Castagnero.
Ruben Halloway, president of tend that she was a secretary for a black female in her corporation.
School of Business jointly sponsored the event.
Society Bank of Cleveland, coor- Mr. Atkins, just so people would
james Hailey, a John Carroll
Beliefs that business isdifficult dinated the discussion. After re- talk to her. By the time the truth alumnus, who now works for Nahave discouraged minority stu- ceiving an associate degree from was discovered, she had estab- tional City Bank; and Roland
dents from the School of Business, CuyahogaCommunityCollege,he lished her credibility.
Osborn Ill, who is studying for his
began working at Society where
"Once you prove yourself, the MBAarClevelandState,alsospoke
~aid James Daley, associate dean
he now controls a piece of the $64 sky is the limit," she said. "Don't at the event.
of t he School of Business.
"There are perceptions among billion business.
At the end of the evening,
give them any excuses. Minority
minority students that business is
Halloway sees himself as a son is no excuse. Don't see any limita- Hailey asked the students to reinsurmountable or not worth sur- of trai lblazer in his job.
tions for yourself and you won't rnem ber to take success gracefully.
"I was always told tha t when
"You've got tokeeppushingout have any."
mounting," Daley said.
According to the 1994-1995 and pushing out. I believe that one
Elizabeth Shaw, another you got ro a certain point, you
jCU fact book, last year, out of day all the glass ceilings we've speaker at the event, graduated stopped ta lking to the mainte349 students enrolled in the heard so much a,bout will not get from Massachusetts Institute of nance guy," said Hailey. "If I can't
School of Business, only 13 were in our way," he said, referring to Technology with a degree in ph ys- talk to the maintenance guy, then
the restrictions placed on minori- ics. She iscurrentl >' thedirectorof l've lost a parr of who I am."
minorities.
"It's way too low, and we would
like to have a reasonably fair dismbution," said Daley. "This generation will have to work in a diverse, muln-cultural world."
Five businesspeople, each with
a story of overcoming obstacles to
2 0 6 8 0 N"ort h P a r k Bcn..alevarcl

JCU posts prof it in Stock Challenge
Mary Myers
Business Editor

After a month of trading in the
AT&T Stock Challenge, the John
Carroll University portfolio
gained a total of 2.1 percent.
The john Carroll portfolio is the
average of all25participants from
the University. The Carroll News,
which has two acuve accounts m
the Challenge, has posted profits
m both, and is in the rop five and
20 percent of the country
All parncipants began wuh
accounts of $500,000 which they
used tomvest in the stock market
Out of 8,215 panic_-t pants na
nonwide, The Carroll News ac-

counts rank 396 and 1,653, with
gains of 6.2 percent and J percent
res pew vel y. The all-college index,
which is the average of all college
participants in the event, lost l.l
percent The dart board portfolio,
which consists of randomly selected stocks, lost 2.6 percent. The
account that did not invest in the
market,butgamed interest,gained
.2 percent, wh1ch is better than 77
percent of the rest of the country.
According to the AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge, the
month of tradmg has seen large
swings in the markct,aswellasin
individual accounts. There is one
month of tradtng left tn the event
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They say that a tie is a lot like
kissing your sister; it leaves one
feeling empty and unfulfilled At
halftime of last Saturday's john
'Carroll-Baldwin-Wallace game,
Blue Streak quarterback PJ.Insana
admitted that it looked as though
the 0-0 deadlock would hold up.
"Coming in at halftime, I really
thought the game was going to
end up ina tie," Insanasaid,"What
we said was if we could score 17
pOintS, we're going to win the
game."
As it turned out, three points
would have been plenty as the john
Carroll defense overwhelmed the
Yellow jackets and shut them out
9-0, the first time BaldwinWallace has been shut out in ll
years. The win gave the Blue
Streaks a share of the OAC championship, tying them with Mount
Union and Baldwin-Wallace,each
ream finishing the year with 9-1
records.
"Our defense was just spectacular," Head Coach Tony DeCarlo
said, "We told them before the
game 'You gave us nine great ball
games. We're asking you togi ve us

'taste the difference!
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS

n

•
ShUflfled.

and we weren't pickmg it up."
lnsana faced simtlar pressure
but made no such mistakes. Playing within a mostly conservative
game plan, lnsana completed 1224 passes for 97 yards. He was
sacked five times, but most impona n t1y, threw no intercept ions.
After takmg the lead to 9-0 on
Goldberg's 18-yard field goal, the
offensive strategy was w let the
defense win it.
"We didn't even try to throw
the ball," lnsana said, "They told
me not to audible and I wasn't
about to. We knew our defense
couldstoptheiroffense. !wouldn't
trade one guy on this defense for
anyone in our conference."
"We beat john Carrollt he last
three years and today they
bounced back," said Baldwin
Wallace Head Coach Bob Packard.
"If my career comes to an end
now, its complete," said lnsana,
after the game, bur pnor to the
NCAA's Playoff selecuons. "Fven
if we don't make the playoffs, it
[beatingS-W]just meanttheworld
tome." lnsana had been 0-5in his
career against Mount Union and
B-W before Saturday's victory over
the Yellow jackets.

Cross Country
teams end season
on a positive note
Stephanie Fox

great,'sentorleaderSlugastated

Staff reporter

"Everyone really cares for each

The men'sand women'scross
country teams finished o(f their
seasons wJth solid team performances last weekend with the
women's team placmg 12th in
the Great Lakes Regional Meet
at Anderson College in Alexandria, Indiana, and the men's team
finishing 19th.
It was a team effort by the
women'ssquad where five out of
six runners achieved personal
bests. Led by seniors. Danielle
SlugaandTishi<anaga,rhetcam
came together and put forth
what Women's Head Coach
Grovejewett ca lied, "the best performance of the year.'
jewett beheved his squad
"saved the best for last" wit hthree
Carroll runners finishing under
20 minutes, Sluga m 19:10,
Kanaga at 19:31 mark; and sophomoreAmifenskcml~44 Freshman, Penny Roxas crushed hef
personal best byalmosta mmute
coming In at 20 26.
"The team came together

other and that helps on the
course. It was a great weekend•
Themenalsoendedthdrseason on a positive note, pulling
together as a team, as ~u. They
were led by sophomore uave
Fratrarein27:222andfreshman
Michael Garberra m 27:52.1. Seniors Mike l..embach and jason
Lehrer rounded out Carroll's top
four finishers. Lem bach ran the
best dme of his career, 2807
Men's Coach Don Stu pica reflected on the his team's season,
and also expressed excJtemem
for next season_
"It has been a great year," he
said "Wearegoingrohavea very
promising future
Themen'sream will have two
sophomores and three freshmen
rerurnmg next year ThiS positive outlook 1s mutual for both
reams as Fenske, Roxas, and
sophomore Jodi !loira, who
missed the meet due ro 1llness,
will return for the women next
n

year

Dubious criteria strikes down Blue Streaks' bid for
Division Ill Playoffs as committee selects Mt. Union

Erik Boland

as usually is the case when the
NCAA uses commmees, nothmg
The tears flowed freely in the is as clear as it should be,and what
Herb Eisele Blue-Gold room in resulted was a decision tharreeked
john Carroll's Don Shula Sports of scandal and favoritism Mount
Center last Sunday when the an- Union would be off to the playoffs
nouncement came over thespeak- while the Blue Streaks would not
The c mmtnee of six, wfllch f5
erjllione. John Catroll would 'I'IOt
comprised of representatives[ rom
six different Division Ill schools,
Sports
had their own criteria in front of
Commentary
them when they had to choose
between Mount Union, Baldwinbe mvned to the NCAA Division Wallace, and John Carroll. The
Ill National Football Playoffs and first "tie-breaker" used is head-tothe cold reality that they had head competition. Since Mount
played their final games as Blue beat john Carroll, BaldwinStreaks, hit the Blue Streak Seniors. Wallace beat Mount, and john
After their emotiona l upset Carroll beat B-W, head-to-head
victory on Saturday, 9-0, over the washed out. The committee adthird ranked Yellow jackets of mitted as much when questioned
Baldwin-Wallace in Berea, john in a conference call directly after
Carroll made the decision of the the pairings were announced. "So
selection committee a difficult we looked at late season perforone. WithjCUshuttingout previ- mance," one member said.
Ah, late season performance,
ously undefeated BaldwinWa llace and Mount Union beat- the secondary criteria. Surely it
ing Hiram, a three way tie resulted would be here wherejCU distinat the top of the OAC, each team guished itself from the rest. After
with a 9-1 record, and only one to losing to Mount,jCU reeled off six
get the playoff birth.
straight wins to end the year, inThe committee had a difficult cluding a dominaung perfordecision but fortunately forthem, mance against the committee's
they established criteria before- third ranked team. Mount won
hand that would make it an easier their lastfourafterfallingat home
decision to make. Now all they to Baldwin-Wallace 23-10. So,
had to do was follow it. However, based on late season performance,
Staff Reporter

Student Tanning
Special

Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m.&: Sat. l2 p.rn.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds&: Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon.&: Tues. 7 pm.-close
We offer em arrai:J of sauces and toppmgs for pasta as well as pizza.
7:he menu also incluctes great sa/acts, calzone, burgers, appetizers. chicken, veal.
eggplant. a net sanctwiches. from the traditional to the creative.

another one,' and they did.·
Crossmg midfield just once the
entire game, Baldwin-Wallace's
offense could only total 23 yards
rushing and 122 yards passing.
Yellow jacket starting quarterback Kevin Keefe, under constant
harassment from John Carroll's
Legion of Doom defense, was ineffecuve in completing 6-13 passes
for 43 yards and two interceptions. Keefe's second interception,
which came with 10:05togointhe
third, went to Blue Streak
cornerback Damon Mintz, who
returned it 16 yards to the
Baldwin-Wallace five yard line.
On john Carroll's first play following Mintz's mterception, tailback
Chad Rankin ran for a touchdown,
giving JCU a 6-0 lead. jason
Goldberg's PAT was wide left.
"We knew what they liked to
do," said Mintz, who recorded both
of Carroll's interceptions. "The
quarterback (Keefe) has a tendency tosraredown his receivers a
little bit. I caught his eyes and intercepted it.
"They did a great job of disguising their coverages," Keefe said,
"They had good coverage but they
also had a lot of pressure up frant
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6 sessions fo r $24.00.
Unlimited tanning for
l month only $45.00,
regularly $75.00.

Monday-Friday 9-8 p.m.
Saturday 9-5 p .m. • Sunday l 0-2 p.m.
27900 Chagrin at Brainard

• ATAN\11:'\G& 'AILSTUD IO

591-1050

the issue is settled, right? Wrong.
In the warped committee's mind,
six is not greater than four. Mount
Union was chosen anyway.
The committee chose Mount
Union for one reason and one reasononl Mountwonthecham ionkltip st yeiT mchhn:mmntt
tee wanted to give the Purple Raiders a chance to defend 1t. I don't
fault the committee for that attitude. Any playoff has more intrigue if the previous year's champ
tstrymg towm two in a row. That's
fine. Next year the committee
should footnote irs criteria with,
"The previous year's champion
will be given preference in tiebreaker situations." However, "defending champ" is not currently
in the criteria and should have
been irrelevant.
This was a shameless setup by
the committee and the posturing
began after Mount lost to BaldwinWallace. In the rankings, and you
have to be in the top four to go to
the playoffs, Mount was ranked
one before they lost. After their
loss, the Purple Raiders inexplicably remained in the top five. The
committee had to know that
chances were slim that Mount

would lose another game, and by
winnmg out there would be no
reason to knock them from the
playoffs. There was no way there
would be f ur undefeated teams
m the Nort b Reg1on Hence, 11
would be cas t move Mount back

was ued for fourth wHh
Augustana.
However, the commutee Simply kicked B W from th top four
and moved Augu~tana 1nto their
slot Augusrana's d1sgraccful ri'>C
to l he t 1· a t 1· [or an cr

fnl'(J

feared teams fell , which is eKactly est games during the cason oc
what happened.
cur red 1n tntrasquaJ scnmmages.
Head Coach Tony DeCarlo had But Augustana was a power in the
an opportunity to question the 80's and the committee wanted
committee on the conference call them in so they invented a way to
and ask how Mount got the nod get them there.
based on late season per forma nee.
It's safe to say previous ranki ngs
"It was close so we looked at the had nothing to do with the
rankingsf rom the previous week," commiuee's decision and they
one member said. Huh? The embarrassed themselves by sugrankings from ~he previous week? gesting as much. What they did
Not only did this committee ig- was apply the late season perfornore their own criteria, they also mancecriteriatoexcludeB-W,and
invented others in order to get then ignored it in order to include
Mount into the playoffs. Think Mount Union.
about it. By saying (lying1) that
AII of which prompted
they looked at the previous week's DeCarlo to ask the committee in
ran kings, they admitted it did not desperation, "Why have criteria if
matter where the one loss oc- you're not going to follow it?" The
curred in the three team's 9-1 committee quickly bypassed the
records. Based on last week's question with more double-talk,
rankings in which Baldwin- hung up on DeCarlo, and then
Wallace was ranked third, then moved on. Unfortunately, because
they should have gone, being ·of a contemptible NCAA commitranked higher than Mount who tee, the Blue Streaks will not

From the Center Court • ••
Randy Loeser
Steff reporter

· If you ask any member of
thejohn Carroll volleyball team
about the NCAA playoffs, they
will tell you it is all about "J's";
Head Coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht recorded her JOOth
career coaching victory on Fnday night against Bluffton. Playing Bluffton for the second time
this season. the Streaks lost the
first game ll-15. But Carroll rallied ro pull off three straight
victories,secunng the chance to
play Ohio Northern, a teJm the
Lad}' Streaks lost tothrte times
earlier in rhe season mduding a
9-15, 17·15, 8-15, 12-15 defeat tn

the OAC finals. The Regional Final victory over the Polar Bears
came in three straight games.
The Streaks will play juniata
for the th! rd time this season. hav·
ing lost ro them t wtce.
· The JCU-juniata rivalry
started last season, when juniata
(35-8), with then senior Cynthia
Molloy, n!Y.v JCU's G.A. volleyba II
coach, eliminated john Carroll
from the second round of rhe
NCAA Playoffs,B-15 5·15 13·15.
· Senior Stacey Mullally was
named ro rhe AVCA (American
Volleyball Coaches Assoc1at on)
Ali-Grrat Lakes Region F1r~t

Team. The rwo-ume Ohio Ath~
letic Conference Player of the
Year and a three time all-conferenceselectlon led the conference
in kills per game (5.16) and was
second in hitting percentage
(.341). Mullally is now just 58
kills away from reachtng 2000
in her career. She is the school's
leader w1th 1942.
• Saturday's match is scheduled to start at 7 p m. The wm·
ner of that match w1ll go on to
the final four and\\ ill play the
wmner of the St. Olat (34-::!J/
\\'bconsin O:.hkv.,h (36-10)
mat h on Friday l.X-c.cmber 2.
The~itc bas}et to be determined
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Men's B-Ball tries to
defend OAC title
Michael Ziccardi
Sports Reporter

Reaching the pmnacle of the
Ohto Athletic Conference was
hard enough for john Carroll's
Men's Basketball team last year
when no one was expecting them
to do so. With other OAC schools
looking to knock them off ,defending that title may be even rougher
this year.
"It is hardgettingtothe top, but
staying there is even a tougher
challenge: Carroll Head Coach
Mike Moran satd of repeating as
OACchamps.
"After winning a championship it is just natura !'to automatically receive recognition,' Moran
said, "and unlike last season we
are notgoingmsneak upon teams
because noone will take us lightly
(now)."
The losses of seniors john
Bufford, Kevin Neitzel, and Keith
Hocevar, who combmed for 941
pom ts last season, will make repeating especially difficult.
Returning for the Blue Sueaks
ts la~t season's leading scorer, senior forward Shannon Vickers, a
second team All-OAC selection
who brings a 13.5 scoring average
and .556shooting percentage with
htm. Also back enhancing the
front court is last year's leading
rebounder, senior forward David
Tucker, who grabbed 6.1 boards a
game.
Coming of[ last season's performance of 7 0 poinrs and 4 2 rebounds a game jeff Sesplan k is has
proven to Moran that he is ready
to be one oft he prermer big men of
theOAC.
"jeff is our only proven five
man," Moran said of the junior center. "He isoneof the best centers m
the league, and as the season goes
on and Jeff performs to his abili-

ties he could be the best at his poSit ton."
The back court will see many
new faces, but has much promise
with sophomore David Pfundstein
having an outstanding pre-season,
according to Moran, and sophomore joey Bigler, who last season
set ajCU school record with a .491
three point goal percentage, with
hopes of contributing greatly to
the offensive production.
Sophomore forward j.j.
Richardson and freshman guard
Ryan Eskridge have been burning
the nets from the perimeter in the
pre-season, Moran said. This
group will be further strengthened
when last year's starting point
guard Bronson Cudgel, who nettedl2.2 pointsagame,returnsfrom
a knee injury in mid -December.
"It is very important for us to
have great depth: said Moran."We
play a transition oriented offense
with a lot of pressure on the ball
defensively, and in order for us to
be effective we need players to fill
their role off the bench."
Tucker feels the bench and
team will mature with the season.
"T he bulk of our team is sophomores." he satd, 'but as the season
goes on and we gain valuableminutes we will only get better."
Moran said Carroll will be in
the hunt tofortheOACtitle again,
despite the lack of depth.
"There are about flve or six
teams in contention for the OAC
crown and I expect us to e one of
them."
This weekend John Carroll
University travels to Washmgton
D.C. to compete in the John
Hopkins BluejayC!assic. The Blue
Streaks host their first exhibition
game on November 21 against the
Croatian team at 7:30 p.m. in the
Don Shula Sports Center.
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Patience, talent keys for lady hoopsters
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

Do not blame John Carroll
Head Basketball Coach Carol
Dugan if she is still having
trouble adjusting to life in the
Ohio Athletic Conference.
Dugan, who was named head
coach in September, has mherited a team that has put together
back-ro-back 20win seasons. For
those efforts, the Streaks were
picked by rhe media to finish
third In the conference and fourth
by the coaches. Fo,r Dugan, a
former head coach at Case Western Reserve University,such high
rankings are something she can
get used to.
"Ex:ce pt for my last two years
at Case, we were always ranked
near out the bottom of the conference," said Dugan. ~1 have inherited a great team that has all
theingredientsforsuccess:experience from the upper-class, talent from the freshmen, and enthusiasm.•
Part of that leadership will
come from a strong senior class
led by first team All·OAC selection Darlene Sheehan. Sheehan,
who was also named to the 1993-

94 Kodak Division lii All- A meri· who saw the most m inures 093)
can Honorable Mention Team, led among any of the freshmen last
the Streaks in scoring (16.6 points season, Megan Campbell, who
per game), assists (82), and three appeared in ten games, Deanna
point field goals (51-119, .429).
Bahhur,whopulleddownl32reDugan will also look to Lori bounds,and Kim Hoffman, who
Neider, the team's Most Improved split time at the point, will all be
and Most Valuable Defensive watched to provide key minutes
player last year, and Sue Zidanic, this season.
"We have a very good team
who was second on the ream with
163 rebounds, helping the team to all-around,"saidDugan."Wewill
a second place finish in the OAC be able to show a lot of different
looks this season because of our
last season.
"'am still trying to learn some depth"
of their personalities,' said Dugan.
Part of that depth will come
"As long as we are playing on the from her freshmen. Look for
floor and working together, good Molly Brenlove, Kristen Mihalic,
and Colleen Quinn to contribthings can happen.•
One area the Streaks hope to ute, as all had stellar high school
shore-up is point guard. junior careers.
Along with the depth, Dugan
transfer Bridgette Moran looks to
be the early candidate to start and is emphasizing patience to her
should take her experience from team
~r am just stressing that we
playing at Division I Robert Morris
have to take things day-by-day,"
and put it to good use.
"Bridgette is working hard try· said Dugan. ~They have been
ing to learn the system," said striving towards perfection evDugan. •And will take her experi- ery day."
The Lady Streaks open up the
ence from playing at both a great
high school program (Villa An· 199+95 campaign on the road
gela·St. Joseph) and college and against Alfred College at the
PennState-Behrend Tournament
add that to our program."
Sophomores Bridget jordan, this weekend.

Grapplers shoot for National title
and fifth consecutive OAC crown
Matt Durbin ·
Staff Reporter

For the john Carroll wrestlers
the drive for five has begun.
Returning All-American Matt
Cellucci and National Qualifier
Jason Ke sen lead a solid squad of
12 returning leuer-winners and
six seniors in its quest tocaprure a
fifth consecutive Ohio Athletic
Conference crown.
The road will not be easy for
the JCU matmen as both Ohio
Northern University and Mount
Union College return three AllAmericans to the 1994-95 cam -

Streaks
of the
Week

paign, de m onstra ti ng the strength portunity for a lot more guys to
of the OAC. which returns eight gain exposure for the National
All-Americans overall, including Tournament," said Volkmann.
Kessen and Collucci are not
Collucci.
However, Collucci will be lost alone in john Carroll's bid for Nauntil mid-December as he is re- tional Recognition, as the Streaks
covering from knee sur ery, but have a solid nucleus of returning
ex peers to be ready for the team's starters. Returning letter-winners
annual holiday training trip to include junior ]J. Huszczo (#118),
sophomore David Grubach
Florida.
"The knee is doing well," said (#134), j unior Brandt Breuer
Collucci. "There are no problems (#142), senior Chad Connelly
with it, l just had to have routine (#158), conference place-winner
Andy Worst (#167), senior Bob
surgery."
Standout junior conference Barros(#l77),and 19930utstandrunner-up Kessen has started the ing Freshman award-winner jim
season off m fine style, placing sec- Lake (#190). At heavyweight,junond at the West Virginia Open last ior Conference runner-up john
week, a tournament loaded with McQuire faces a formidable challenge in senior letter-winner
solid Division I talent.
"Jason is the first guy to get into Aaron Sheers and 6'4', 260 lb . githe finals of a Division l tourna- ant Rick Eslich.
The key to the grappler's sucment for John Carroll since (AllAmerican) Joe Schmidt (did it in cesscome tournament time could
1989)," Head Coach Kerry lie in their tough schedule asjCU
Volkmann said. "That's a feather takes on Division I opponents like
Cleveland State and Miami Uniin his cap."
Over all,j CU's hopes of im prov~ versity, and com peres in talent ing on its 15th place National fin- laden tournaments such as the
ish a year ago will be aided by an Michigan (formerly Ohio) Open
NCAA rule change that gives the which attracts some of the toughOAC 22 bids to the Division Ill est talent in the nation.
Carroll opens Jts3lst wrestling
Nationa!Tournament, up from the
15 allotted in 1993-1994. For the season, Saturday November 19 at
matmen, the change in the rule the Michigan Open before coming
could make rheir dream of aNa- home to battle Case Western Rese rve University Tuesday at the
tional title a reality.
"The change provides the op- Don Shula Sports Cenrer.

JCU Student Career Development
presents

A Portfolio Preparation
Workshop_
Thursday, Dece111her I, 1994, 4-5:30 p.m.
SAC Conference

Pam Jimison
The l reshman volleyball player
started both games agamst Bluffton
and Ohio Northern this past weekend m the NCAA tournament m Ada,
Oh10. She contnbuted a team htgh 38
dtgs 111 both o[ the Blue Streak victories Jtmtson played 111 65 varsity
games th1s year he was sixth on
jCU's team. recording 101 kills

Damon Mintz
Mintz, a sophomore cornerback,
recorded 2 interceptions for the Blue
Streaks, against Baldwin Wallace in
jCU's 9-0 victory on Saturday. Mimz'
second imercepnon set up the lone
touchdown of the game. Mintz has
been named OAC Defenstve Player
of the Week He finished the season
with seven Interceptions to lead
Carroll

For students interested in a writing career in:
• corporate communications • publishing
• public relations
• creative writing
• advertising
• journalism
• video I audio production

Call 397-4431 to reserve a space!
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[!lommentary
Home: mom, dad, turkey
I like holidays because my whole world stops, just for
one day.
No deadlines, no tests and no papers.
I don't have to worry about classes, or grades or contests.
I get to be with, converse with, and relax with people who
appreciate me just for coming home.
As a student, it is easy to become a list of accomplishments on a piece of paper.
I have to know the right people, shake the right hands,
and wear the right suit (navy blue and plain, by the way).
I have to get the best grades, to ensure the best job, to
be successful in this world.
BUt ·n ext ht:Jrsday, l will again
be reminded of what really
matters.
When my four.year-old sister
explains why we should move to
a farm (because a barn will not
fit in the front yard), I will
remember that the world is not
as complex as I make it.
As I hear stories about what
is going on at my old high
school, I will remember that in a
Mary Myers
lot of ways, simple is better.
Bustness Editor
Every time I go back home, I
am surprised that my household
has continued to exist without me. The same problems
arise, but now the players have different names.
It is always comforting, however, to note the impression
that I have left.
I have not left the Myers' house for good by any means,
but these short breaks from home put a new perspective
on reality.
As stories are passed around the table, I realize what a
lasting effect my subtle actions can have.
I also appreciate things that l used to take for granted,
like the late-night chats among the five Myers women,
which are usually broken up by my dad, who reminds us that
the four-year-old should be in bed before midnight. And one
of my favorite parts about home is the refrigerator full of
Mom's left -overs, which doesn't close at one a.m.
I like to be reminded of the way things used to be, and
that I am always welcome back when the world of inter·
views, papers and tests gets too hectic. Home is not a
starting block for the rest of the world. Rather, it is a
shelter from the problems of the world.
There, I am offered advice about what is to come, as my
parents, who previously didn't know anything, now suddenly
know a whole lot.
However, break is only for five days, and then I will return
to JCU for the last part of the semester. Hopefully, I wi ll
have learned something from those that have meant the
most to me, and will return very often to reset my compass
of life.
After all, when we leave the home of mother earth, we will
not have a chance to go back and eat dinner with those who
have impacted us most.

Packing ·vs. Passing
Picture this: it's the last day of finals, you have a 6 p.m. calculus exam and the
dorms are closing in four hours.
Your parents plan to pick you up at 9:30, and you have not yet begun to pack. You
currently face a dilemma: should you pack and get ready tO leave, or should you take
that extra time and study for the exam?
This is a dilemma that a serious student, one trying to either ensure a good grade or
salvage a poor one, should not have to face.
Current university policy, however, often puts numerous students in this precarious position. Policy states that the students have 24 hours after their last exam or
untillO p.m. on the last day of exams to evacuate the dorms. For those who have
exams on the final day though, the 24 hour grace period is significantly shortened
This problem arose last semester. Students who tried to dear out of their dorms on
, ~h.~ · ~·QM~nn~~ina~"~~c~rm.g

ming their belongings into their families' caravans as late as midnight on that day
An incessant rain tormented the frazzled home-goers, and left many of them cursing
the darkness and the resident assistants who hounded them tO evacua re the dorms. In
addition to packing, students had to sweep out their rooms (w1th brooms that did not
exist} They had to dump their garbage. They had to check out of their rooms with
their resident assistants. All of this must occur after their last final and before the lO
p.m. deadline.
This check-out policy is not only a nagging hassle, but it is also potentially dangerous.
When students travel on their own, they must rush tO either get on the road or get
to the airport. After having been up late studying the night before and having a very
stressful and draining day, the chances of losing control of a car or dosing at the
wheel increase tremendously. Furthermore, driving at night poses additional safety
problems for people who experience car trouble or must deal with such elements as
rain. It would be much safer and comfortable if students had an evening to relax and
rest before driving home the next day.
As of now, students can make arrangements through the office of Resiqence Life to
stay in the dorms for an extra night, bur why should students have to go out of their
way to make this accommodation? Right now 50 percent of the student body reside
in cities outside the Cleveland area, and that fact alone should indicate that many
people need much more than the scant few hours of daylight on the last day of exams
to make their trek home.
In the past, srudents were afforded a "traveling day" after the last day of finals in
order to counter this problem of rushing home, however, the coveted traveling day
has nor appeared on residence hall schedules for over five years.
Now is a good time to reinstate them.
Finals week is already stress£ ul enough as it is.
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HIT: Paper recycling bins in the Atrium; now we have a place throw our nifty
to

signs when they become ourdated. MISS:JCU sports (football and soccer) overlooked
again for the NCAA tournament bid; how many games do we have to win lO reach
the tournamenr? HIT: All of the students who gave up their Wednesday meals for
hunger-awareness. MISS(ing): The plastic sign holders from cafeteria tables; they
worked for a couple of days, right? HIT: The hypnotist m the Atrium last Friday.
MISS: Professors who demand absolute deadlines for handing in papers. yet continually put off returning them until long after you have forgotten the essence of your
work
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Men's B-Ball tries to
defend OAC title
Michael Ziccardi
Sports Reporter

Reaching the pmnacle of the
Oh1o Athleuc Conference was
hard enough for john Carroll's
Men's Basketba ll team last year
when no one was expecting them
to clo so. Wit h other OAC schools
looking to knock them off,defending that title may be even rougher
this year.
"ltis hard getting to the top, but
staying there is even a tougher
chal lenge," Carroll Head Coach
Mike Moran said of repeating as
OACchamps.
"After winning a champions hip it is just naturarto automati cally receive recognition,' Moran
said, "and unlike last season we
are not going to sneak up on teams
because no one will take us hghrly
(now)"
The losses of seniors john
Bufford, Kevin Neitzel, and Keith
Hocevar, who combtned for 941
pomrs last season, w1ll make repeating espeetally difficult.
Returning for the Blue Streaks
IS last season's leadmg scorer, senior forward Shannon Vickers, a
second team Ali-OAC selection
who brmgsa 13.Sscoringaverage
and .556shooting percentage wnh
him. Also back enhancing the
front court is last year's leading
rebounder, semor forward David
Tucker, who grabbed 6.1 boards a
game.
Coming off \ast season's per formance of 7 0 poi n rs a nd 4.2 rebound a gamejeff Sesplankis has
proven to Moran that he is ready
to be one of the prem ier big men of
theOAC
"Jeff is our on Iy proven five
man," Moran sa1d of the JUn ior cen ter. "He isoneof the best centers in
the league, and as the season goes
on and jeff performs to his abili-

nes he could be the best at his poSitiOn."
The back court will see many
new faces, but has much promise
with sophomore David Pfundstein
having an outstanding pre-season,
according to Moran, and sophomore joey Bigler, who last season
set ajCU school record with a .491
three point goal percentage, w ith
hopes of contributing greatly to
the offensive production.
Sophomore forward J.J.
Richardson and freshman guard
Ryan Eskridge have been burning
the nets from the perimeter in the
pre-season, Moran said . This
group will be furtherstrengthened
when last year's stani ng point
guard Bronson Cudgel, who nettedl22pointsagame,returnsfrom
a knee injury in mid-December.
"It is very important for us to
havegreatdepth ,"saidMoran."We
play a tran sitio n oriented offense
with a lot of pressure on the ball
defensively, and 10 order for us to
be effective we need players to fill
their role off the bench."
Tucker feels the bench and
team will mature with the season.
"The bulk of our team is sophomores," he sa1d, "but as the season
goes on and we gain valuable minutes we will only get better."
Moran said Carroll will be in
the hunt to for the OAC title again,
despite the lack of depth.
"There are about five or six
teams in contention for the OAC
crown a nd l expect us to be one of
them."
T his weekend John Carroll
University travels to Washington
D.C. to compete in the John
Hopkins Bl ueJayClassic. The Blue
Streaks host their first exhibit ion
game on November 21 against the
Croatian team at 7:30p.m. in the
Don Shula Sports Center.
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Patience, talent keys for lady hoopsters
Randy Loese:.:...r_ __
Staff Reporter

Do not blame john Carroll
Head Basketball Coach Carol
Dugan if she is still having
trouble adjusting to life in the
Ohio Athletic Conference.
Dugan, who was named head
coach In September, has mherited a team that has put together
back-ro-back20winseasons.For
those effortS, the Streaks were
picked by rhe media to finish
thirdintheconferenceandfourth
by the coaches. For Dugan, a
former head coach at Case WesternRcserveUniversity,such high
rankings are something she can
get used to.
"Except form y last two years
at Case, we were always ranked
near or at the bottom of the conference," said Dugan, MI have inherited a great team that has all
theingredienrsforsuccess;experience from the upper-class, talent from the freshmen, and enthusiasm."
Pan of that leadership will
come from a strong senior class
led by first team Ali -OAC selection Darlene Sheehan. Sheehan,
who was also named to the 1993-

94 Kodak Division Ill All-American Honorable Men non Team, Jed
the Streaks in scoring(16.6 pointS
per game), assistS (82), and three
pomt field goals (51-119,.429).
Dugan will also look to Lori
Neider, rhe team's Most Improved
and Most Valuable Defensive
player last year, and Sue Zidanic,
who was second on the team with
163 rebounds, helping the team to
a second place finish in the OAC
last season.
"I am still trying to learn some
of their personalities,' said Dugan.
"As long as we are playing on the
floor and working together, good
things can happen. •
One area the Streaks hope to
shore-up is point guard junior
transfer Bridgette Moran looks to
be the early candidate to stan and
should take her experience from
playing at Division lRobertMorris
and put it to good use.
"Bridgette is working hard rrying to learn the system," said
Dugan. "And will take her experience from playing at both a great
high school program (Villa Angela-St. Joseph) and college and
add that to our program."
Sophomores Bridget Jordan,

who saw the most minutes (393)
amonganyof the freshmen last
season. Megan Campbell, who
appeared in ten games, Deanna
Bahhur,whopulleddown 132 rebounds, and Kim Hoffman, who
splittimeat thepomt, will all be
watched to provide key minutes
this season.
"We have a very good team
a 11-around: said Dugan."We will
be able to show a lot of different
looks this season because of our
depth."
Part of that depth will come
from her freshmen. Look for
Molly Brenlove, Kristen Mihalic,
and Colleen Quinn to contribute, as all had stellar high school

careers.
Along with the depth, Dugan
is emphaSizing patience to her
team
"[ am just stressing that we
have to take things day-by-day,"
said Dugan. "They have been
striving towards perfection everyday.•
The Lady Streaks open up the
1994-95 campaign on the road
against Alfred College at the
PennState-Behrend Tournament
this weekend.

Grapplers shoot for National title
and fifth consecutive OAC crown
Matt Durbin ·
Staff Reporter

For the John Carroll wresclers
the drive for five has begun.
Returmng All-American Matt
Cellucci and National Qualifier
Jason Kessen lead a solid squad of
12 returning letter-winners and
six seniors in its quest to capture a
fifth consecutive Ohio Athletic
Conference crown.
The road will not be easy for
the ]CU matmen as both Ohio
Northern University and Mount
Union College return three AllAmericans to the 1994-95 cam-

Streaks
of the
Week

paign,demonstra ting the strength portunity for a lot more guys to
of the OAC, which returns eight ga in exposure for the Nationa l
All-Americans overall , including Tournament," said Volkmann.
Kessen and Cellucci are not
Cellucci.
However, Cellucci will be lost alone in john Carroll 's bid for Nauntil mid-December as he is re- tional Recognition, as the Streaks
covering from knee sur ery, but have a solid nucleus of returning
expects to be ready for the team 's starters. Returning letter-winne rs
annual holid ay train ing trip to include junior JJ. Huszczo ( #118),
sophomore David Grubach
Florida.
"The knee is doing well," said ( #134 ), junior Brandt Breuer
Cellucci. "There are no problems (#142), senior Chad Connelly
with it, l just had to have routine (#158), conference place-w inner
Andy Worst (#167), senior Bob
surgery."
Standout j unior conference Bartos( #l77),and l 9930utstandrunner-up Kessen has started the ing Freshman award-winner jim
season off in fine style, placingsec- Lake (#190). At heavyweight,junondatthe WestVirgin ia Open last ior Conference runner-up john
week, a tournament loaded with McQuire faces a formidable challenge in senior letter-winner
solid Division l talent.
"jason is the first guy to get into Aaron Sheets and 6'4", 260 lb. githe finals of a Division l tourna- ant Rick Eslich.
The key to the grappler's sucment for j ohn Carroll since (AllAmerican) Joe Schmidt (did it in cess come tournament time could
1989)," Head Coach Kerry lie in their tough schedule asJCU
Volkmann said. "That 's a feath er takes on Division !opponents like
Cleveland State and Miami Uniin his cap."
Ove ra ll,J CU's hopes of im prov" versity, and competes in talenting on its 15th place National fin- laden tournaments such as the
ish a year ago will be aided by an Michigan (formerly Ohio) Open
NCAA rule change that gives the which attracts so me of the tough OAC 22 bids to the Division Ill est talent in the nation.
Carroll opens its 31st wrestling
National Tournament, up from the
15 allotted in 1993-1994. For the season , Saturday November 19 at
matmen , the change in the ru\e theM ichigan Open before coming
could make their dream of aNa- home to banle Case Western Reserve University Tuesday at the
tional title a real ity.
"The chan ge provides the op- Don Shula Sports Center.

JCU Student Career Development
presents

A Portfolio Preparation
Workshop
Thursday, December I, 1994,4-5:30 p.m)
SAC Conference

Pam Jimison
Th.e freshman volleyba ll player
started bmh games agamst Bluff ton
and Oh1o onhern thiS past weekend m the NCAA tournament in Ada.
Oh10 She contnbuted a team h1gh 38
d1gs in both of the Blue Streak victories. jJmlson played in 65 varsity
games th is year She was sixth on
jCU's team, rccordmg 101 kills

Damon Mintz
Mintz. a sophomore cornerback,
recorded 2 interceptions for the Blue
Streaks, agamst Baldwin Wallace in
JCU's 9-0 victory on Saturday. Mintz'
second interception set up the lone
touchdown of the game Mintz has
been named OAC Defensive Player
of the Week. He finished the season
with seven tnterceptions to lead
Carroll

For students interested in a writing career in:
• corporate communications • publishing
• public relations
• creative writing
• advertising
• journalism
• video I audio production

Call397-4431 to reserve a space!
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[i)ommentary
Home: mom, dad, turkey
I like holidays because my whole world stops, just for
one day.
No deadlines, no tests and no papers.
Idon't have to worry about classes, or grades or contests.
I get to be with, converse with, and relax with people who
appreciate me just for coming home.
As a student, it is easy to become a list of accomplishments on a piece of paper.
I have to know the right people, shake the right hands,
and wear the right suit (navy blue and plain, by the way).
I have to get the best grades, to ensure the best job, to
be successful in this world.
BUt next harsday; twill again
be reminded of what really
matters.
When my four-year-old sister
explains why we should move to
a farm (because a barn will not
fit in the front yard),l will
remember that the world is not
as complex as I make it.
As I hear stories about what
is going on at my old high
school, I will remember that in a
Mary Myers
lot of ways, simple is better.
Bus1ness Editor
Every time l go back home, I
am surprised that my household
has continued to exist without me. The same problems
arise, but now the players have different names.
It is always comforting, however, to note the impression
that I have left.
I have not left the Myers' house for good by any means,
but these short breaks from home put a new perspective
on reality.
As stories are passed around the table, I realize what a
lasting effect my subtle actions can have.
I also appreciate things that I used to take for granted,
like the late-night chats among the five Myers women,
which are usually broken up by my dad, who reminds us that
the four-year-old should be in bed before midnight. And one
of my favorite parts about home is the refrigerator full of
Mom's left -overs, which doesn't close at one a.m.
I like to be reminded of the way things used to be, and
that I am always welcome back when the world of interviews, papers and tests gets too hectic. Home is not a
starting block for the rest of the world. Rather, it is a
shelter from the problems of the world.
There, I am offered advice about what is to come, as my
parents, who previously didn't know anything, now suddenly
know a whole lot.
However, break is only for five days, and then I will return
to JCU for the last part of the semester. Hopefully, l will
have learned something from those that have meant the
most to me, and will return very often to reset my compass
of life.
Afterall, when we leave the home of mother earth, we will
not have a chance to go back and eat dinner with those who
have impacted us most.

Packing -vs. Passing
Picture this: it's the last day of finals, you have a 6 p.m. calculus exa m and the
dorms are closing in four hours.
Your parents plan to pick you up at 9:30, and you have not yet begu n to pack. You
currently face a dilemma: should you pack and get ready to leave, or should you take
that extra time and study for the exam?
This is a dilemma that a serious student, one trying to either ensure a good grade or
salvage a poor one, should not have to face.
Current university policy, however, ofte n puts numerous students in this precarious position. Policy states that the students have 24 hours after their last exam or
untillO p.m. on the last day of exams to evacuate the dorms. For those who have
exams on the final day though, the 24 hour grace period is significantly shortened.
This problem arose last semester. Students who tned to dear out of their dorms on

belo~gings

l~tc ~idnight

ming their
into their families' caravans as
as
on that day.
An incessant rain tormented the frazzled home-goers, and left many of them cursmg
the darkness and the resident assistants who hounded them to evacuate the dorm::.. In
addition to packing, students had to sweep out their rooms (with brooms that did not
exist). They had to dump their garbage. They had to check out of their rooms with
their reside nt assistants. All of this must occur after their last final and before the 10
p.m. deadline.
This check-out policy is not only a nagging hassle, but it is also potentially dangerous.
When students travel on their own, they must rush to either get on the road or get
to the airport. After having been up late studying the night before and having a very
srressf ul and draining day, the chances of losing control of a car or dosing at the
wheel increase tremendously. Furthermore, driving at night poses additional safety
problems for people who experience car trouble or must deal with such elements as
rain. It would be much safer and comfortable if students had an evening to relax and
rest before driving home the next day.
As of now, students can make arrangements through the office of Resiqence Life to
stay in the dorms for an extra night, but why should students have to go out of their
way to make this accommodation? Right now 50 percent of the student body reside
in cities outside the Cleveland area, and that fact alone should indicate that many
people need much more than the scant few hours of daylight on the last day of exams
to make their trek home.
In the past, students were afforded a "traveling day" after the last day of finals in
order to counter this problem of rushing home, however, the coveted traveling day
has not appeared on residence hall schedules for over five years.
Now is a good time to reinstate them.
Finals week is already stress[ ul enough as it is.
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HIT: Paper recycling bins in the Atrium; now we have a place to throw our ni fty
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signs when they become outdated. MISS JCU sports (football and soccer) overlooked
agai n for the NCAA tournament bid; how many games do we have to win to reach
the tournament? HIT: All of the students who gave up their Wednesday meals for
hunger-awareness. MISS(ing): The plastic sign holders from cafeteria tables: they
worked for a couple of days. right? HIT: The hypnotist in the Atrium last Friday.
MISS: Professors who demand absolute deadlmes for handing in papers, yet continually put off returmng them until long after you have forgotten the essence of your
work

letters to the editor

as well as to gain much of the independence that appears to
be our right anyway.
Amy Collms
Greek Council Vice President

organize more activities for the benefit of all.
It is essential that students have input into how the1r
tuinon dollars are appropnated, for without the proper
criteria for appropriations, the performance of services by
campus orgamzations is dulled. Implementation of a criteria related to service would promote Jesuit tdeals and
further the development of the student body at john CarrolL
Molly S. Zinkand
Co-Founder, Students in Free Enterprise

To the Editor:
The issue of therelauonship between the Student Union
and organizauons is the most controversial issue impedtng To the Editor:
the student body. In recent years the notion has developed
l think that it is important that as a student body, we are
that the Student Union, whose mtsston it is to represent aware of how our money is being used and what rights we
student interests to the school, has acted as a restrictive have to that money Do you know the dollar by dollar
force to the life of organizations by enforcing University breakdown of your tuition? Well frankly, neither do I. But
policy which is considered restrictive bytheorgantzations. I am trying to find out. I was appointed Head of the
Student responds to Issue of
The source of frustration from organizanons seems to Investigative Committee by our student body president,
student responsibility and rights
be t]le debilitating effect that the University required on- John Cranley. We are now in the process of trying to
To the Editor:
campus accounts puts on organization activity. Because determme this year's budget.
Another issue which is at stake is the control over orgathe Student Union has worked with the University to enThis letter is in response to the letter to the editor in The
force this policy in the past, it appears that this University nizations' money. As the process exists now, when an Carroll News on November 10 by Sheila E. McGinn [Assispolicy is Student Union policy as well. However, the Stu- organization needs money from its budget, it must present tant Professor of Religious Studies!. Her letterread like this,
dent Union wants to work for a change to this policy be- Lisa Heckman with a reason why the money is needed and "Wo uld that those who fur iously declaim about 'Rights'
cause of the overwhelming complaints the Student Union what event the money is being used for. It is then up to Lisa were as concerned about Responsibilities. True freedom
has received from organizations. We wannorepresent the to determine whether or not a need exists for the money. requires both. Could westrivefora bit more balance in this
Some of the money which is in the budget is given by the discussion?"
true interests of the students.
The frustranon of student organizations over required university from the Student Activities budget, which comes
This letter bothered me because it sounds like McGinn
on-campus accounts-stems from the fact that the policy from our tuition money. The rest of the money is given by is suggesting that the students here at john Carroll lack
seems to create a dis-incentive for involvement because alumni and dtrectly out of our pockets as dues.
responsibility, and therefore do not have the privilege to
going through bureaucratic channels and not having conorr -campus accounts are not allowed for chartered or- question the amount of rights we do or do not possess. l
trol of one's own orgamzauon money 1s too dtfficult and gamzations. Th1s gives the director of student activtties hope this was not her intent, but if this is her honest
unrewarding Couple this feeling wtth the growing idea complete control over any money which the organization opinion, let me see if I can enlighten her on the broad scope
that John Carroll students are alienated from their Umver- has a right to. Are we still at a point at this University that of responsibilities the student body willingly accepts on
sityexperiencc (i.e. nosayovercommencement speaker, no we.must tug on Mom or Dad's elbow every time we need and off campus.
ability to play on the Quad, no visitation, etc.), then we see money? The money which we ask for is ours. We as stuFirst of all many of us would not be able to afford almost
the current Untversitypoliciesare not allowing the holistic demsarepresentinga proposal to amend this archaic prac- $60,000 for a college education without the help of scholdevelopment of students wnh theabi lity to I ivea fulfilling tice. If we are rejected agatn (as with the visitation policy), arships, grants and student loans. By accepting any of
what are we as students gomg to do?
life m which they are the masters of their own destinies.
theseforms of financial aid we are obligated to maintain a
I beheve that finding a better alternative to the current John Rugemer
high G.PA., and we accept the fact that we must repay any
Umversity pohcy of reqmred on-campus accounts ts just Class of 1996
loans weare given. One does not achieve a high G.P.A.of 3.0
the beginningof our struggle fora hohsttcJesuiteducation.
or higher at John Carroll by being irresponsible.
Moreover, we, the Student Union (student body) need to
Secondly, many of the students work one, if not two jobs
have say over the money that is channeled to organizations To the Editor:
to help pay for tuition and other expenses. I know that this
through the Student Activities Budget Board. A formalized
Ichose to come to john Carroll University because of its is not an easy thing to do whJle keeping up wtth classes,
system of student input will foster the development of small size and friendly atmosphere. l felt as a growing and it requires a lot of self-disciphne.
leaders with good budgeting and management skills. Fur- adult that I would be best suited in an environment where
Another realm in which students possess responsibilther, a student run SABB will service the University better I knew most of the administrators and faculty. This cam- ity is through sports. As an athlete I know that hard work
by giving the Student Union real authority (power of the pus definitely has that type of atmosphere. I knew that and dedication towards schoolwork and practice is a hard
purse) to charter service orgamzations. We, the students, john Carroll would help me grow as an adult. I would know thing to balance, but one that a lot of students accomplish
would then be the force which encourages student organi- when to take a stand Lf I felt strong! y enough about some- very well. Not only do they have an obligation to perform
zations to ive back to their University. The University thmg.
well in class, but they are obligated to their teammates to
should not fear an empowered student body, but should
JCU has provided me with these qualities. As a result I perform well in competition. Once again, one cannot be a
show enthusiasm at the possibility of fostering a Univer- am growing concerned about two major issues at this Uni- member of a sportsteamatjohnCarroll by being irresponsity experience in which students feel connected to their versity. The twoissuesarethat of off -ca mpus accounts and sible.
lives.
the lack of student representation on the Student ActiviThis campus is full of organizations run by students:
John Cranley
ties Budget Board. I feel that off -campus accoumshould be sororities.fraternities, the Student Union, The Carroll News,
Student Union President
legalized for one reason- we are responsible adults. Re- and Greek Council, just to name a few. And not only do we
sponsible adults must be able to control their own funds. I accept responsibilities as a community, but we work exfeel in order to grow as an adult I must be able to accept tremely hard for those outside of John Carroll who are less
To the Editor:
responsibility and handle money appropriately.
fortunate than us. Project Gold is a student run service
Asajesutt institution.]ohnCarroll u·niversity haschalMy second concern is the lack of studenuepresentation branch of the Student Union where students volunteer
lenged its students ro develop the spirit of individuality, on theSABB. I think the name of the board speaks for itself. the ir time and energy to help people because they want to,
learn to make choices, and have an open, questioning mind My question is, where are the students? As of right now; not beca use they have to. This is one of the best examples
for change. To do this, we, the students, need to have an there are no students helping to appropriate chartered of responsibility I can think of that exists on this campus.
active vo1ce tn the decisions made that affect our lives at organizations' school-funded money.
I have tried toincludeasmanyexamplesas !could think
Isn't it time to give students a little bit of credit? There of in my discussion; if I missed anything I apologize. HopeJCU
Organizations atJCU are required to have a II their money, are still some responsible ones left!
fully this letter will help balance the scale for McGinn. A
etther school allocated or personal, in an on-campus ac- Kelly Miller
highly accredited universi ty could not exist without a
count. Years ago, there were off-campus accounts. Cur- Class of 1995
responsible student bocly,andJohn Carroll is no exception
rently,it is very d ifficu It to remove funds from the accounts
to that.
controlled by the school. Next year, many of us will be in
Sara Mitchell
careers in which organizations have placed large sums of To the Editor:
Class of 1995
money into our hands to take care of. and our university,
I feel that it is important fo~ the Student Activities BudFor more letters see page 15
which is supposed to prepare us for this job, doesn't even get Board to be reformed. Under the present system there is
trust us to oversee our own organization's funds? This is no student representation on the Board. It appears that one
why we feel that the student organtzations who have pri- individual appropriates the entire Student Activities budvate funds, which are separate from the school 'sallocated get.
funds, should have the option of plactng these private
In addition, my understanding is that there is no forfunds in an account off cam pus. It would allow us to learn mula for appropriating funds. Implementing a new syshow to handle our own money, and encourage mature, tern, with an established cri teria based on services proadult dectstons
vided to the University and Greater Cleveland communiSecondly, the Student Activities Budget Board, SABB, ties, would encourage-organizations to partictpate m and
consists of only one person The
r.=========~
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Editor-in-chief of censored yearbook
offers thanks; encourages students
to continue the fight
To the Editor:
As the 1994 Editor of John Carroll's yearbook, the Cari 1lon I would like to express my gratitude to all of the stu·
dents who supported me after my experience wtth censorship. I would just like toclarifysome issues First of all, I
did not make the decisions to keep the quotes in order to
glorify vomiting or passing out. We were simply quotmg
seniors who answered our questions. Nor did I keep the
quotes in order to be a rebel or to aggravate the Uni versay
in any way. They were innocuous, light-hearted quotes,
not meant to be taken seriously, and certainly not meant to
hun John Carroll.
The fact of the matter is, there have been quotes like
these in previous books. Look at the !991 yearbook, for
exa mpl e. There are quotes striking! v stmlla r to the censored quotes of 1994. No one censored th ese quotes and no
one ever complained about them after they were published. So why did the Administration suddenly begin to
control us? [worked in the Cari llon office for four years
before Mr. Bookwalter called me about the quotes. ln those
four years, we produced exemplary books. We did nothing
to offend the University.
I feel that the censoring was a slap in the face tome and
all of the staff who worked so hard to produce quality
books. Dave Barcelona wrote, "Mr. Bookwalter was only
trying to protect the integrity of John Carroll" But how
can he do this while violating a section of John Carroll's
handbook without regard to our rights? l see no integrity
·
_
in these actions.
IloveJohn Carroll and it will always hold a dear place in
my heart. However, it cannot be as wonderful a place if
student rights are violated. We must make it clear to the
Administration thatactionssuchasthesewill not be tolerated. My only hope is that nothmg like this ever happens
again with the student publications at john Carroll University. I urge all of you who stood up for me to continue to
make sure that this hope is a reality.
Lana A. Caserta
Ed itor-in-Chief,l994 Carillon

Why choose the more difficult classes?
Ray Polantz
Forum Writer
John Carroll Umversity has enjoyed academic excellence for quite some rime. Undoubted] y, its strong liberal
arts education is the cornerstone of this tradition. The
fact that john Carroll requires each student to take cercain liberal artsclassesdistinguishesitselffrom the trade
schools and career centers which now seem to be in
vogue
Because students are forced to take these core classes
their beneiits may remain hidden to most. Duringatim~
whenstatisticsrevealthattheaveragepersonwillchange
his/her career several times, a liberal arts background

work?" Our Puritan predecessors certainly would have
frowned upon this attitude. But Is it really wrong for
students to feel this way?
Society places so much emphasis on college grades
andgradepointaveragesthatmoststudentshavellttleor
nomccntive totakcmorechallenglnghberalartscourses.
Many john Carroll students plan to commue their education at graduate,law,ormedicalschools. Among other
thmgs,admissiondepends heavily on grades. In the case
of medical school, many are qualified. but few are admitted.
Even seemmgly insignificant differences !n gr;Je
point average may be the difference between rejection

may allow
for much · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • andacceptance.Giventhedtfeasier
career transitions.
ftculty of many programs of
Learninghowtolearn Society places
much
study at john Carroll, many
look to faberal arts classes as
!san invaluable skill. Religion, philosophy, and emphasis on college gradesgrade point boosters.
historyclassesmayseem
Some may feel that students who avoid more diffiuselesstomany,butthey that most students have little
do make studenrs wellcult classes are wasting one of
versedinmanydifferem or no Incentive to take more
rhcrewopponunitiesmllfeto •
subjects.
gain such xtensive know!·
Familiarity with
ha/1 csl 1cs 111...- 1 f
edge. Many students are dothese different areas is C
eneln, r11n1ra at S COUtSeS. ing just that. But many stuhelpful in dealings with
dentsalsohaveeLonomlcconclients, other professionals, and even neighbors and cents; many receive financial assistance in the form of
friends.
scholarships. Most of these require students to main tam
One complaint of some students has been that these certain grade point averages throughout their college
classes take up too much time. Since many of john years. Again, certain class grades may signlhcantly mCarroll'sstudents are not liberal arts majors, liberal arts fluence these averages.
courses are often viewed as supplements tootherareaso£
Is it worth jeopardizing thousands of scholarship dolstudy. Because of attitudes such as this, many students Iars just to try to expand one's mind by taking a certain
attempt to seek out certain courses and professors that more difficult class?
have developed reputations for being less difficult than
It is hard to acknowledge that such important thing~
others.
such as entrance into graduate school or thousands of
During the last few weeks of registering for Spring dollars can hinge on a few seemingly unimportant deciclasses, students probably could have been heard asking mal po1nts. But that is the way it Is.
each other who is "good" to takefor certain liberal arts
Students don't make the rules. They only play by
classes.
them.
In student lingothisquestiontranslates roughly into:
Isn't it about time we stop focusing on wins and losses
"Who will give me the best grade forrhc least amount of and emphasize how the game is played?

so
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Friday, November 18
LunchTime Lyrics with guitarist Jerry Hayes 11:30- 1 p.m. -Atrium

Saturday, November 19
Blind Man's Bull
Accapella Rock Music Show
8 p.m. - Atrium

Wednesday, December 7
Special tickets on sale now for The Great Lakes Theater Festival production of
A Christmas Carol - $30 for 2 tickets
Free Transportation
Tickets can be purchased in the Student Ufe Office
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To the Editor:
The issue of therelation~hip between the Student Union
andorganizationsisthemostcomroversial issue 1mpedmg
the student body. In recent years the notion has developed
that the Student Union, whose missiOn it is to represent
student Interests to the school. has acted as a restnctive
force to the hfe of organizations by enforcing University
policy which is considered restrictive by the orga mza tions.
The source of frustration from organizations seems to
be t}le debilitating effect that the University reqUired oncampus accounts puts on organization activity. Because
the Student Umon has worked with the University to enforce this policy in the past, it appears that this University
policy is Student Union policy as well. However, the Student Union wants to work for a change 10 this policy because of the overwhelming complaints the Student Union
has received from organizations. We want to represent the
true interests of the students.
The frustration of student organizations over required
on-campus accounts-stems from the fact that the policy
seems to create a dis-incentive (or involvement because
going through bureaucratic channels and not having control of one's own organ1zanon money IS too d1fflcult and
unrewarding. Couple this feeling with the growing idea
thatjohn Carroll students are alienated from their University experience (i.e. no say over commencement speaker, no
ability to play on the Quad, no visitation, etc.), then we see
the current University policies are not allowing the holistic
development of students with the ability to I ivea fulfilling
life m which they are the masters of their own destinies
I believe that findmg a better alternative to the current
University policy of required on-campus accounts is just
the beginning of our struggle for a holisticJesuiteducation.
Moreover, we, the Student Union (student body) need to
have say over the money that is channeled to organizations
through the Student Activities Budget Board. A formalized
system of student input will foster the development of
leaders with good budgenng and management skills. Further, a student run SABB wtll service the University better
by g1ving the Student Union real a uthority (power of the
purse} to charter service organizations. We, the students,
would then be the force which encourages student organizations to iv back to their University. The University
should not fear an empowered student body, but should
show enthusiasm at the possibility of foste ring a University experience m which students feel connected to their
hves.
John Cranley
Student Union Pres1dent

letters to the editor

as well as to gain much of theindependencerhatappearsto
be our nght anyway
Amy Collins
Greek Council Vice President

To the Editor:
l think that it is important that as a student body, weare
aware of how our money is being used and what rights we
have to that money Do you know the dollar by dollar
breakdown of your tuition? Well frank! y, neither dol. But
l am trying to find out I was appointed Head of the
Investigative Committee by our student body president,
john Cranley. We are now in the process of trying to
determine this year's budget.
Another issue which is at stake is the control over orgamzations' money As the process exists now, when an
organizanon needs money from its budget, it must present
Lisa Heckman with a reason why the money is needed and
what event the money is being used for. lr is then up to Lisa
to determine whether or not a need exists for the money.
Some of the money which is in the budget is given by the
universityfrom th e Student Activities budget, which comes
from ourtuition money. The rest of the money is given by
alumm and direc tly out of our pockets as dues.
Off -campus accounts are not allowed for chartered organizations. This gives the director of student activities
complete control over any money which the organization
has a right to. Are we still at a point at this University that
we. must tug on Mom or Dad's elbow every time we need
money? The money which we ask for is ours. We as studemsarepresentinga proposal to amend this archaic prac tice. If we are rejected again (as with the visitation policy),
what are we as students gomg to do?
John Rugemer
Class of 1996

Tot he Editor:
1chose to come to john Carroll University because of its
small s1ze and friendly atmosphere. I felt as a growing
adult that [would be best suited in an environment where
I knew most of the administrators and faculty. This campus definitely has that type of atmosphere. I knew that
john Carroll would helpmegrowasanadult. 1would know
when to take a stand if 1 felt strongly enough about something.
JCU has provided me with these qua lines. As a result I
am growing concerned about two major issues at this University. The two issues are that of off-campusaccountsand
the lack of student representation on the Student Activities Budget Board. l feel that off-campus accountshould be
legalized for one reason- we are responsible adults. Responsible adults must be able to control their own funds. l
feel in order to grow as an adult I must be able to accept
responsibility and handle money appropriately.
My second concern is the lack of student representation
on theSABB. l think the name of the board speaks for itself.
My question is, where are the students? As of right now,
there are no students helping to appropriate chartered
organizations' school-funded money.
Isn't it ti me to give students a little bit of credit? There
are still some responsible ones left!
Kelly Miller
Class of 1995

organize more activities for the benefit of all.
[tis essential that students have input into how the1r
tuition dollars are appropriated, for Without the proper
criteria for appropriations, the performance of services by
campus orgamzanons IS dulled. Implementation of a cri teria related to service would promote jesuit ideals and
further the development of the student body at john Carroll.
Molly S. Zmkand
Co-Founder, Students in Free Enterprise

Student responds to issue of
student responsibility and rights
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the letterto the editor in The
Carroll News on November 10 by Sheila E. McGinn [Assistant ProfessorofReligiousStudies]. Her letter read like this,
"Would that those who furiously declaim about 'Rights'
were as concerned about Responsibilities. Tr ue freedom
requires both. Could we strive for a bit more bala nce in this
discussion?"
This letter bothered me because it sounds like McGinn
is suggesting that the students here at John Carroll lack
responsibility, and therefore do not have the privilege to
question the amount of rights we do or do not possess. I
hope this was not her intent, but if this is her honest
opinion, let me see if l can enlighten her on the broad scope
of responsibilities th e student body willmgly accepts on
and off campus.
First of all many of us would not be able to afford almost
$60,000 for a college education without the help of scholarships, grants and student loans. By accepting any of
these forms of financial aid we are obligated to maintain a
high GPA., and we accept the fact that we must repay any
loanswearegiven. One does not achieve a highG.PA.of 3.0
or higher at John Carroll by being irresponsible
Secondly, many of thestudentsworkone,if not two jobs
to help pay for tuition and other expenses. I know th at this
is not an easy thing to do while keeping up with classes,
and it requires a lot of self-discipline.
Another realm in which students possess responsibility is through sports. As an athlete 1know that hard work
and dedication towards schoolwork and practice is a hard
thing to balance, but one that a lot of students accomplish
very well. Not only do they have an obligation to perform
well in class, but they are obligated to their teammates to
perform well in competition. Once again, one cannot be a
member of a sports team atjohn Carroll by being irresponsible.
This campus is full of organizations run by students:
sororities,£ raternities, the Student Union, The Carroll News,
and Greek Council, just to name a few. And not only do we
accept responsibilities as a community, but we work extremely hard for those outside of john Carroll who are less
fortunate than us. Project Gold is a student run service
branch of the Student Union where students volunteer
their time and energy to help people because they want to,
not because they have to. Thi s is one of the best examples
of responsibility I can think of that exists on this campus.
!have tried to include as manyexamplesas I could think
of in my discussion; if 1missed anything I apologize. Hopefully th is letter will help balance the scale for McGinn. A
highly accredited university could not exist without a
responsible student body, and John Carroll is no exception
to that.
Sara Mitchell
Class of 1995

Tot he Ed it or:
As a jesuit institution,johnCarroll u·niversity haschallenged its students to develop the spirit of individuality,
learn to make choices, and have an open, questioning mind
for change. To do this, we, the students, need to have an
active vo1ce in the decisions made that affect our lives at
jCU
Organizanonsat)CUarerequired tohaveall their money,
e1ther school allocated or personal, in an on-campus account. Years ago, there were off-campus accounts. Currently, it is very difficult to remove funds from the accounts
controlled by the school. Next year, many of us will be in
careers in which orgamzations have placed large sums of To the Editor:
money into our hands to take care of, and our umversity,
I feel that it is important fo~ the Student Activities BudFor more letters see page 15
which is supposed to prepare us for this job, doesn't even get Board to be reformed. Underthe present system there is
!rUSt us to oversee our own organization's funds? This is no student representation on the Boa rd. It appears that one
why we feel thar the student orgamzations who have pri- individual appropriates the entire Student Activities budvate funds, which are separate from the school's allocated get.
funds, should have the opnon of placing these private
In addition, my understanding is that there is no forfunds in an account off campus. It would allow us to learn mula for appropriating funds. Implementing a new syshow to handle our own money, and encourage mature, tern, with an established criteria based on services proadult dects1ons
vided to the University and Greater Cleveland commu niSecondly, the Student Activities Budget Board, SABB, ties, would encourageurganizations to participate in and
consists of only one person. The
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To the Editor:
As the 1994 Editor of john Carroll's yearbook, the Cari lIon I would like to express my gratitude to all of the students who supported mea£ term yexperience wnh censorship. I would just like to clarify some issues First of all, 1
did not make the decisions to keep the quotes in order to
glorify vomiting or passing out. We were simply quoting
semors who answered our questions. Nor did l keep the
quotes tn order to be a rebel or to aggravate the Umversity
in any way They were innocuous, light-hearted quotes,
not meant to be taken seriously, and certainly not meant to
hurtjohn Carroll.
The fac t of the matter is, th ere have been quotes like
these in previous books. look at the 1991 yearbook, for
example . There are quotes strik ingly stmilar to the censored quotes of 1994. o one censored these quotes a nd no
one ever complained about them after they were publi shed . Sowh>• did th e Administration suddenly begin to
control us? I worked in the Carillon office for four years
before Mr. Bookwalter called me about the quotes. In those
four years, we produced exemplary books. We did nothing
to offend the University.
I feel that the censoring was a slap in theface tome and
all of the staff who worked so hard to produce quality
books. Dave Barcelona wrote, "Mr. Bookwalter was only
trying to protect the integrity of John Carroll." But how
can he do this while violating a section of John Carroll's
handbook without regard to our rights? [see no integrity
in these actions.
·
_
llovejohn Carroll and it will always hold a dear place in
my heart. However, it cannot be as wonderful a place if
student rights are violated. We must make it clear to the
Administration that actions such as these will not be tolerated. My only hope is that nothing like this ever happens
again with the student publicat ions at John Carroll University. I urge all of you who stood up for me to continue to
make sure that this hope is a reality.
lana A. Caserta
Ed itor-in-Chief, 1994 Carillon

Why choose the more difficult classes?
Ray Polantz
work?" Our Puritan predecessors certainly would have
Forum Writer
frowned upon this attitude. But is it really wrong for
John Carroll Umversity has enjoyed academic excel- St"udents to feel this way?
lenceforquitesome time. Undoubtedly,itsstrongliberal
Society places so much emphasis on college grades
arts education is the cornerstone of this tradition. The andgradepointaveragesthatmoststudentshavelittleor
fact that John Carroll requires each student to take cer- noincentivetotakemorechallengingliberalartscourses.
rain liberalansclassesdistinguishesitselffrom the trade Many John Carroll students plan to continue thm eduschools and career centers which now seem to be in cationatgraduate,law,ormedicalschools Amongother
vogue
things,admissiondepcndsheavilyongrades. In the case
Because students are forced to take these core classes, of medical school. manyarequalified, but few are admit·
theirbenefitsmayremainhiddentomost. Dunngatime ted.
whenstatistlcsrevealthattheaverage person will change
Even seemingly insigniiicanL differences :n gr;de
his/her career several times, a liberal arts background pomt average may be the difference between rejection
may allow for much
andacceptance.Giventhedifeasier career transitions. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ftculty of many programs of
Learninghowtolearn
study at john Carroll, many
is an invaluable skill Relook to rllltral arL~ classes as
ligion, philosophy, and
grade point boosters.
historyclassesmaysecm
Some may feel that stuuselesstomany,butthey
dents who aYOid more diffido make studenrs wellculrclassesarewastingoneof
versedinmanydirferent
thefewopponumtiestnlifeto •
subjects.
gain such extensive knowlFamiliarity with
edge Many students are do1 c:~l ,d l'lt...these different areas is
ingjust that But many stuhelpful in dealings with
dentsalsohaveeconomicconclients, other professionals, and even neighbors and cerns; many receive financial assistance in the form of
friends.
scholarships. Most of these require students to mamtam
One complaint of some students has been that these certain grade point averages throughout their college
classes take up too much rime. Since many of john years. Again, certain class grades may sigmficantly inCarroll's students are not liberal arts majors, liberal arts fluence these averagCSJ
courses are often viewed as supplements to other areas of
Is It worth jeopardizing thousands of scholarship dolstudy. Because of attitudes such as this, many students Iars just ro try to expand one's mind by takmg a certain
attempt to seck out certain courses and professors that more difficult class?
have develo~ reputations for being less difficult than
It is hard to acknowledge that such important things
others.
such as entrance into graduate school or thousands of
During the last few weeks of registering for Spring dollars can hinge on a few seemingly unimportant deciclasses, students probably could have been heard asking mal pomts. But that is the way it is.
each other who is "good• ro take for certain liberal arts
Students don't make the rules. They only play by
classes.
them.
·lsn'tit about time we stop focusing on winsand losses
In student lingo this question translates roughly into:
"Who will give me the best grade for the least amount of and emphasize how the game Is played?

Society places so much
emphasis on college grades...
that most students have little
or no Incentive to take more
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Friday, November 18
LunchTime Lyrics with guitarist Jerry Hayes 11:30- 1 p.m. -Atrium

Saturday, November 19
Blind Man's Bull
Accapella Rock Music Show
8 p.m. -Atrium

Wednesday,December7
Special tickets on sale now for The Great Lakes Theater Festival production of
A Christmas Carol - $30 for 2 tickets
Free Transportation
Tickets can be purchased in the Student Life Office
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GEORGE by Mark Szorady
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Cracked c,-mbab by Michael A. Slayton

·OUT ON A LIMB by Gary Kopervas
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Hel Wanted
No Gimmicks- Extra Income
Now! En velope stuffing- $600$800 every week. Free details:
SASE to lmernationallnc. l375
Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn,
New York 11230.
Full Time and Pan time-Valet,
Cashiers& Parking attendants
needed $5.50 per hour to start
plus full benefits. Call Amy at
696-2696.
Spring Break 95-America's #l
spring break company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona&:
Panam~ 110% lowest price
guarantee. Organize 15 friends
and travel free. Earn highest
commissions.
(800)32TRAVEL.
Cruise Ships Hiring-Earn up
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal &
full-time employment available. No exp necessary. For
info. Call 1-206-634-0468
extc55561.
Temporary help needed- Now
through December at Gour-

met Brownie Company. No experience necessary. Minimum
wage. 360-0211.

nose flares! A.R.R.
Headwound Harry - sorry
about the latest head wound!

Wanted!!! lndivid uals and Student Organizations to Promote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. Call inter-campus programs 1-800-327-6013.

Oh my Romeo, my dearest
Romeo-we know your heart is
in right pl~ce. Take the LSAT to
the mat!

House for Rent

Need a ride to Detroit on Tuesday, November 22. Will pay
gas, call jon 691-1421.

Cleveland Hts. 2 bedroom duplex close to ]CU. downtown
and Lee Rd. Available jan. 14th.
$550.00/mo. Call Kathleen
321-7121.

Personals
Superstar, We love you! Only
lO days til your 21st. Oh boy!
Anderson-! had a great weekend. Thanks so, so much for
having me be a pan of it! Love,
Shamus.
Socialize, Sacrifice, Perseverance!
Good Luck Women's Volleyball! -B&:D.
M.M.S.- I love the way your

Eugene-Hope you're the happiest man in the world again
sometime soonl
Good luck 'Cuse on the road to
the final four.
Cathy, good luck on finalsLove, Chop
Bri-Fireman suck- K.B.
Beth, good luck job hunting.
Landscape Dick-! have a
'stinger' of a story for you.
Brian-when you cross the border you better have that
present for me.

by Mark Parisi

"Scrambled Hams"
ACROSS
Aully leathers
5 Certain apagheal
1

10

sauces
Alar\

14 Baseball's Matty
15
16
17
18

Expooge
Penny, eg

Broadway light
BAN THE BROW
20 George Bum's role
21 l..egl

22Ciues
23 WWII unml ella
25 ~Jamee
'1:1 Van Dyke'a coualn
29 EVENAREO
33 "'Yer !he IIUibciW'
~

34 Twn-r
36 Poel'a 'nOI c:loeed'
38 Enameled l'nllllwanl
37 Mr. llllnglley:Var

38 Pelt cl u

s. A.

39 Olr.
40 Juga

5 Malkllllng glmriclc
6 fnlglance

7 Chldlel1
8 Mldshlpmen'a org.
9 EIMIIon
1 Feeling WOI18
11 lari< Ioria
12 Gosalp
~:K/ngL.alr 13 F81mdwellen
50 Underln~
19 c..alp
51 MysteJY In !he sky
21 Singer Campbell
54 SIR JEWEIJlY
24 "SoJla me to
57 Colored In blotchea
25 Slalas llrTrly-58 Prayer ending
26 Embryo
58 Gat up
27 Closed the fence door
60 Pr&-OWnlld
2! ely In Maine
61 Teases
29 Tlnlc8ra & Chance
62 Women of rank
teammale
63 Messrs. l.lacl< & Danson 30 USE OlD DIME
DOWN
31 Fencing SWOids
I Mid explellve
32 Mlstb
2 B.-ter stbllkute
34 Attenllon getten1
3 ANY IJJW LOOE
37 Stolen goods
4 Woman with a habit
38 "DALE" lead In

41 ln1181ed dapbooud
42 AN 000 SAM
44 Hug
45 Atduologlcal wori<ow
46 Jury for one
.• 7 • ... and ___ lhee
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